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In my letter of 14 May, I promised to write to you acrain once 

enquiries to the Public Record Office about Blue Streak mIssile 
test film footage had been completed.

First you will wish to know that all official military film 
footage which has been selected for preservation is transferred to 
the Imperial War Museum (the official repository for such material 
as approved by the Lord Chancellor). The Blue Streak test film 
mentioned in the BBC2 Drocrramme ’Tales of the Paranormal’ last 
month is not held by the Ministry of Defence, nor the Public’ 
Record Office, but enquiries have revealed that copies of the 14 
minute footage[ which was sponsored by the Central Office of 
Information and produced by The Rank Organisation, are held by the 
Imperial War Museum and the Central Office of Information. 

You may be interested to know that in response to a similar 
query about the film from a member of the public in June 1964 MOD 
staff obtained a few ’clippings’ of the aborted Blue Streak launch 
from Pathe Ltd which revealed that the ’object’ observed in the 
film was in fact believed to be an internal camera reflection 
which is an apparently well-known phenomenon amongst photographic 
specialists. Contemporary papers are in the public domain and are 
available at the PRO under reference AIR 2/17526. I should add 
that it remains the case that to date the MOD knows of no evidence 
which substantiates the existence of lifeforms of extraterrestrial 
origin.

Until 2014 access to the original. Blue Streak test film held 
by the Imperial War Museum is only possible with the specific
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Thank you for your letter of 24 October to Michael Portillo 
expressing concern about the effectiveness of the UK air defence 
system. I am replying as this matter falls within my area of 
responsibility.

I must say at the outset that much of the content of the 
press reports enclosed with your letter is incorrect,ill-informed a~d specul tive. Much of what you say in your letter is also 
incorrect.

The facts are that our air defence system found no evidence 
of unidentified flying craft throughout the period in question. 
The only radar plot observed, which was identified on the National 
Air Traffic Services Claxby radar in the position of Boston, was 
judged by experienced operators at two separate locations to be a 
permanent echo, caused by a natural phenomena (something that does 
occur in certain weather conditions), not suspicious in nature nor 
of any significance to air or maritime safety, and of no air 
defence or air concern. The characteristics of the radar plot 
confirm beyond reasonable doubt that this judgement was sound.

There is very little reliable or accurate bearing or 
elevation information in connection with any of the sightings of 
lights observed in the area of The Wash. From that provided, 
including the video which was not fowarded to us by the 
Lincolnshire Police HQ until 5 November, the Greenwich Observatory 
view is that the lights were of celestial origin and likely to be 
Venus which had been exceptionally bright during the week in 
question.

Martin Redmond Esq MP

r:’".~.. .,..d,.......,’ D...,

The National Archives
Letter
Second copy of Earl Howe’s formal response to Martin Redmond.
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Thank you for your letter of 24 October to Michael Portillo 
expressing concern about the effectiveness of the UK air defence 
system. I am replying as this matter falls within my area of 
responsibility.

I must say at the outset that much of the content of the 
press reports enclosed with your letter is incorrect, ill-informed 
and specul tive. Much of what you say in your letter is also 
incorrect.

The facts are that our air defence system found no evidence 
of unidentified flying craft throughout the period in question. 
The only radar plot observed, which was identifi d on the National 
Air Traffic Services Claxby radar in the position of Boston, was 
judged by experienced operators at two separate locations to be a 
permanent echo, caused by a natural phenomena (something that does 
occur in certain weather conditions), not suspicious in nature nor 
of any significance to air or maritime safety, and of no air 
defence or air concern. The characteristics of the radar plot 
confirm beyond reasonable doubt that this judgement was sound.

There is very little reliable or accurate bearing or 
elevation information in connection with any of the sightings of 
lights observed in the area of The Wash. From that provided, 
including the video which was not fowarded to us by the 
Lincolnshire Police HQ until 5 November, th Greenwich Observatory 
view is that the lights were of celestial origin and likely to be 
Venus which had been exceptionally bright during the week in 
question.

Martin Redmond Esq MP
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D/USofS/4168/96 November 1996

Thank you for your letter of 24 October addressed to 

Michael Portillo expressing concern about the effectiveness of 

the UK air defence system. I am replying as this matter falls 

within my area of responsibility.

I must say at the outset that much of the content of the 

press reports enclosed with your letter is incorrect, ill- 

informed and speculative. Much of what you say in your letter 

is also incorrect.

The facts are that our air defence system found no 

evidence of unidentified flying craft throughout the period in 

question. The only radar plot observed, which was identified 

on the National Air Traffic Services Claxby radar in the 

position of Boston, was judged by experienced operators at two 

separate locations to be a permanent echo, caused by a natural 

phenomena (something that does occur in certain weather 

conditions), not suspicious in nature nor of any significance 

to air or maritime safety, and of no air defence or air 

concern. The characteristics of the radar plot confirm beyond 

reasonable doubt that this,judgement was sound.



. ... , \

There is very little reliable or accurate bearing or 

elevation information in connection with any of the sightings 

of lights observed in the area of The Wash. From that 

provided, including the video which was not fowarded to us by 

the Lincolnshire Police HQ until 5 November, the Greenwich 

Observatory view is that the lights were of celestial origin 

and likely to be Venus which had been exceptionally bright 

during the week in question.

I am confident that there is no evidence that the UK Air 

Defence Region was compromised. There was, of course, no 

reason whatsoever, in the light of the above for any further 

military action.

THE EARL HOWE

Martin Redmond, MP
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The People 
10 November 1996 

Page No: It RAF. 
X-FILE 
ALERT!
ALIENS from outer space may be visiting 
Britain; the GO’VCn1ment has sen$3tona.lly admitted. . 
In an incredible letter obtained by The People, 

IXtCtl~ MinstlK Earl Frederick Flowe reveah that 
ALL RAP station commanders are under orders ,to 

. report UFO sigbtings. ’ ’ " 

Ah be adds: "’So far as the ex.i$ren of extr.&t~trla.l 
1ifeform$ is con erned ..".,’\! remain opcr.-tnittded." The 
!ctt1:f was sl;nt tQ DOI1 
VaHey Labour MP Martin By NIGa NILSON ’ 
RedI1ond, wbo is tryi11g to b~k the MoD’s veil or "To te !to !l ghcins b~u: 
secrecy oVCr flyinS saUCI:T$. ’d d h ~dence . 
n, :. ~.m.::J _L.u Q prOvl e $QC 

’ . i n... ... ~v._~ ~4J - "We do not invC$tigatc 
UFO wfln a red mid grtl!n further or provide In; 
rotatiilg llg#l1 t/Zat trppt:QTed explamltiotl for what might o_East’Ang1.it11o.stmonth. bve been b~.# 

It was tracked by radar Mr Redmond is a <> 

lit RAF Neatishc4d and tht Go’Vcl"ntnu,t or 
RAF Northwood ror CO\’l1g up int’Om1Qlion Qn 
5eVcrill bouts a5 it hQ.-{ed 1JrOS and says jt there i:o 
in the- sjcy before flying 50 no defen threat, there is 
miles down the coast. no ~use forsecm:yeith~t. 

It wU l1Is: spotted by ~e answers I’ve ’been 
the crews of a tank~ ana gi’letl lead me to think:’ 
civilian pialJ while Ii. video there is something mar<; \9’ - now in the ’MoD’s hands this," added the MP. . - was t$.kert by poli( "The onty thing [ know 
"It’s incredible no for SlmI this 1vile isJue 

aircraft wete scrambled is shrouded in secrecr." : 
wnffi a targ~t "IVV.$ pitk Lut w<:e1t ’DcfIlQQ4!’ 
up 30 close 10 the coast," Mmi$ter Nichoiu Soames 

’ 

Mr Rend tolr.1 ~t= ,ref\.tSed to reveal. how many’ 
Secretary Mictw:1 Portillo.’ UFOs R.AF pilots ha1;e 
’This rai$f!s questions $pi;)tred since 1966. He 

\1 "It the K’QY ...It pclice 1M said the infotmaton w uJd 
uK Air Dqence Region. ’" co$t too much I ootain. 
Earl Howe replied that But b ;I<I(!ed: "Unidcn- - 

tbe RAF does not ~ nd ,tifi~ Qntaets penetrating 
. unless th~~ evidence UK. airspu are Identified . 

UK ! .. space h:u been by:ill available means. 
"<:mprom ". ~ addec! it1clud ng interception:’

PAGE.0Bl

~L:,
** TOTAL PAGE.aal **
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Internal discussion
Sec(AS) head’s briefing 15 November 1996 on the Wash sightings says Redmond’s criticisms of the RAF were ‘incorrect, ill-informed and speculative.’







DRAFT

D/USofS/4168/96 November 1996

Thank you for your letter of 24 October addressed to 

Michael Portillo expressing concern about the effectiveness of 

the UK air defence system. I am replying as this matter falls 

within my area of responsib.ility.

I must say at the outset that much of the content of the 

press reports enclosed with your letter is incorrect, ill- 

informed and speculative. Much of what you say in your letter 

is also incorrect.

The facts are that our air defence system found no 

evidence of unidentified flying craft throughout the period ln 

question. The only radar plot observed, which was identified 

on the National Air Traffic Services Claxby radar in the 

position of Boston, was judged by experienced operators at two 

separate locations to be a permanent echo, caused by a natural 

phenomena (something that does occur in certain weather 

conditions), not suspicious in nature nor of any significance 

to air or maritime safety, and of no air defence or air 

concern. The characteristics of the radar plot confirm beyond 

reasonable doubt that this judgement was sound.



.

There is very little teliable or accurate bearing or 

elevation information in connection with any of the sightings 

of lights observed in the area of The Wash. From that 

provided, including the video which was not fowarded to us by 

the Lincolnshire Police HQ until 5 November, the Greenwich 

Observatory view is that the lights were of celestial origin 

and likely to be Venus which had been exceptionally bright 

during the week in question.

I am confident that there is no evidence that the UK Air 

Defence Region was compromised. There was, of course, no 

reason whatsoever, in the light of the above for any further 

military action.

THE EARL HOWE

Martin Redmond, MP
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Internal discussion
Complete copy of Group Captain DAO’s report on the Boston/Wash UFO incident, completed in November 1996.
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all available displays, observed the same plot on the same Claxby 
radar in the same position. This information was also relayed to 
ARCC thence to MRCC; by now, MRCC had consciously or 
subconsciously associated the reports of lights with the Boston 
radar return and assumed an investigative and coordination role 
for the rest of the night.

3. Actions by Air Defence System. Meanwhile, CRC Neatishead’s 
inquiries had revealed no sign of air movements or military 
exercises in the area and there was no evidence of unidentified 
air activity on any radar; the stationary radar plot, without 
associated height or IFF/SSR support, therefore, was judged by 
experienced operators at both Neatishead and the D&D Cell to be a 
permanent echo, and the separate stationary lights as some form of 
natural phenomena of no air defence or air concern. It was clear 
that no flying craft had penetrated the UKADR or was present on 
any radar; furthermore, the unrelated stationary light reports 
were not suspicious in nature or of significance to air or 
maritime safety, therefore, no recommendation to scramble a Quick 
Reaction Alert aircraft from RAF Leuchars to investigate either 
the permanent echo or the reported lights was sought. 

4. Subsequent Reporting. Updates and further information on 
both the plot and lights continued to be sought by MRCC from 
several sources on open circuits and reported, and sometimes 
distorted, in the process. Further interest in the radar plot was 
kept alive at the instigation of the coastguard, leading to the 
eventual involvement of several other control agencies including 
LATCC(Civil), LATCC(Military), Anglia Radar and Waddington 
Approach. Further interest in the lights was maintained by the 
coastguard until they disappeared with the dawn, involving a 
tanker vessel at sea, Boston and Skegness Police Forces and 
LATCC(Civil). 

INVESTIGATION OF RADAR PLOT AND VISUAL SIGHTINGS

5. The various observations which occurred in the early hours of 
5 Oct 96 and the various phenomenae have been investigated in 
considerable detail. The relevant logs maintained by on-duty 
Military and Civilian personnel have been studied and, where 
possible, key observers and operators, both civil and military, 
have been interviewed by telephone.

THE BOSTON PLOT

6. Plot Characteristics. A radar Plot was observed in the 
position of Boston, Lines, on the National Air Traffic Services 
(NATS) sensor at Claxby, near Market Rasen, when attention was 
drawn to the area by Great Yarmouth Coastguard. It was observed 
by the D&D Cell from approximately 0225Z and by CRC Neatishead 
from 0230Z; both organisations have access to the same radar 
display although neither uses that radar on a routine basis for 
surveillance or aircraft control in the Wash area. Later, the 
plot was observed by Anglia Radar at Stanstead, which opened at
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ANNEX F TO 
D/DAO/1/13 
DATED 13 NOV 96

ABBREVIATED COMMENTS ON MR REDMOND’S LETTER

1. General. Mr Redmond’s comments are largely based on radio 
traffic between Gt Yarmouth Coastguard Maritime Rescue 
Coordination Centre and various agencies which was either released 
or intercepted then reported in the press and interpreted in 
various ways; erroneously, the visual observations of lights have 
been linked with persistent radar returns from a permanent echo at 
Boston Lincs.

2. Para 1. There was no visual identified flying craft only 
unusual lights; correlation by ~various different military radar 
systems’ did not occur.

3. Para 2.

a. Lights with different characteristics were observed to 
the E and/or SE of Skegness and Boston by Police and by the 
crew of MV Conocoast some 8 miles east of Skegness. A 
separate stationary object was detected on one ATC radar at 
Claxby, Lincs, over Boston and observed on the same radar 
display at Neatishead, Anglia Radar (later) and the D&D Cell 
at the London Air Traffic Control Centre (LATCC) West 
Drayton; a stationary object was also detected much later on 
the Waddington approach radar, however this was in a separate 
position, not over Boston. Three aircraft subsequently flew 
close to the ~object’ but no sighting of an airborne vehicle 
was made.

b. RAF Northwood was never involved in this event. 
confusion has arisen because Gt Yarmouth coastguard, referred 
incorrectly to ’D&D Northwood’ instead of ~D&D West Drayton’ 
in several transmissions or conversations; this error was 
reproduced in press reports.

4. Para 3.

a. Aircraft were not scrambled because there was no 
evidence whatsoever of an unidentified airborne vehicle in 
the vicinity. 

b. Tornado F3 QRA aircraft are held on high alert at RAF 
Leuchars but not routinely at Leeming or Coningsby. 

c. The RAF Air Rescue Coordination Centre (ARCC), Kinloss 
was only involved by Gt Yarmouth Coastguard Maritime Rescue 
Coordination Centre (MRCC) to ascertain whether they knew of 
any air activity in the area. ARCC, in turn, asked CRC 
Neatishead and D&D who replied in the negative; ARCC 
subsequently relayed several messages between D&DjNeatishead 
and the MRCC concerning the stationary radar plot. 

5. Para 4. Locations of permanent echoes are well known to





~ .~~-
b. Question 2

There was no evidence of unidentified aircraft being 
present in the UKADR on 5 Oct 96, therefore, there was no 
reason to scramble aircraft on alert. Police and the tanker 
MV CONOCOAST saw LIGHTS not objects or any flying craft. No 
lights were observed by any aircraft in the area; negative 
reports were received from 2 civilian aircraft which flew by 
the area at 0520-0530Z

c. Question 3 

Procedures exist to scramble aircraft to investigate 
unidentified aircraft detected on radar, which was not the 
case on 5 Oct.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS 
LONDON SW1A OAA

24th. October, 1996

The Rt. Hon. Michael Portillo, M.P., 
The Secretary of State, 
Ministry,of Defence, 
Hain~"B ilding, 
vJhitehall, 
London, 
S.H.lA 2HB.
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De a r 6<..t_J\
I am very concerned about an incident that occurred off the 

East Anglian coast recently, involving a visual unidentified 
flying craft sighting which was correlated by various different 
military radar systems. I have attached, for your information, 
copies of some recent press reports.

From these press reports it would seem as if the unidentified 
flying craft was seen by the crew of a tanker; the crew of a civil 
aircraft; police at Skegness (who took a video), and police at 
Boston. Simultaneously, the object seems to have been picked up 
on military radar systems at R.A.F. Neatishead, R.A.F. Waddington, 
and R.A.F. Northwood, together with systems at London and at 
Anglia radar.

What strikes me as incredible is that no aircraft were 
scrambled when an uncorrelated target was picked up so close to 
the coast. This raises for me, serious issues about the way in 
which we police the U.K. Air Defence Region (U.K.A.D.R.). Given 
that we have Tornado F.3 aircraft based at R.A.F. Leuchars; R.A.F. 
Leeming; and R.A.F. Coningsby, should not one of these bases have 
had Air Defence aircraft on Quick Reaction Alert (Q.R.A.), and 
should a launch not have been ordered? I am also unclear as to 
the involvement of R.A.F. Kinloss in Scotland, home of our Nimrod 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft.

A story seems to have been put around that the radar systems 
,,Jere picking up Boston’s church to’’i’er! Although "ground clutter" s~n give spurious returns around certain radar heads, my 
understanding is that the locations of such areas are well known) 
and that such an effect is unlikely to be repeated on so many 
different radar systems. Some of the Air Traffic Control radars 
might have difficulty with ground clutter, but Air Defence radar 
qystems and their skilled operators should know the difference. 
This "explanation" also fails to take account of the visual 
sightings.
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Out of this world
ThIs Is the transcript of the conversations between 
coastguards; RAF stations In Norfolk, Scotland and 
London, pollee and North Sea tanker Conocoast 
when strange lights were seen In the night sky at 
the weekend. It Is the recordIng taken at 
Yannouth Coastguard headquarters:

031.4 Skegness pollee: "We can see a strange 
red.and.green rotating light in the sky d ectly 
south-Bastfrom Skegness.lt looks strange as it 
is stationary and there is no aircraft sound in 
the area." 
0326 RAF Klnloss: "Northwood have a radar 
contact bearing 221 degrees at 16 miles, it looks 
to be stationary and there is no way of 
determining its height but it must be quite a 
size to be visible from Skegness." 
0331. Klnloss: "Neatishead now con.fmns a 
couple of radar contacts in the area but no 
height, they seem to be stationary. There are 
definitely no military a craft in the area and 
no notified civil flights should be there." 
0346 Conocoast tanker: "We have these lights 
on visual. Now they are flashing red, green and 
white. Cannot identify it as an a craft as it 
looks stationary and it is approximately one 
mile high." 
Yannouth Coastguard: "Did you see from which 
direction it appeared?" 
Conocoast: "No. It just appeared and is 
stationarv." 
0353 Klnl~ss: "Neatishead say it could be 
caused bv the weather" 
Coastgua~d: "I don’t think so as we have visual 
contact." 
Klnloss: "Well. NeatL’Shead and Northwood 
report that there is no transponder on this

0517 Boston police: "We can still see the light. It 
is towards the south-Bast and seems about 4 S 
degrees in the sky. It is just a bright light to us:’ 
052:1 Klnloss: "Neatishead are running a trace 
on this and cannot explain it. If they are 
helicopters they are fast approaching the end of 
their endurance as it is well over two hours 
since the fIrst report let alone how long they 
were up there before they were actually 
sighted." 
0552 Conocoast: "We can still see the lights. 
and they are on their original bearings and 
flashing the same colours but they seem higher 
and dimmer" 
0708 Alght Ueutenant McFarlane, N.eatlshead: 
"We had a report from Northwood that a civil 
flight had also reported strange lights in the 
area. They fit exactly what was seen from the 
ground, multi-coloured, flashing, stationary 
lights." 
0731 Flight Ueutenant George, Northwood: "This 
echo iSH\till on our screens and we cannot 
explain this at all apart from it being a 
meteorological phenomenon but then again we 
have visual sightings also. The civilian f1ight 
that reported these lights as a flare was six 
miles away at the time. AU very strange." 
1.109 Neatlshead: "The object still has not 
moved, London radar and Waddington can als( 
see it." 
:1920 AngUa radar: "There is nothing there now, 
we are of the opinion that it was the Boston Stump." 
Wind: Force Four. Visibility: 20 miles.

object and therefore no means of interrogation. 
It is obvious that whatever it is it does not want 
anyone to know that it is there. Also 
Neatishead report its position as directly over Boston." 
04Q8 Conocoast: "It is still stationary and 
flashing red, green, blue and white. It looks 
very high, north of us, and there is no engine 
noise. 
0417 Coastguard: "Skegness, can you get video 
footage as the RAF are very interested and may 
require it later:’ 
0427 Klnloss: "Neatishead are keeping a log of 
what looks like clutter on the radar." 
0445 Yarmouth Coastguard: "Conocoast. can you 
give us an update?" 
Conocoast: "We can see two lights tlashing 
green and red." 
0501 Coastguard: "Give us both bearings of the 
two lights" 
Conocoast: "There is one stationary light at 345 
deg true and the other at 160 true, the lights are 
both visible with the naked eye and both 
exhibit the same characteristics flashing red, 
blue, green and white."

Did you see the mysterious bright lights?
The source of "strange" bright was taking the sightings seriously 

lights spotted in the sky ofT East and "all possibilities" would be 
Anglia at the weekend remained a covered. 
mystery Jast night. Spokesman Nigel Scrge;jnt said: 
Police. the RAF and shipping "We are trying to prove that it does 

reported the appearance of two not represent any sort of security 
large, unexplained objects above threat and that it was not an 
the Wash in the early hours of aggressive intrusion into our 
Saturday. . airspace. This is one of the bigger 
BaIDed personnel at RAF sightings recently and has causer! 

Neatishead spent hours tra.cking quite a bit of interest." 
the UFOs, describBd by witnesses Skegness potice called the 
as large, about a mile up in the sky, coastguards at 3.14am on Saturday 
and with blue. white. red and green after seeing a number of objects 
flashL’1g lights. flashing in the sky. which were also 
The Ministry of Defence said it spotted by coUeagues at Boston. f::.A~~"} 2I>A\L’1 p,~S;;: 2, CC ’( ~ if::,

Sightings, which continued until 
the objects disappeared ofT radar 
screens at about 11am on Saturday, 
later came from a tanker and a 
civilian aircraft, while two 
military raclar stations verified 
"strange" traces. 
FIt Lt Keith Sweatman, of RAF 

Neatishead. said: "We have not 
been able to ofTer I\n explanation. 
"The number of independent 

reports we have had suggest there 
is something to follow up. We will 
be investigating thoroughly." 
Witnesses heard no aircraft noise 

and mmtary radar showed no

aircraft. civil or military. in th. 
area, apart from the civilian tlig:; 
which reported "strange lights." 
Military officials said no airfore 

planes had been scrambled t 
investigate. 
Coastguards yesterday suggestc 

the lights might have been Venu: 
But Ian Morison, a scientist at tF. 
radio astronomy observatory ~, 
Jodrell Bank, said this Wi 

unlikely as the planet would n, 
have been visible after sunrise. D’ 
you take a photograph of tr’ 
mysterious lights? If so, ring U’ 
EDP newsdesk on 01603 623311.
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UFOs expose 9-5 
defence danger 

Mystery lights in 
the sky highlight 
a problem or two

..

;1 
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I READ with interest how 
our ever vigilant police 

" forces, coastguards and ,~ military radar observers .~ . spent from 3.15am to 
lL09am on Saturday, 
October 5 watching an 
unidentified brightly lit 
flying object 
In the shadow of 

"Independence Day" 
hysteria, what is indeed 
pbenomenal is the fact that 
"Military officials said no air 
force planes had scrambled 
to investigate." 
Our multi-billion pound 

defence budget to which we, 
the tax paying public are 
forced to contribute, equips 
our national protection with 
Tornadoes, Jaguars and FI8 
fighter aircraft at DO-million 
a throw and pilots to fly 
them costing !5-million eacb 
to train. 
It all seems pretty pointless 

if they only fly 9-5 on

’’".’" 

,
~ ’

Monday to Friday. 
We must think ourselves 

fortunate the bright lights 
over the Wash were not 
Saddam Hussein or some 
other crackpot targeting us 
for nuclear obliteration, 
because if it had been, you 
would not be reading this 
letter.

ask whether anvone else saw 
. tbe silent object I did over 
the centre of Norwich at 
around 9am on December 27 
last year, a date and time 
which meant the city was 
virtually empty. 

It certainly wasn’t a flying 
saucer, more a brightly 
coloured flying object, and 
appeared at first to be a giant 
kite about the dimensions of 
a single-decker bus. 
As the fair was here at the 

time it might weil have been 
a publicity stunt to attract 
attention. It might have been 
any number of things - but

Damian O’Connor, 
King Street, 

Norwich.

II V,TfH everyone’s minds 
on strange things in the sky 
(Evening News, October 7) 
now seems a good time to

quite what is the puzzle. 
Malcolm Chamberlin, 

Highland Road, 
Norwich.

II IN YOUR leader (October 
7) referring to the mysterious 
lights seen over The Wash at 
the weekend, you comment: 
"The strange sightings of a 
stationery object over East’ 
AngJia have so far defied a 
rational explanation." 

I take it you mean there is 
no cause for concern as it is 
no more than a paper 
exercise?

Warren King, 
Amderley Drive, 

Norwich. . Editor’s note: Oops! 
Looks like one of the little 
green men got into the works - perhaps the same one 
which dated Mr King’s letter 
as March 8. Sorry about the 
slip. We will try to do 
better.
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UFO hunt . ’.’ ’. I ’-\ 
,IS on says 
the RAF
THE: MINtSTRY ofDcfcnce 
and HAF were today 
investigating multiple 
sightings ofa UFO. 
Reports of a bright 

’.’:hiTe shining object were I received by Boston and I 

Skegness police forces in 
Lincolnshire and over the 
Norfolk coast near The 

, Wash. , 

RAF Neatishead, near 
Wroxham, Norfolk, 
confirmed it had tracked a 
mystery signal on their 
n,dar, 

Flight Lieutenant Keith 
’Sweatman said: "The 
object appeared on our 

, radars and stayed there for 
a number ofholirs, 

"1t moved some 50 miles 
down the coast at a speed 
which suggested it wasn’t 
a weather balloon." 
He said the RAF would 

be investigating the matter 
I thorougllly and confirmed ,~1ev were already 
collating their 
lnfarn13.tion. 
"The number of 

ln epen ent reports we’ve 
l’,:ld suggests there is 
;o:ne.thing to follow up," 
rle sal , ’-..---- 17..

’J
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Sh~9 ing son1e light 

H 19h o\:er the coast near Boston it hung, a 
strange fiash g, red and green rotating light 
which the Ministry of Defence is now 

investigating to see whether it was a "threat to our 
security" . 
According to R.4.F Kinloss, it seemed obvious "that it 

does not want anyone to know that it is there". Not 
surprisingly, even normally sceptical UFO researchers 
are impressed. 
We confess to being intrigued, and will feel hugely let 

down if, as in Anglia radar’s view. this revolving aerial 
sho’,," proves to be nothing more extra. terrestrial than 
the tower of Boston’s famous church

\ 
\

Sightings off coast 
tracked by air base 
THE MINISTRY of Defence is today in- 
vestigating a possible UFO sighting off the 
county coast which was picked up by RAF 
radar. . 

Reports of a bright white shining objL:ct in the sky were r~ceived by Skegness and Boston Police together W’ith the 
L:o<lstguard <I! <lbout 3am on 
S<lturday. 
The mystery object was aJso_ 

reported around The Wash. 
The MoD and RAF oftcials 
arc looking in!o the incident. 
RAF Neatishead, near 

Wroxh<.1ll1. Norfolk, was {he 
nL:ares! ba~;e to the ncident. 
fin!H Lieutenant Keith 

Swe.at;n<.1n. said: "The object 
appc::red on our radars and 
staved there for a number of ho~rs, it moved some 50 
miles down the coast at a 
speed which suggested it 
wa~n ’{ a weal her baBoon, 
"We wiJi be investigating 

the matter thoroughly and are 
already collating all the in- 
Inrrn:JI ion we have. The 
number of inckpcndem re- 
pOl1s we hd’C had SUggl’S! 
thefe i~ \u!1tC’th ng to h)!!(\~ 
up. 

It wa’, c’\H1iirmed that the: 
. b;~sC’ h~.d {H.~! l)C(:n conducting! 
opcrati"ns in the area at the 
tlrne of the sighting.

Special 
Speci.d ’0’ "ircraft 

normallv in\’est l!ate UfO 
t.,!ghl f1g~, but there \Io’crc nonc 
,I\’,lildbk :H the time as the 
neClrcSl "IIC "as a! R!\F 
!.clIchars In SUllLmJ, 
Thc MoD h,,, a s[)<:i:d cell 

\\ hi(’h in\.c"!I~;l!i...’" ~dl r~rtl.. 1\.,’d 
uro :.. ght!!lg:-. It wil! r~ ,-,ar[fln),: OL’I C\;en,~ive CJ1C\.:k,’:,’ I !!HD \\.’h;l{ v...;j:.. ~t:cn .’: ~r-lk~’\:1;;~I,!, f:Dr SK gn\..~:.., j.JlJ; J(C \~;id \’t e h;jJ Glib I \\’hi:.:h \u~gC\kd iJ brg:.: brighl 

01’’’1 Ihe co:,sl. In tho’ 
l he this have ;~ pbne or :J 

\\"c~:thl: r b;d!i H:n bur \l~\..’ ha \.1..’ 
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new theory about those strange lights in the sky

u
By STEVE DOWNES~~"""""~"""’~~~\>R_~QI
The truth was out there. 
But even agent Millder of the X-Files would 
fmd it hard to believe. 
The great East Anglian UFO mystery was 
solved last night - and turned out to be just a 
storm and a church tower. 
The weekend sightings of colourful flashing 
lights over the Wash captured the imagination 
of would-be X-Files sleuths across the region. 
Letters and telephone calls flooded into the 
ED? after the sightings, which coincided with 
the appearance of a mysterious objecfon 
radars. 
One theory was that the culprit was planet 
Venus. 

’ 

But Norfolk, RAF investigators have now 
found logical explanations - and have ruled 
out the possibility of little green men peering 
down on us. 
Flight Lt Keith Sweatman, ofRAF Neatishead, 
said: "We now know that the radar trace was 
Boston Stump - the church tower at Boston. 
"And the weather people said that the 
coloured lights ill the sky coincided with an 
electrical storm over the Wash. 
"You do get weird experiences with electrical 
storms, and they can produce lots of different 
colours." 
The 200ft church tower would have been ruled 
out if it had been picked up by a more 
advanced RAF radar, which can computer- 
enhance images. 
But the air traffic control radar did not have 
similar facilities, and operators jumped to the 
conclusion that it must have been linked with 
the flashing’red, blue, green and white lights, 
seen by the tanker Conocoast. 
Following the weekend sightings, an 
investigation was launched by the Ministry of 
Defence to ensure they did not pose a threat to 
national security. That has now been 
discounted. 
The mystery is expected to be cleared up once 
and for all in the next couple of days when 
experts at RAF Neatishead view video footage 
of the lights. They are waiting for the video to 
arrive after being sent from Boston police. 
Flight Lt Sweatlnan stressed they would be 
-keeping an open milld. 

- 
"r don’t totally discount UFOs," he said. 
’Tm not 3. disbeliever. but I’m not a believer 
either. ..

e
Not any
more. . . the 
great Wash 
UFO 
sighting 
finally 
explained
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ANN(X C

All persons ILO Degree or other ’A’ level and equivalent Trade GCSE or Othu No
unemployed of higher edw::ation (excluding trade apprenticeship equivalent Qualification

working age apprenticeships)
(thousands) of

which (percentage)
wilh highest

qualification I

United Kingdom 2,344 ! 1.6 12.3 10.6 18.! 20.0 27.4
Great Britain 2,274 11.7 12.3 lOA 18.2 20.4 27.0
England 1,942 11.8 12.2 9.7 18.1 20.8 27.4
South East 742 14.1 12.8 8.7 16.7 22.1 25.5
Greater London 379 15.6 11.2 7.1 15.8 23.7 26.5
Rest of South East 362 12.6 14.4 10.5 17.7 20.3 24.5
East Anglia 72 - , - - 21.1 23.6 23.0
South West 169 12.7 J4.9 10.1 22.1 18.4 21.0
West Midlands 219 9.0 12.1 6.6 16.9 19.5 35.9
East Midlands 152 9.9 13.4 11.5 18.5 \8.7 28.0
Y orkslre and J89 11.0 11.9 8.2 18.3 20.2 30.4
Humberside
North west 248 11.9 9.4 10.7 19.9 20.0 28.2
North 151 7.! 11.3 16.5 16.8 22.1 26.3
Wales 114 9.3 9.7 10.8 19.2 20.2 30.8
Scotland 218 12.0 14.6 16.0 19.1 16.6 21.6
Northern Ireland 69 , - - 19.4 14.1 - 41.0
Notes:
’Working age is men aged 16- and women aged 16-59. Includes those who did not answer, but percentages are based on totals
excluding them.
’Sample size too small for reliab]e estimate.
Source:
Labour Force Survey (winter 1995-96), Office for National Statistics.

Highly Indebted Poor Countries Initiative 

Mr. Bill Michie: To ask the ChanceIJor of the 
Exchequer what assessment he has made of the recently 
agreed highly indebted poor countries initiative; and if he 
will make a statement. [1329J 

Mrs. . Angela Knight: I refer to the answer I gave to 
the hon. Member for Newham, North-East (Mr. Timms) 
on 14 October, Official Report, columns 705-706.

DEFENCE

Nuclear Weapons 

Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the report of 
the Canberra Commission on the elimination of nuclear 
weapons. [2931] 

Mr. Soames: We have noted the conclusions of the 
Canberra Commission, We remain committed to the 
pursuit of negotiations in good faith on effective measures 
relating: to nuclear disarmament, as set out in article VI of 
the ;uclear non-proliferation treaty. But nuclear 
disarmament cannot realistically be pursued 
independently of the broader security context. We and 
NATO continue to judge that nuclear deterrence plays an 
essential role in maintaining peace and stability in Europe.

Unidentified Flying Objects 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence if he will make a statement on the circumstances 
of the two occasions referred to in his answer of 24 July. 
Official Report. column 424. when RAP aircraft were 
scrambled or diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated radar targets; if the objects were identified;

13 CW13.PAGUIJ

if it was judged that breaches of United Kingdom airspace 
had occurred; and if he will list all similar incidents which 
have occurred since 1979. [2932J

Mr. Soames: The targets were identified as Russian 
maritime patrol aircraft and were in the northern portion 
of the UK air defence region. They did not penetrate UK 
airspace. Information covering the period from 1979 is 
not held in a readily available form and could be provided 
only at disproportionate cost and effort.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence when United Kingdom military personnel were 
briefed about the scrambling of Belgian F-16 aircraft on 
30 and 31 March 1990; when the unidentified flying 
object concerned was detected on United Kingdom radar 
systems; and if RAP aircraft were scrambled. [3185]

Mr. Soames:. The Belgian authorities did not notify 
adjacent countries because no threat was perceived. There 
is no evidence of radar contacts within the UK air 
defence system.

Radiation

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if the radiation readings, reported to his 
Department by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt on 
13 January 1981. were judged to have posed any threat 
to Lieutenant Colonel Halt and his team; who assessed 
the readings; how the radiation compared with 
background radiation in the area; and if he will make 
a statement. [2934J

Mr. Soames: There is no record of any official 
assessment of the radiation readings reported by 
Lieutenant Colonel Halt.
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The Prime Minister: This morning, I had meetings 
with ministerial colleagues and others. In addition to my 
duties in the House, I shall be having further meetings 
later today.

Burma 

Mr. Parry: To ask the Prime Minister what recent 
representations Her Majesty’s Government have made to 
the Government of Burma regarding abuses of human 
lights; and if he wiH make a statement. [3178] 

The Prime Minister: We have recently issued several 
statements about violations of human rights in Burma, and 
did so again yesterday. 

In addition, our Ambassador in Rangoon has expressed 
our grave concern at recent events in Burma on several 
occasions.

The EU presidency and troika Foreign Ministers also 
raised these concerns at meetings with the Burmese 
Foreign Minister on 22 July and 26 September.

Land Mines 

Mr. Parry: To ask the Prime Minister what 
representations he has received from UNICEF concerning 
land mines in (a) Cambodia and (b) Thailand; and if he 
will make a statement. [3175] 

The Prime Minister: As far as I am aware, none. 
Mr. Parry: To ask the Prime Minister what assistance 

(a) Her Majesty’s Government and (b) non-governmental 
organisations have given to (a) Cambodia, (b) Laos and 
( c) Thailand in respect of the cJearance of land mines; and 
if he will make a statement. [3176] 

The Prime Minister: Since 1 April 1993, the British 
Government have committed over f5.l million for 
humanitarian mine cJearance activities in Cambodia, 
;(543,000 in Laos and ;(5,000 in Thailand, concentrating 
on specific clearance projects addressing urgent 
humanitarian needs. Some of these projects are managed 
by British non-governmental organisations. 

We do not have details of all non-governmental 
organisations’ commitments to mine clearance in 
Cambodia, Laos and Thailand.

DEFENCE

;,I;j:~~~~it {! ~IYilJgPbJ~ ts’ 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (I) what factors underlay his Department’s 
decision that the rep0l1ed sightings of unidentified flying 
objects on 5 November 1990 and 31 March 1993 were 
not of defence significance;’ [2898] 
(2) for what reasons his Department assessed the sightings of an 
unidentified flying object over RAF Shawbury, refen’ed to in his 
answer of 24 July, Official Report, column 424. as having no 
defence significance. [2928] 

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the answer that I gave him on 8 July 1996, Official Report, column 26.
56 CWJ4-PAGII6

Gulf War 

Mr. Campbell-Savours: To ask 
for Defence if supplies of vaccine 
the Chemical and Biological Defence Es 
used in circumstances relating to the Gulf war. 

Mr. Soames: This is a matter for the chief executive 
of the Chemical and Biological Defence Establishment. I 
have asked the chief executive to write to the hon. 
Member. 

Letter from John Chisholm to Mr. Dale Campbell- 
Savours, dated 12 November 1996: 

r have been asked to reply to your Parliamentary Question about 
whether the Vaccine lOH03A supplied to the Chemical and 
Biological Defence Establishment were used in circumstances 
relating to the Gulf War. r have been asked to reply since The 
Chemical and Biological Defence Establishment (CBD) is now part 
of the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency of which I am 
Chief Executive. 

I regret that it is not our policy to provide details of the particular 
vaccines required for the research programme at CBD Porton Down. 

1 am sorry I could not be more helpful.
Mr. CampbeU-Savours: To ask the Secretary of State 

for Defence (I) on what date vaccine 10H03A was 
received by United Kingdom military personnel in the 
gulf; [1675] 

(2) if named patient requirements as required by the 
manufacturer were used in .the case of vaccine number 
lOH03A while used in circumstances relating to the Gulf 
war; [1673) 

(3) on what date Her Majesty’s Government purchased 
from the Miles Drug Company, Miles Pharmaceuticals or 
Bayer UK vaccine IOH03A; and which was used in the 
Gulf war; [1672) 

(4) how many British Aerospace personnel (a) did and 
(b) did not receive doses of vaccine lOH03A during the 
course of the Gulf war; [1671] 

(5) if he wilI make a statement on the use of vaccine 
lOH03A during the course of the Gulf war. [1670) 

Mr. Soames: At present, details relating to biological 
warfare medical counter measures remain "tlassified for 
operational reasons. 

Mr.CampbeU-Savours: To ask the Secretary of State 
for Defence at what time on the 20 and 21 January 1991 
United Kingdom personnel were brought into contact with 
chemical or biological agents near Dhahran. [1677] 

Mr. Soames: No chemical or biological agents were 
detected at Dhahran on 20 and 21 January 1991. 
Mr. CampbeU.Savours: To ask the Secretary of State 

for Defence at what time on the 20 and 21 January 1992 
chemical agent monitors indicated sarin in the air in the 
vicinity of United Kingdom personnel at Dhahran. [1676] 
Mr. Soames: There is no evidence of sarin being 

detected at Dhahran on 20 and 21 January 1991.
Gurkha Troops 

Mr. Fatchett: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence how many Gurkha troops will be stationed in 
Britain as a result of the handover of Hong Kong; where
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All persons ILQ Degree or other ’A’ level and equivalent Trade GCSE or Other
unemplo)’ed of higher education (excluding trade apprenticeship equivalent

working age apprenticeships)
(thousands) of

which (percentage)
with highest

qualification’

United IGngdom 2,344 11.6 12.3 10.6 18.1 20.0 27.4
Great Britain 2,274 11.7 12.3 10.4 18.2 20.4 27.0
England 1.942 11.8 12.2 9.7 18.1 20.8 27.4
South East 742 14.1 12.8 8.7 16.7 22.1 25.5
Greater London 379 15.6 11.2 7.1 15.8 23.7 26.5
Rest of South East 362 12.6 14.4 10.5 17.7 20.3 24.5
East Anglia 72 - - - 21.1 23.6 23.0
South West 169 12.7 14.9 10.1 22.1 18.4 22.0
West Midlands 219 9.0 12.1 6.6 16.9 19.5 35.9
East Midlands 152 9.9 13.4 11.5 18.5 18.7 28.0
Yorkshire and 189 11.0 11.9 8.2 18.3 20.2 30.4
Humberside
North west 248 11.9 9.4 10.7 19.9 20.0 28.2
North 151 7.1 11.3 16.5 16.8 22.1 26.3
Wales 114 9.3 9.7 10.8 19.2 20.2 30.8
Scotland 218 12.0 14.6 16.0 19.1 16.6 21.6
Northern Ireland 69 , - - 19.4 14.1 - 41.0
Notes: 
’Working age is men aged 16-64 and women aged 16-59. Includes those who did not answer, but percentages are based on totals 
excluding them. 
1Sample size too small for reliable estimate. 
Source: 
Labour Force Survey (winter 1995-96), Office for National Statistics.

Highly Indebted Poor Countries Initiative 

Mr. Bill Michie: To ask the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer what assessment he has made of the recently 
agreed highly indebted poor countries initiative; and if he 
will make a statement. [1329J 

Mrs. Angela Knight: I refer to the answer I gave to 
the hon. Member for Newham, North-East (Mr. Timms) 
on 14 October, Official Report, columns 705-706.

DEFENCE

Nuclear Weapons 

Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the report of 
the Canberra Commission on the elimination of nuclear 
weapons. [2931] 

Mr. Soames: We have noted the conclusions of the 
Canberra Commission. We remain committed to the 
pursuit of negotiations in good faith on effective measures 
relating to nuclear disarmament, as set out in article VI of 
the nuclear non-proliferation treaty. But nuclear 
disarmament cannot realistically be pursued 
independently of the broader security context. We and 
NATO continue to judge that nuclear deterrence plays an 
essential role in maintaining peace and stability in Europe.

’;!f(I~i\~~ ~~~~ g’t’PJ~ ~ 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence if he will make a statement on the circumstances 
of the two occasions referred to in his answer of 24 July, 
Official Report, column 424, when RAP aircraft were 
scrambled or diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated radar targets; if the objects were identified;
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if it was judged that breaches of United Kingdom airspace 
had occurred; and if he will list all similar incidents which 
have occurred since 1979. [2932J

Mr. Soames: The targets were identified as Russian 
maritime patrol aircraft and were in the northern portion 
of the UK air defence region. They did not penetrate UK 
airspace. Information covering the period from 1979 is 
not held in a readily available form and could be provided 
only at disproportionate cost and effort.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence when United Kingdom military personnel were 
briefed about the scrambling of Belgian F-16 aircraft on 
30 and 31 March 1990; when the unidentified flying 
object concemed was detected on United Kingdom radar 
systems; and if RAF aircraft were scrambled. [3185]

Mr. Soames: The Belgian authorities did not notify 
adjacent countries because no threat was perceived. There 
is no evidence of radar contacts within the UK air 
defence system.

. .RadiatiQn

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
pefence if the radiation readings, reported to his 
Department by Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt on 
13 January 1981, were judged to have posed any threat 
to Lieutenant Colonel Halt and his team; who assessed 
the readings; how the radiation compared with 
background radiation in the area; and if he will make 
a statement. [2934J

Mr. Soames: There is no record of any official 
assessment of the radiation readings reported by 
Lieutenant Colonel Halt.
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PSO/ACAS 

Copy to: 

PS/CAS 
DPR 
DAO 
Sec (AS)2a1 

REPORTED UFO SIGHTING OFF BOSTON - 5 OCT 96

Reference:

A. D/DAO/1/!r dated 1 Nov 96. 

1. You may know from the attached press report that the content 
of Mr Martin Redmond’s letter to the SofS on the subject topic has 
reached the public domain. 

2. I reported at Reference that we were taking a closer look at 
this incident in view of criticism of the RAF’s AD system. That 
work is still underway but will be completed later in the week. 
Some primary witnesses have been uncontactable. On the evidence 
so far, we do not anticipate extraordinary conclusions. 

3. As interim background: 

a. There was only one unsolicited observer, others having 
reported lights on enquiry from the Yarmouth Coastguard. 

b. The video has been in the MOD only since 6 Nov, having 
been requested from the police where it had been lodged with 
the Head of Media Services, LincoJnshire Police Services (it 
shows a single bright pinpoint light, the angle of which may 
be measured against a building in the foreground).

c. There was no radar correlated contact, the reporting 
system having tentatively identified, when the visual 
sighting was inaccurately reported, a stationary contact over 
Boston showing on the Claxby remote head, but subsequently 
discounted as a ground return probably the Boston "stump". 

d. Reported aircraft sightings may be discounted, referring 
to enquiries made to a Delta airlines and UK Air aircraft in 
Blue One. Neither observed anything, although the Delta 
aircraft made reference to flares which he had seen some 20 
minutes earlier and much to the West.

4. Much of the reported material, and its interpretation, would

The National Archives
Boston/Wash UFO sightings
Group Captain DAO briefing on Boston/Wash UFO sightings, 11 November 1996. Notes that a full investigation has been launched following Redmond’s criticisms of the air defence system
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DEFENCE

Land Mines 

Mr. Cousins: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what is the (a) maximum timed life and (b) self-destruct 
reliability of (i) area denial and (ii) land mine systems 
presently in active service with British forces. [391J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: The systems concerned are the HB876 
sub-munition of the JP233 area denial weapon and the 
MLRS A T2 scatterable mine. Self-destruction will 
normally take place in a matter of hours for the HB876; 
its self-destruct reliability is currently being assessed. The 
A T2 mine self-destructs within days and has a reliability 
which has been evaluated as over 99 per cent. 
Additionally, in each case mine detonation relies on a 
short-tifed battery, and any mine that fails to self-destruct 
will deactivate within a further short period. Precise 
self-destruction timings for both mines are classified. 

There is no other area denial weapon in service with 
the British armed forces, and no other land mine system 
in service which has a maximum timed life or a 
self-destruct capability.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he wilLlist the reports of encounters by Royal 
Air Force pilots with unidentified flying craft since 1966 
which have not been released to the public; on what 
grounds they have been retained; and if he will make a 
statement. [2201] 

l\fr. Soames: The information could be provided only 
at disproportionate cost. 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what is the Royal Air Force’s practice as regards 
investigating sightings of unidentified flying craft which 
correlate with radar information; if there is a requirement 
to investigate such phenomena by scrambling aircraft; and 
if he will make a statement. [2200] 

Mr. Soames: Unidentified contacts penetrating UK 
airspace or the UK air defence region are identified by all 
available means, including interception.

Gulf War Veterans 
Mr. David Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence if he will list the people who are currently 
employed on his Department’s Gulf veterans medical 
assessment programme. [1687J 

Mr. Soames: The personnel currently employed by my 
Department’s Gulf veterans medical assessment 
programme are: 

Military: 

2 consultant physicians (1 group captain RAP and 1 J eutenant 
colonel RAMC) 

1 state registered nurse (squadron leader RAP) 
1 medical administrator (flight sergeant RAP) 
Civilian: 

1 personal secretary 
1 administrative officer 
2 administrati ve assistants 
1 typist
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Married Quarters Estate 

Mr. Harry Greenway: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence if he will make a statement on the sale of the married quarters estate to Annington Homes. [2750J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: Contracts for the sale were exchanged 
on 24 September. The transaction was completed today.

Menwith Hill RAF Station 
Mr. Madden: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what right of access the local Health and Safety 
Executive has to Menwith Hill station; if it makes regular 
health and safety checks; and how many times it has made 
official visits to the Menwith Hill station. [2153] 

Mr. Soames: The Health and Safety Executive has the 
same right of access to RAP Menwith Hill as at any other 
MoD establishment. The Health and Safety Executive 
have visited the site once in June 1996.

Mr. Madden: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what systems are in place to monitor levels of 
non-ionising electro-magnetic radiation at Menwith Hill 
station; who is responsible for such monitoring; if their 
reports are made available to the public; and what 
precautions are being taken to protect the health and 
safety of (a) the base population, (b) the local community 
and (e) the local environment from the effects of 
non-ionising electro-magnetic radiation emitted by 
operations at Menwith HiJI station. [2157] 

Mr. Soames: There is no specific legal requirement to 
monitor non-ionising electro-magnetic radiation. However 
RAP Menwith Hill observes and operates in accordance 
with the National Radiological Protection Board 
guidelines and the Health and Safety at Work 
Regulations 1992. 

Mr. Madden: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
if he will commission a report on the state of the 
environment at Menwith Hill station, similar to the internal 
US environmental compliance status survey of 1992; on 
what occasions his Department has commissioned similar 
reports in the past; and if he will commission and publish 
such reports on a regular basis. [2158J 

Mr. Soames: No. The commissioning of compliance 
status surveys is the sole responsibility of the US 
authorities. These surveys are carried out to US criteria 
and I am satisfied that the standards applied fully meet 
those applicable in the UK. Therefore my Department has 
not commissioned any similar reports and does not intend 
to do so.

United States Visiting Forces 

Mr. Madden: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence which British bases are occupied by United 
States visiting forces; how many United States personnel 
are stationed at each; for what reasons sites used by 
United States visiting forces are designated as RAP 
stations; when and by whom this decision was taken; what 
parliamentary scrutiny of this decision has taken place; 
and if he will make a statement. [2155]
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The National Archives
Belgian brief
Briefing on Belgian UFO sightings.









The National Archives
Belgian background
Background documents including briefing for ministers on Belgian UFO incidents.













PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

********************************

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES 

PQ REFERENCE:~ 2 ’5’1 ’6 H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 7 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S):

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

111 To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will make a 
statement on the circumstances of the two occasions referred to in 
his Answer of 24th July, Official Report, column 424, when RAF 
aircraft were scrambled or diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated radar targetsi if the objects were identifiedi if it 
was judged that breaches of united Kingdom airspace had occurredi 
and if he will list all similar incidents what have occurred since 
1979. [2932]



, 
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2344H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 7 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

141To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, pursuant to his 
Answer of 24th July, Official Report, column 424, if he will 
explain why reports of sightings of an unidentified flying object 
over RAF Shawbury referred in his Answer are regarded as having no 
defence significance. [2928]



PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2334H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 7 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

91TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what factors underlay 
his Department’s decision that the reported sitings of 
unidentified flying objects on 5th November 1990 and 31st March 
1993 were not of defence significance. [2898]



PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

********************************
~ 

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2352H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON FRIDAY 8 
NOVEMBER 1996 

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

151TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, when united Kingdom 
military personnel were briefed about the scrambling of Belgian 
F.-16 aircraft on 30th and 31st March 1990; when the unidentified 
flying object concerned was detected on any united Kingdom radar 
systems; and if RAF aircraft were scrambled. [3185]

The National Archives
PQ
PQ on Belgian UFO sightings, 1989-90.
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DEFENCE

, ~ Plutonium

l\fr. LIew Smith: To ask tbe Secretary of State for 
’D;fence if the United States Government have since 19
’re uested the United Kingdom to provide reactor grade 
()1~tonium for the purpose of conducting a nucJear test 
;xplos on under the provisions of the US-UK mutual 
defence agreement on atorrJc energy co-operation. [38500]

Mr. Arbuthnot: No such requests have been made by 
rhe United States.

Small Businesses

1\Jr. David Sh.aw: To ask the Secretary of State for 
D fence if he will make a statement on the impact of 
,1) his pancies and (b) the work of his Department in 

smal1 businesses in the last 12 months as 
the previous 12 months; and if he wm pubJish 

,nc performance indicators bv which his Department 
mooitors the impact and the .statistical results’ of such
Dlonitoring. [39141]

~\Ir~ Arbuthnot: The Go~y’emment recognise t = cruclal 
Tete; by S.i11al1 firms in the UK econon1Y and aim 
:.0 help th~n2, b~ providin~ sound economic conditions-- 

1f1112t10n and Interest fates lOW’; reduclng 
adrninistrative and ta.xation burdens; and ’\’iller.;; 

;D0ropriate Drovide direct assistance in the form of , . ad\~ice and support and easing access to finance.
Department supportsu’1e DTI’s small business 

’rL=:-asures and initiati’/es. I am 1e 1\1irster \vithin 1is 
. :;,~[[ment for sma11 businesses and I attend or ;.’ID 

; ~’resent;;;d at the DTI’s regular meetings.
[ne Defence Supplers Service ’assists companies. 

small busioesses. in making contact \vith 
COI1Eracts branches. It also ful"anges for det3.ils 

". fl1any forthcoIning tenders to be published in the 
l’vl0D Contracts Bulletin which is available to 

ny interested party on subscription. This enables small 
~>iDes"es either to seek to tender directly for specific 
:;quircn-lents or, lTIOre cOTI1illonly, to beCODl
ut>-contractors to larger companies.

Since the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of 
kfence moved to the new procurement headquarters at 

Wood near Bristol earlier this year, the Defe~ce 
Service is in contact with the Bristol chamber 

f cC’rnmerce and DITs business links, whose South-wesr 
:gional supply network office has become their national 
\cal point for the defence industry. Other areas of the 
)UnIfY C~1n reach my Departrnent, and be reached by us. 
rough the business links network.

.-\5 much of the assistanu; provided by my DeparHnenr 
small businesses tends to be in the Sub-cOIHractor 

cwr, t is not possible to establish suitable perfonnance 
lrameters and therefore no statistics are available.

R ndJ li’ inForest (Incident) ,~,,".~ .. -.... .", ~’"",.... .
;"tr. RerlIT1<; i4:To, ask the Secretary of State for 
:fcnce nf\l>h C r~sp n:~e his Department made LO the ’-. - ->...,.......~.~.._~~~. ’’’’’’-’’’..’ ’~ ," ~ . 

port subitted.c. by ;;Lieuienant Colonel Charles Halt
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relating to events in Rendlesham forest in December 
1980; what interviews were held; and if he will make a 
statement; [39247J

(2) who assessed that the events around RAP 
Woodbridge and fV-’\F Bentwaters irt December 1980, 
which were reported to his Department by Lieutenant 
Colonel Charles Halt were of no defence significance; 
on what evidence the assessment was made; what 
analysis of events was carried out; and if he will make 
a statement. [39249J

Mr. Soames: The report was assessed by the staff in 
my Department responsible for air defence matters. Since 
the judgment was that it contained nothing of defence 
significa..’1ce no further action was taken.

Uncorre!ated Radar Tracks (Investigations)

1v1r. Redmond: To ask the Secfw:ry of State for 
Defence on bo\v maI1Y occasions RAF aircraft hav’c been 
(a) scra.!TIbled and (b) diverted from task to investigate 
uncorreIated targets picked up on radar; and if he will ma..1ze a statement. [39218]

lvlr~ Soan1es: In the past five years RA._F aircraft have 
been scrambled or divened from task on t\vo occasions to 
intercept and identify uncorrelaed radar tra ..s entering 
the lTnited Kingdorn’ air defence region.

Mr. Redmond: To aSK the Secretary of State 
Defence (1) what is his Department’s assessment.~of 
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a 
of RAF Tornado aircraft flying over the NOfli" sea 
overtaken at high speed by a..11 unidentified craf1; and if 
\viLl make a statement~

(2) if he wil! ma..1ze a statement on the unidentified 
flving obiect sighting reponed to his Department bv the. m-eteoro1~gical -oflc~r at R.-\F Shawburj in the <eady 
hours of 31 March 1993. [39246J

1\ r. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are 
recorded on me and were examined by staff responsible 
for air defence fl1atters. l\ro flrm conclusions \vere dr3.\\’TI 
about the nature of le phenomena reponed bilt the e\;ents 
w re not judged to be of defence sigrJ cance.

1\1r. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence \vhat assessment his Department made of the 
photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 August 
1990; who removed it from an office in secretariat (air 
staff) 2a; for \vhat reasons; and if he \vjJ] make J. 
statement. [39243]

1\1r. Soames: A number of negatives associated wIth 
the sighting Viere examined by staff responsibJe for air 
defence matters. Since it was judged tbat If-jey contained 
nothing of defence significance the negatives \vere not 
retained and we have no record of any photographs having 
been taken from them.

Publkity 

1v15 Hodge: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what is bs Department’s budget in 1996-97 for 
consultants to assist with information, publicity, press and 
media. [39353J
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This helpful recommendation, which reflects the local 
opinions that have been voiced over many months by my 
hon. Friends and others, will be considered by Barnet 
health authority at its next meeting.

R.ead Codes
j\,] . Morgan: To ask the Secret3,f)’ of State for Health, 

pursuant to his answer of 1 July, Official Report, column 
334, if he will specify the organisation or person C3.l-rying 
out the study of b.’1e licensing arrangements between 
Computer Aided Medical Systems pIc and the NHS; if 
Lhat organisation was chosen by competitive tenders; 
when t."I:1e study was stztrted; when he expected it to be 
completed; and if he will place a copy in the Library of 
the completed report. [35768J 

IVIr. Horam: The review of current licensing and 
support arrangements for Read codes will be carried out 
by Silicon Bridge Research. Since it was chosen for its 
particular skills and experience, at a cost below the single 
tender limit, tbere was no competitive tender. ’The review 
started an 4 July 1996 and is expected to be completed by 
the end of October 1996. A report of its findings will be 
placed in the Library.

Trust ~md Hea h Authorities (Debts) 

Mr. Milburn: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Health, pursuant to his 2.lls’wer of 23 May, Official 
Report, column 93, if he will show the a1TlOunt of bad 
debts and claims abandoned for each. health authority 
in each region broken down by category for !:be last 
three years. (33097] 

Mr. Horam [holding answer 17 June 1996]: The 
information will be placed in the Library.

Child Abuse Inquires 

lvII". Yillburn: To ask the Secretary of State for Health 
what was the total cost to public funds of (a) the 
indevendent review of residential care conducted by 
Lady \-Vagner and (b) its report, "Residential Care-A 
Positive Choice". (35146]

:1’111’. BOi<TI1J [holding answer 1 July .!996]: The 
information is not available.

DEFENCE

Land Mines
j\"1r,,. CIvryd: To ask tl’1e Secretarj of State for Defence 

how many JP233 mines were lert by United Kingdom 
forces at bomb dump .1’.113 in Ba..’1rain ?"fter ’1e Gulf war; 
and how many of them are currently owned by the United 
Kingdom Govemment. [35360] 

l’i r. Soames: All TI’ 233 munitions in Bahrain were 
retumed to the UK after the Gulf war.

Hawk Trainer Cr:<,sh, Portugal
IvIr. Gordon Prentice: To ask the Secretary of State 

for Defence, pursuant to his answer of 18 June, Offical 
Report, column 416, in respect of the crash of a Hawk 
trainer, when t.l:\e NATO standardisation agreement carne 
into operation. [35691]
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Mr. Soames: NATO standardisation agreement 3531 
fIrst came into operation in 1964.

Official Secrets (1V ilitary Accidents) 
Mr. Jim Ctumingham: To ask t."1e Secretary of State 

for Defence what proposals he has to alter the provisions 
contained in officiaJ . 

secrets legislation in relation to 
military incidents resulting in (a) injuries and 
(b) fatalities; and if he will make a statement [35703J

Mr.. Soames: There are no provisions in official secrets 
legislation relating specifically to such incidents. Service 
board of inquiry reports on military incidents resulting in 
fatalities are released to the next of kin of deceased 
service personnel, on request, subject to !:be minimum of 
security requirements.

Armed Forces
1"’lr. Galbraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence. pursuant to his answer to the hon. Member for 
South Shields (Dr. Clark) of 16 May, Offical Report, 
colurnn 559, if he will break: down the figures for fu.’1Tled 
forces by (a) year and (b) service for each year since 1991. . 

[35751]

Mr. Soames: TIle streng1.h of the Regular anTIed forces 
by service, on 1 April ror each year since 199J’ v;ras a.s 
follows:

--’-------------
1991 I 992 1993 1994 1995 1996- --,.---- --- -- - ~---

R."fIR.1vf 
Anny 
RAP

62,100 
152,400 
86,000

62,Joo 
154,600 
88,400

54,400 
140,900 
80,9(’\()

55,800 
128,600 
’15,700

50,900 
J 15,900 
70,800

4&,300 
113,400 
64.700-- --_._,- -~<-~_. ---~’-- ~~ --

Total 
Ot.hers I

305,100 300,500 281,200 26-0,100 237,600 226,400 
2,100 2,000 1,900 i,600 1,000 1,000

JLor....a.Hy E.."1gaged Service Personnel. Army figfu~s include Gurkha stre.ngths. 
All figures contain an dement for personnel undergoing trairting.

Unidentified Flying Objects
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence which office wit.’Jin his Department deals with 
sigbtngs of unidentified flying objects. [35845]

IV"u. Soames: The focal point within my Department 
for reports of sightings of unidentified flying objects is 
Secretariat(Air Staft)2a. 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he wil1list by (a) date and (b) location for the 
last 10 years unexplainable sightings of unidentified 
flying objects received by his Department; and what 
action was subsequently taken. [35844] 

Mr. Soames: My Department evaluates reports of 
"unexplained" aerial phenomena solely in order to 
establish whether they may have <’....ny defence significance. 
Unless there is evidence to indicate t.~at the UK air 
defence region may have been compromise,d. and to date 
no sighting has provided such evidence, my Dep3.l-rment 
does not investigate or seek to pmvide an explanation for 
what was observed. The question of unexplainable. 
sightings has not t.~erefore arisen.





BACKGROUND - PQ 2338H

1. This PQ is one of five which have been tabled by Martin 

Redmond for answer this week, on ’UFO’-related issues. Since the 

House returned from the summer recess this brings the total of 

Martin Redmond PQs on ’UFO’-related issues to 33.

2. A copy of the answer given to the previous question (24 July) 
is attached at Annex A. The incidents giving rise to the 

uncorrelated radar tracks mentioned in that answer occurred on 

2 Aug and 6 Sep 91. The radar tracks were subsequently identified 

by interception as Russian maritime patrol aircraft which had 

penetrated the UK Air Defence Region and which were thought to 

have been monitoring Exercise Northern Star, a NATO maritime 

exercise taking place at the time.

3. The question asks for details of similar incidents from 1979 

onwards. Central file records only exist for the last five years. 
It might be possible to obtain some information for the period 

from 1979 by initiating a trawl of local records (Forms 540) held 

by RAF stations with air defence responsibilities. Forms 540 are 

raised by all RAF stations for historical purposes to record 

noteworthy events of significance to the station, but not 

specifically those of an operational nature. It would involve a 

manual search by each station for the 17 year period since the 

records are not held in a readily available form. The answer to 

the last part of the MP’s question could not therefore be provided 

without disproportionate cost and effort and the reply reflects 

this line.

The National Archives
Note
Briefing notes that Martin Redmond MP has now submitted 33 separate parliamentary questions on UFOs.
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DEFENCE

Piutonium

Mr. Liew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if the United States Government have since 1966 
requested the United--Kingdom to provide reactor grade ~l~tonium for the p rpos; of conducting a nuclear test 
~xplosion under the provisions of the US-UK mutual 
defence agreement on atomic energy co-operation. [38500]

Mr. Arbuthnot: No such requests have been made by 
the United States.

Small Eusinesses 

Mr. David Shaw: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he will make a statement on the impact of 

his policies and (b) the work of his Department in 
he pim: smaU businesses in t.0e last 12 months as 
il:! nsr tbe previous 12 months; and if he wm pubHsh tl~e perform~’lDce indicators by ’,vt.tch his Depmiment 
mor tors the impact and the statistcal results of such 
monitoring, [39141]

h.J.r. Arbuthnot: The Government recognise the crucial 
role played by smaIl fimls in the UK economy and aim 
to help th:m by providing sound economic conditions- 

intlation and interest rates low; reducing 
adrninistrative <!l d taxation burdens; and where 

rrppropriate provide direct assistance in the form of 
speciajist advice al1d support and easing access to finance,

Department supports the DTI’s sma!1 business 
mea:mres and initiatives. I am the Minister within this 

for small businesses and I attend or am 
represented at the DTI’s regular meetings.

’IrK Defence SuppEers Service !assists companies, 
including small businesses, in making contact with 

contracts branches. it also arranges for details 
many forthcoming tenders to be published in the 

fortnightly MOD Contracts Bulletin which is avai1able to 
;my interested party on subscription. This enables small 
businesses either to seek to tender directly for specific 
[cquirernenrs or~ more cornmonly, to oecollle 
sub-contractors to larger companies.

Since the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of 
Defence moved to the new procurement headquarters at 
Abbey Wood near Bristol earlier th1s year, the Defel!Ce 
Suppliers Service is in contact ’\vith the Bristol chamber 
of commerce and DTI’s business links, whose South-west 
regional supply network office has become their national 
focal point for the defence industry. Other areas of the 
country can reach my Department, and be reached by us, 
through the busjness Jinks network.

As Hmch of the assistance provided by my DepaI’nnent 
to smalJ businesses tends to be in the sub-contracror 
seCTOr, it is not possible to establish suitable performa11ce 
paramettrs and therefore no statistics are available.

R ridl hafuForest (Incident) ’., .~c.,. ’j ,0’ ~ ...... -"";’. ,.-"

I\k Redmc iq:To, ask the Secretary of State for 
.,e "....;’1,,:._".> ~. - ..... .,-,.,’," 

t 
... ’- .. 

f Defence (1) :v;’B?:~..!5"~sP9~~e ms Department made to me 
report submitted’. by>LieuterJant Colonel Charles Ha!t
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relating to events in Rendlesham forest in December 
1980; what interviews were he1d; and if he will make a 

. statement; [39247] 

(2) who assessed that the events around RAP 
Woodbridge and RAF Bentwaters in December 1980, 
which were reported to his Department by Lieutenant 
Colonel Charles Halt were or no defence significance; 
on what evidence the assessment was made; what 
analysis of events was cmTed out; and if he will make 
a statement.. [39249] 

Mr. Soamcs: The report was assessed by the staff in 
my Department responsible for air defence matters, Since 
the judgment ’was that it contained nothing of defence 
significance no r..:rther action was taken.

Uncorrebted Radar Tracks (Investigations) 

l’vlr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence on how many occasions RAF aircraft havc been 
(a) scrambled a.’1d (b) diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated targets picked up on radar; and if he win 
make a statement. [39218]

iVlr. Soames: In. the past five years RAF aircraft have 
been scrambled Of. diverted from task on two occasions to 
intercept and identify uncorrelated radar tracks entering 
the United Kingdom air ddence region.

UnIdentified Craft

Mr. Redmond: To ask tbe Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is his Department’s assessment of the 
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a patrol 
of R.""-F Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were 
overtaken at high speed by all unidentified craft; and if he 
will make a statement; [39245J

(2) if he wiJl ma...ke a statement on the unidentified 
flying object sighting reponed to his Department by the 
meteorological officer at RAP Shawbury in the early 
hours of 31 March 1993. [39246]

1\1.. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are 
recorded on me and were examined by staff responsible 
for air defence matters. No firm conclusions were drawn 
about the nature of the phenomena reported b t the events 
were not judged to be of defence significance. 

I\1r. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment his Department made of the 
photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 I\ugust 
1990; who removed it from an office in secretariat (air 
stam 2a; for v’Ihat reasons; and if he will make a 
statement. [39248J

M < Soames: A number of negatives associated with 
the sighting were examined by statT responsible for air 
defence matters. Since 1t was judged that they contained 
nothing of defence significance L.’1e negatives were not 
retained a...’1d we have no record of any photographs having 
been taken from them.

PubHdty 

Ms Hodge: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what is his Department’s budget in 1996-97 for 
consultants to assist with infoImation, publicity, press and 
media. [39353J





********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2340H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 7 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):ACAS(N)

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMO D (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if the radiation 
readings, reported to his Department by Lieutenant Colonel Charles 
Halt on 13th January 1981, were judged to have posed any threat to 
Lieutenant Colonel Halt and his team; who assessed the readings; 
how the radiation compared with background radiation in the area; 
and if he will make a statement. [2934]

Mr Soames: There is no record of any official assessment of the 
radiation readings reported by Lieutenant Colonel Halt.

The National Archives
Radiation
Martin Redmond’s PQ on alleged radiation traces detected in Rendlesham forest following UFO incident in 1980.





The National Archives
Rendlesham
Background briefing on Rendlesham forest UFO incident.
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SJJjJJECT; Unexplained Lights Ii NN rf.i 
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.

TO: RAFjCC

1. Early in the morning of 27 Dee 80 (approximately 0300L), tv/o USAF 
security police patrolmen sa~" unusual lights outside the back gate at ...4. 
RAF Hoodbridge. Thinking an aircraft might havecra~ or been, fot"ced 
down, they called for permission to go outside the gate to invest~gate. 
The on-duty flight chief responded and allowed three patro1m~~ to p:’Q- 
ceed on foot. The individuals reported seeing a strange glowing object 
in the-f. The object was described as being metalic in appe l’ance 
and triangular in shape, approximately two to three m2t~rs across the 
base and approximately two meters high. It illuminated the entire forest 
\’lith a ~’/hite 1 ight. The object itsel f had a pulsing red 1 igl1t on top and 
a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The object \’las hovering or on legs. 
As the patj-olmen approached the object, it maneuvered through thE: trees 
and disappeared. At thi.s time the animals on a nearby f2rm ’dent into 
frenzy. -Th2 object ’.’i2S briefly sighted approximatelY an hour later ~E2r 
the back gate.

2. The next day, three depressions 1 1/2" deep and 7" in diamet2i’ \’12re 
found v/het’e the object had been sighted on the groun . Tt e follo~’iin:;: 
night (29 Dec 80) th ar’ea \’/aS che(~ked for radiation. !3eta/g l1;i1a readings 
of 0.1 milliroentgens \’Jere recorded ,’lith peak readings in tile th!’ee de- 
pressions and near the center of the triangle formed by the depressions. 
A nearby tree had mOdel"iHe (.05-.07) readings on the side of the tree 
toward the depressions.

3. Later in the night a red sun-like light \daS seen through the tn:2S. 
It n~ved about and pulsed. At one point it appeared to throw off glowing 
particles and then broke into five separate white objects and then dis- 
appeared. Irnmediate’ly thereafter, three star-like bjects \.;ere’noticed 
in the sky, tv/o objects to the north and one to the south, all of \vhich 
Vlefe about 100 off the horizon. heobJects moved rapidly in sh rp angulal’ 
movements and displayed red, green and b.1u~-lights. The objects to the 
north appeared .to be elli ph Cd 1 through an 8-12 pOl’/er 1 ens. They then 
turned to full circles. The objects, to the,north r r::ained in the sky for 
an hour or mot"e. The objl .:t’tothe sou’th was visible for hiO Of three 
hours and beamed do.’:n a stream of light from time. to tinle. Numerous il1divi- 
duals, including the und rsigned, \.:itnessed the activities in paragraphs 
2 and }" ", , ’I 1l.J~)1d- . 

c,f/~~ES 1. Hf\LT, L t Co 1, USAF 
Deputy ase Commander

, r
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Written Answers

DEFENCE

Plutonium
;, Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
’Defence if the United States Government have since 1966 
’requested the United Kingdom to provid "ieactor grade 
plutonium for the purpose of conducting a nuclear test 
explosion under the provisions of the US-UK mutual 
defence agreement on atomic energy co-operation. [38500] 

Mr. Arbuthnot: No such requests have been made by 
the United States.

Small Businesses 

Mr. David Shaw: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he will make a statement on the impact of 
(a) his policies and (b) the work of his Department in 
helping smalJ businesses in the last 12 months as 
against the previous 12 months; and if he will publish 
the performance indicators by which his Department 
monitors the impact and the statistical results of such 
monitoring. [39141J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: The Government recognise the crucial 
role played by small fIrms in the UK economy and aim 
to help them by providing sound economic conditions- 
keeping inflation and interest rates low; reducing 
legislative administrative and taxation burdens; and where 
appropriate provide direct assistance in the form of 
specialist advice and support and easing access to finance. 

My Department supports the DTI’s small business 
measures and initiatives. I am the Minister within this 
Department for small businesses and I attend or am 
represented at the DTI’s regular meetings. 

’ 

The Defence Suppliers Service ’assists companies, 
including small businesses, in making contact with 
appropriate contracts branches. It also arranges for details 
of many forthcoming tenders to be published in the 
fortnightly MOD Contracts Bulletin which is available to 
any interested party on subscription. This enables smaJ] 
businesses either to seek to tender directly for specific 
requirements or, more commonly. to become 
sub-contractors to larger companies. 

Since the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of 
Defence moved to the new procurement headquarters at 
Abbey Wood near Bristol earlier this year, the Defel!ce 
Suppliers Service is in contact with the Bristol chamber 
of commerce and DTI’s business links, whose South-west 
regional supply network office has become their national 
focal point for the defence industry. Other areas of the 
country can reach my Department, and be reached by us, 
through the business links network. 

As much of the assistance provided by my Department 
to small businesses. tends to be in the sub-contractor 
~ector, it is not possible to establish suitable performance 
parameters and therefore no statistics are available.

Rendl;b1unForest (Incldent) t.J,:"~ :.~":~:"’-i.....’~ - ,: . 

Mr. Re9Pip~4:1:T~’ask the, Secretary of ’State for 
. ,~..;"’’’’~’’’..1_,," ".’.;...’ i’~~-, .... ,_ 

Defence (ll,:\,Y !~P9~.!,~s pePartment D.1:l~e to the 
:eport subIt;t.ed:!by;;;J,Jeutenant Colonel Charles Halt
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relating to events in Rendlesham forest in. December 
1980; what interviews were held; and if he will make a 

, 
statement; [39247) 

(2) who assessed that the events around RAP 
Woodbridge and RAP Bentwaters in December 1980, 
which were reported to his Department by Lieutenant 
Colonel Charles Halt were of no defence signifIcance; 
on what evidence the assessment was made; what 
analysis of events was carried out; and if he will make 
a statement. [39249] 

Mr. Soames: The report was assessed by the staff in 
my Department responsible for air defence matters, Since 
the judgment was that it contained nothing of defence 
significance no further action was taken.

Uncorrelated Radar Tracks (Investigations) 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence on how many occasions RAP aircraft have been 
(a) scrambled and (b) diverted from task to investigate 
uncorrelated targets picked up on radar; and if he will 
make a statement. [39218} 

Mr. Soames: In the past fIve years RAP aircraft have 
been scrambled or diverted from task on two occasions to 
intercept and identify uncorrelated radar tracks entering 
the United Kingdom air defence region.

Unidentified Craft 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is his Department’s assessment of the 
incident that occulTed on 5 November 1990 when a patrol 
of RAP Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were 
overtaken at high speed by an unidentified craft; and if he 
will make a statement; [39245J 

(2) if he will make a statement on the unidentifIed 
flying object sighting reponed to his Department by the 
meteorological officer at RAP Shawbury in the early 
hours 001 March 1993. [39246] 

Mr. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are 
recorded on fIle and were examined by staff responsible 
for air defence matters. No fIrm conclusions were drawn 
about the nature of the phenomena reported b t the events 
were not judged to be of defence significance. 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment his Department made of the 
photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 August 

, 1990; whO removed it from an office in secretariat (air 
staff) 2a; for what reasons; and if he will make a 
statement. [39248] 

Mr. Soames: A number of negatives associated with 
the sighting were examined by staff responsible for air 
defence matters. Since it was judged that they contained 
nothing of defence significance the negatives were not 
retained and we have no record of any photographs having 
been taken from them.

Publicity 
Ms Hodge: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

what is his Department’s budget in 1996-97 for 
consultants to assist with information, publicity. press and 
media. [39353]







BACKGROUND NOTE TO PQ2303H

1. This PQ is one of two which follow 26 ’UFO’-related PQs 

tabled last month by Mr Redmond (22 to this Department, one to the 

Prime Minister, and three to the FCO).

2. We believe that the question has been asked as a result of 

recent media speculation about an alleged ’UFO’ sighting off the 

East Anglian coast which occurred on the night of 4/5 Oct, and was -. 
witnessed by a number of people including officers of Skegness and 

Boston Police stations. Mr Redmond has written to USofS about 

this matter recently (copy attached) and we shall be providing a 

draft reply for this letter shortly.

3. During the night of 4/5 Oct, lights in the sky were observed 

seawards over The Wash. Although newspaper articles claim that 

the sightings were correlated by radar returns, the radar returns 

were assessed, were almost certainly caused by a permanent 

geographical feature on land and considered to be St Botolph’s 

church spire in Boston, (273ft high). The church spire is known 

locally as the ’Boston Stump’ and can appear occasionally on some 

radars in certain radar propagation conditions. The lights over 

The Wash area were observed from three separate locations high 

above the h rizon, but without corroborating radar data and no 
associated air vehicle was d tected by civil or military radars. 

A distant celestial source probably accounted for the lights 

observed.

4. As the PQ answer explains, "all available means" would be 

used to identify penetrations of UK airspace (which extends 12 nms 

from our coastline) or the much larger UK Air Defence Region which 

we police on behalf of NATO. We do not believe it would be 

appropriate to provide Mr Redmond with more detailed information 

about the "means" available to us as this would reveal our early 

warning methodology. The measures used would include electronic 

early warning identification (radar) and procedural means (ie. 
correlation with civil flight plans), and interception when 

electronic and procedural means did not resolve the issue. 

Interception would also be used in the case of non-NATO military 
aircraft to demonstrate a defence presence.

The National Archives
Wash UFO
Background briefing on Wash UFO incident.
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D.ar ~1
I am very concerned about an incident that occurred off the 

East Anglian coast recently, involving a visual unidentified 
flying craft sighting which was correlated by various different 
military radar systems. I have attached, for your information, 
copies of some recent press reports.

From these press reports it would seem as if the unidentified 
flying craft was seen by the crew of a tanker; the crew of a civil 
aircraft; police at Skegness (who took a video), and police at 
Boston. Simultaneously, the object seems to have been picked up 
on military radar systems at R.A.F. Neatishead, R.A.F. Waddington, 
and R.A.F. Northwood, together with systems at London and at 
Anglia radar.

What strikes me as incredible is that no aircraft were 
scrambled when an uncorrelated target was picked up so close to 
the coast. This raises ror me, serious issues about the way in 
which we police the U.K. Air Defence Region (U.K.A.D.R.). Given 
that we have Tornado F.3 aircraft based at R.A.F. Leuchars; R.A.F. 
Leeming; and R.A.F. Coningsby, should not one of these bases have 
had Air Defence aircraft on Quick Reaction Alert (Q.R.A.), and 
should a launch not have been ordered? I am also unclear as to 
the involvement of R.A.F. Kinloss in Scotland, home of our Nimrod 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft.

A story seems to have been put around that the radar systems 
r,lere picking up :Soston’s church to’;ver! Although I’ground clutterll S~~ give spurious returns around certain radar heads, my 
understanding is that the locations of such areas are well known, 
and that such an effect is unlikely to be repeated on so many 
different radar systems. Some of the Air Traffic Control radars 
might have difficulty with ground clutter, but Air Defence radar 
systems and their skilled operators should know the difference. 
This "explanation!! also rails to take account of the visual 
sightings.

!Cont. 2

The National Archives
Defence letter
Martin Redmond’s letter to Defence Minister Michael Portillo criticises RAF’s alleged lack of response to Wash UFO sightings, 24 October 1996.
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ut.ofthi
rhLs Is the transcript of the conversatIons between 
~oastguards, RAF stations In Norfolk, Scotland and 
..codon, polIce and North Sea tanker Conocoast ..men strange lIghts were seen In the night sky at 
the weekend. It Is the recordIng taken at 
i’a!T!1outh Coastguard headquarters:

03:1.4 Skegness JXlllce: "We can see a strange 
red-aod.green rotating light in the sky directly ;ollL’l-east from Skegness. It looks strange as it 
is stationary and there is no aircraft sound in 
ti’1e area." 
J326 RAF Kinless: "Northwood have a radar 
:ontact bearing 221 degrees at 16 miles, it looks 
to be st..’1.tionary and there is no way of 
ietermining its height but it must be quite a 
size to be visible from Skegness." 
0331 KInloss: "Neatishead now conilrms a 
:ouDle of radar contacts in the area but no 
height, tiley seem to be stationary. There are 
det1nitely no military aircraft in t.’1e area and 
[10 notified civil flights should be there." 
0346 Conocoast tanker: "We have these lights 
)n v su3.l. Now they are flashing red, green and 
white. Cannot identify it as an aircraft as it 
looks stationary and it is approximately one 
mile high." 
Yarmouth Coastguard: "Did you see from which 
direction it appeared?" 
Conocoast: "No. It just appeared and is 
sta onarj." 
0353 Klnloss: "Neatishead say it could be 
ca:.:;;ed by the weather" 
Coastguard: "r don’t think so as we have ’;:su::
;:0 n tact. .,
Klnloss: "WeU. Neatshead and NortJ1.wood 
report that tilere is no transponder on this

object and therefore no means of interrogation. 
It is obvious that whatever it is it does not want 
anyone to know tilat it is there. Also 
Neatishead report its position as directly over 
Boston." 
0408 Conocoast: "n is still stational) and 
Dashing red, green, blue and white. It looks 
very high. north of us, and there is no engi.ne 
noise. 
0417 Coastguard: "Skegness, can you get video 
footage as the RAF are verj intcreslerl <1nd may 
reouire it later." 
0427 Klnloss: "Neatishead are keeping a Jog of 
what looks like clutter on the radar." 
0445 Yarmouth Coastguard: "Col1ocoast. can you 
give us an update?" 
Conocoast: "We can see two lights !lash [ng 
green and red." 
0501 Coastguard: "Give us both bearings ofIhe 
tv,’o lights" 
Conoeoast: "There is one stationary light at 245 
deg true and the other at 160 true, the lights are 
both visible with the naked eye and both 
exhibit tile same characteristics flashing red. 
blue. green and white."

orld
0517 Boston JXlllce: "We can still see the light. It 
is towards tile south-east and seems about 40-45 
degrees in the sky. It is just a bright light to us." 
0521 Klnloss: "Neatishead are running a trace 
on this and cannot explain it. If they are 
helicopters tiley are fast approaching the end of 
their endurance as it is weU over two hours 
since the fJrst report let alone how long t..’1ey 
were up tilere before tiley were actually 
sighted." 
0552 Conocoast: "We can still see tile lights, 
and they are on their original bearings and 
flashing the same colours but they seem higher 
and dimmer" 
0708 FYlght Ueutenant McFarlane, fieatlshead: 
"We had a report from Noriliwood tJ1.at a civil 
flight had also reported stra, ge lights il1 t.’1e 
area. They fit exactly what was seen from the 
ground, multi-<:oloured, flashing, stationarl 
lig,.’1ts. " 
0731 Flight Ueutenant George. Northwood: "This 
echo is still on our screens and we cannot 
explain this at all apart from it being a 
meteorological phenomenon but then again we 
have visual slghtirJgs also. The civilian flight 
that reported these lights as a flare was six 
miles away at the time. All veri strange:’ 
U09 Neatlshead: "The object still has not 
moved, LDndon radar and Vladdington can als, 
see it." 
1920 AngJla radar: "There is nothL"1g there now 
we are of the opinion tilat it was the Boston 
Stump." 
Wind: Force Four. Visibility: 20 miles.

Did you see the mysterious bright lights?
The source of "strange" bright 
igrlts spotted in the sky off East 
\nglia 2.t the weekend remained a 
TI’istery last night. 
PJlice, the RAP and shipping 

’eported the appearance of two 
arge. unexplained objects above 
.he Wash in the early hours of 
;aturday. 
BafTIed personnel at RAF 

’;eatishead spent hours trackL’1g 
he lTFOs, described by witnesses 
is large, about a mile up in the sky, t~:d with blue. white. red d green 
’?<hin’" lights ._-;~ &l str; of Defence said it

was taking the s ghtings seriously 
an "all possibilities" would be 
covered. 
Spokesman t-:igel Sergeant said: 
"We are trying to prove that it does 
not represent any sort of security’ 
threat and Lh.at it \VD.S not an 
aggressive intrusion into our 
airspace. This is one of L’1.e bigger 
sightil’1.gs recently and has caused 
quite a bit of interest." 
Skegness police called the 

coastguards at 3.14a.’T1 on Saturday 
a.f!:er seeing a :lumber of objects 
flashing Lr1 the sky. \1;hich \l/ere also 
spotte by coUea~.les8t Boston.

Sightings. which continued until 
the objects dis:1preared orr radilr 
screens at about 11am on Saturday. 
later came from a tanker and a 
cl’:i1ian aircraft, while two 
military radar stations verified 
"strange" traces. 
Flt Lt Keith Sweatman. of R...!..F 

~eatishea , said: "We have not 
been able to offer !1.n explanation. 
"The number of. indeperrdent 

reporcS we have had suggest there 
is something to foUow up. We will 
be investigating thoroughly." 
Witnesses heard no aircra.ft noise 

and milit:1ry radar showed no;:;::A.~~~ki ..’J) IL,-/ PReSS 2 (\C -;- 1 ’~i ~~ b

aircraft. civil or military. in ti": 
arC3. apart from the civilian !1 ig" 
which reDorted "strange lights." 
Militar;’ officials said no airfore 

phu1es had been scrambled ~ 
in’....estigate. 
Coast~’1Jards yesterday suggesti’ 

the lights might have been Vent;, 
But Ian Morison, a scientist at l:. 
radio astronomy observatory : 
Jcdrell Bank, said tilis w. 

unlikely as the planet would n 
have been visible alter sUIuise. D. 
vou take a Dhotograph of tr 
mysterious lii’1ts? If so, r... g e- 
EDP newsdesk on Ol6D3 622311.
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I READ with interest how 
our ever vigilant police 
forces, coast guards and 
military rada~ observers 
spent from 3.15am to 
11.09am on Saturday, 
October 5 watching a.’1 
unidentified brightly lit 
flying object 
In the shadow of 

"Independence Day" 
hysteria, what is indeed 
phenomenal is the fact that 
"Military oft cials said no air 
force planes had scrambled 
to investigate." 
Our multi-billion pound 

defence budget to which we, 
the ta.-..; paying public are 
forced to contribute, eeu ps 
our natiooal protection \.;ith 
Tornadoe$, Jaguars and F18 
fighter aircraft at DO-million 
a throw and pilots to fly 
them costing f.5-million each 
to train. 
It all seems pretty pointlss 

if they ooly fly 9-5 on

..’

.,

J,

....:-. -~..,p< ’,. -~~,- ..~.- ~ _.__. ~._.- -~._-~_. -’ ~ ... ..... --- --~ -. --.......~, - ,’,-~ ..-. ~..............~--~. "’-.-’ "’....-.-.- ..~. .

Mystery lights in 
the sky highlight 
a problem or two
Monday to Friday. 
We must thiIlk ourselves 

fortunate the bright lights 
over the Wash were not 
Saddam Hussein or some 
other crackpot targeting us 
for nuclear obliteration, 
because if it had been, you 
woul not be reading this
iett~r.

Damian O’Connor, 
King Street, 

Norwich.

II \\<lTH everyone’s minds 
on strange th gS in the skv 
(Evening News~ OClOber 7) 
now seems a good time to

ask whether anvone else saw 
the sUent object I did over 
the centre of Norwich at 
around 9am on December 27 
last year, a date and time 
which meant the ciry was 
virtually empty. 

. 

It certainlv wasn’t a flY ng 
saucer, mo;e a brigbdv’ 

~ 

co!ou d flying object: and 
appeared at first to be a giant 
kite about the dimensions of 
a single-decker bus. 
As the fair was here at tbe 

time it might well have been 
a publicity stunt to attract 
attention. It mig.ht have been 
any number of things - but

..
r

quite what is the puzzle. 
Malcolm ChambetJin, 

Highland Road, 
Norwich.

II IN YOUR leader (October 
7) referring to the mysterious 
ligbts seen over The Wash at th’ weekend, you co=ent: 
"The strange sightings of a 
srationery object over East. 
Anglia have so far defied a 
rational explanation." 

I take it you mean there is 
no cause for concern as it is 
no more than a paper 
exercise?

Warren King, 
Amderley Drive, 

Norwich. 
11 Editor’s note: Ocps! 
Looks like one of the ttle 
green mea got into tbe works - perhaps the same one 
which dated ~ King’s letter 
as March 8. Sorry about the 
slip. We \1,;11 try to do 
better.
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IS on says 
the RAF
’; :-{F: ~.m,!STRYofDcfcnce 
,-~::,G H..-\F’ \vere tudav 
’....’F.; "~tl’ 110 m j’ i t)’ Pl’, ..~~.....~ ~"b..:,).... t:-..." j ..~.. .Ie 

:; ~h;:;tL’1gs ot a Dr O. 
Heports of D. bright ’-,-;::r-2 sh.ining object \\~ere 

r.’2cei1~"ed by Boston and 
S~2i!nCSS police forces in :"’:r;colnshir-e and over the 
>:"~;rrolk C03.st near The
\\’:ish.t~.~.~"’I N ea t ishead. near ’.,1: ;-o~~harn, N or-fal k, :--..:::-rned it had tracked (1 
<.. stery signal on their

F1i0:ht Lieutenant Keith 
S’,’;(:~un(Jn said: "The 
’.’ ec.:t 3.DDeared on au:- 

an"
6 

staved there for ~ ;:~.llTlber ofh ufS. 
"It moved some 50 miles 

,::Y\’.T\ the coast at a sDeed 
.",[ch suggested it wQsn’t 
:i ’..:;;;ather balloon." 
He said the R~;.\F \vould 

~’>’ ;~";"D~...-ia""’’’l’ncr th" ma~.o-pr "",- "~.’~.:::>.L\::,al t?...~..... 1 \.l....., 
::~<:::.:)L:gnlY and corLfirrnca 

\vere already 
_.:: rin their

, 

, ne number of ,.,,~:p~~l~e~~S~~tJOt~~~ ~/~~ 
::1~::.:t;.ing to [0110’.1/ u~," 

. .::..’ 3~:fl,.........- --_.~~

i’, ~ i ,\’, \, Bl !~] \l
:: i~\ i;\C:

’: -: It
’,);r’,

L,:< . ’,-. ’\( i1"\I, 1’.,:1:; I,

c., ..,.. )’-)(,
Shedding S0111e light 

’:. U L’ 

H {gh o\:er tb,~ coast near BostOn it hung. a str~nge ~ash~~~:..::" .~nd ~green r~tat~g l~g.~: which the Ll,~,r.’ ot Defer."e is ,,0.\ 
investigating to see whether it was a Hthreat to our 
security". 
According to R,;.F I-\iru.oss, :t seemed obvious "th::Jt it 

does not want ::J:lvc;;e to kno,;’; that it is there", Not 
sw-prisingly, ever." Donnally sceptical [FO rescarch’.:.:rs 
are impressed. 
V/e confess to beL-;.g 3.11d \\’iJl feel hu~el v It:t ~ r~ ~’~~ ~~;~,~;; t,~rt~l i~i} tl:i;, g ~;;:~~~" ~~~l:~ I;~ ~:~~~ ~i7it ~i~::; 

the to\~.;er ofBostC~:5 fa::;Y)~j; c~Lirch.
1 , 
\

Sightings off coast 
tracked by air base 
THE MINISTRY of Defence is today in- 
vestigating a possible UFO sighting off the 
county coast which was picked up by RAF 
radar, 

, 

R<:pons or a bright whitt: shining obj ct in the sky were 
ret:<:Jved by Skegness and Boston Police together with the ,o:.!stgu,mj at about 3am on 
SaturJiiY. 
The m’ystcry object was aiso " ~epol1ed around The Wash, r fhe ,\100 :H1d RAF ofcia!s I are looking Inw the incident. 
RAF Nca(ishcad, ncar 

\\’roxham, ~’or ,)lk, W~s lh~ n~r~s! b;js~ to the incdcnt. 
Fl:i;!H Li<:u(cnan! Ke;th 

S""<:a man. said: "The object ~D~~:.;:,;d on our rad~rs and .st.JY~ ther;; fora Dumber of ho~n:;. It moved some 5
iniks. JO\.\’fi the i:.’oast at src~J which sugg’:.’:ste.d it! 
"J"n ’[ :; we~ther balloon, 

, .1 .. \V(: wil r1’..’ nvcstiUi.ltlD2 !h~ matter thoroughly a d ~r~ J 
~!rl’JJy l.’oH:J~ing a! th~ in~ I !urn::J[ion \1.(’ h~ve, Th~
!1umbcr of’ mJ<,:p"::1lk:m i~’- 
r )f1.-’: ’;.-’C h~... h;d SU~~CS[ 
::IL’I(..’ !~VJ~ .:thjng !O (~jlu\.~
~jp

L: \~~\’. l’OI\t;rrn,_’c th:.tt ( ,.: ! :);~:-..;; h~.d nt~l t.-!,,’;.:;n ’:0ndu..:lng I ’,\X;~ti’,i1S in the ;J[C.:J ~r !h-~ j ’1’~)Y’ rlh ~;"hl;t1\’ 
.. 

’I ’’’’’’ . "... ’,:-’ II.’:’. 

SP(C ~Peg~alairl’rilil I !1(\rr;1~~Jly in\’ stlg:Jit: UfO 
J 

hn {here \\’CTC nun i 
J( :n;: lime ;IS l!J I

rh..::~r:..:~( ~1~:L: "".J’,’ ::1, "’ ’ - - ::’\:-,’, /’ I:,:~h.’h~;r:. in .S,_’[;(i;~nlL 
i::c .\1,)[~’, !:;;’’’’ ~j C-.- ; ! 

.\ nh.:tl i:1\i_>r.~:’:;d:,:", r~r~Hl,-’J I 
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new theory about those strange lights in the sky ~ :j 
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FLASHBACK: How the EDP ~_’_:,! 
reported the sighting on, 
Tuesday this week. "
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By STEVE DOWNES-..:1’P’~m~~~a
The truth was out there. 
But even agent Mulder of the X-Files would 
find it hard to believe. 
The great East lillglian UFO mystery was 
solved last night - and turned out to be just a 
storm and a church tower. 
The weekend sightings of colourful flashing 
lights over the Wash captured the imagi..11a on 
of would-be X.Files sleuths across the regon. 
Letters and teleDhone calls flooded into L’1e 
EDP after t.he slghtings, which co cided wit.’1 
the appearance of a mysterious objecfon 
radars. 
One theorf was that the culprit was pla...’1et 
Venus. 

. 

But Norfolk R.~F investigators have now 
found lOgcal explanations - and have ruled 
out the possibility ofl tJe green men peering 
dmvTl on us. 
Flight Lt Keith Sweatman, ofR.;\F Neatishead, 
said: "We now know that the radar trace was 
Boston Stump - the church tower at Boston. 
"And U1e weather people said that the 
coloured lights ill the sky coincided with iU1. 
electrical storm over L"1e Wash. 
"You do get weird experiences with eleetrkal 
storms, and they can produce lots of different 
colours." 
The 200ft church tower would have been ruled 
out if it had been picked up by a more 
advanced RAF radar, which can computer. 
enhance iJnages. 
But the air traffic control radar did not have 
similar facilities, and operators jumped to the 
conclusion that it must have been linked with 
the flashingred, blue, green and white lights, 
seen by the tanker Conocoast. 
FollowIng the weekend sightings, an 
L’1vestigation was launched by the M1.... stry of 
Defence to ensure L"1ev did not Dose a threat to 
national security. Th t has now been 
diseoUl1.ted. 
The mysterj is expected to be cleared up once 
and for all in the next couple of days when 
experts at RAF Neatishead view video footage 
of the lights. They are wait1.’1.g for the vi.deo to 
arrive a,."ter being sent from Boston police. 
Flight Lt Sweatman stressed they would be 
keeping an open mind. 

. 

"r don’t totally discount tJFOs," he sai . 
’’I’m not a disbeliever, but [’m not a believer
eithl~r

Not any
more. . . the 
great Wash 
UFO 
sig11ting 

",’ 

finally ’" 

eXplained
~~!Y",~":...:..~ ~~ -4 ~""’~~-"’~--IiiI)IIo"~.d~~;,~~..i
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, ~~ ;:C\J,: ilia::y :::S:’:"’1:~$ - .. ’-, - , :T ’’’::11C~::::::::::: !ly:ng Cibi~:::S::~":~ Jt~:: :~?or:=: .:;n =y :::~ de:.~:::= s=.:-..ic~s of :he l..’r:ir,;:::! K.,gdor.1 .:i:.:::::g :::~ ;.:;s; :: -:-;cn:.1S: ’....h.::.I sre;:s l.""~ ::ti:~~ :c cO-<Jr:i;:Jr~ 5iJ:;: :bs::-:::.:icz:s: and i ::e ’’;’Ill
~~CS10J

if he ’~’in lis: by \’e:l:" :cr ::;e .~~ 30 y:~s ho~< :na::y 5U’Jc:ur:d :~.f: of ~:--j:Jc~’n orig:n hZlve pe:1e::-:iced :he L’nJted Kingdcm’s ai:- d~:e:::e :-eg;or:: and if he wiil ;:laKe a s~at~:TIenr. [~!9!
\[r. Soarnes: I wilI ’,I,::re :0 :he :ion. .\1embei ::md a copy of :he ierre:- ’,,’ill be :Jiaced :n :ne Library o tbe House,
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PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2303H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON MONDAY 4 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

221TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the Royal 
Air Force’s practice as regards investigating sightings of 
unidentified flying craft which correlate with radar information; 
if there is a requirement to investigate such phenomena by 
scrambling aircraft; and if he will make a statement. [2200]
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PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2303H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON MONDAY 4 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

221TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the Royal 
Air Force’s practice as regards investigating sightings of 
unidentified flying craft which correlate with radar information; 
if there is a requirement to investigate such phenomena by 
scrambling aircraft; and if he will make a statement. [2200]



PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2299H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON MONDAY 4 
NOVEMBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

111 To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list the 
reports of encounters by Royal Air Force pilots with unidentified 
flying craft since 1966 which have not been released to the 
publici on what grounds they are still classified documents not 
released to the public; and if he will make a statement. [2201]
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(3) \\’hllt resclIrch hu~ been conducted on behalf of his Dcpanmem by the national poisons inforl11l1tion S rvice .mo the cmlSe’1i of 01!lf war syndrome, (41292) 
Mr. SO f.s= J 

. 
will \"Iile to the hon, Members’ nr,d a (;Opy (.If the leucr will be plnced in. the Library of tbo HOUl:e.

Mr, Nicholas POl)~ 
Mt’, Redmond: To 11l:k the Secretary of State for Defence to what pO.’it Mr, Nicholas Pope \Vas appointed by hill Depnrlmcnt eltiel’ his lour of duty with SecretBllllt lAir Staff) ~pnrlnt~1\t 2A: IInd If he will make .f1 statement. 

[40920] 
Mr, SO mest Mr. Nkholas Po~ Was posted on prOmotiol1 two years ago 10 a general finance pOJicy branch,

UnmluUJ-dppcd SlIeUs 
Pro David Clark: To usk the: Secretary of State for Deftnce whal IISSCSSft~Cnt he has made of the CUrrent risk ;:IOsed 10 civilians f!’OlU exploded depleted ,-,raniurn-tipped ,hells in Kuwait. 

{41101j A-fr. Arbuthnot: M)’ Department hM conducted no l’orl1\.,1 sseSSA\Cnt of the risks to civilians from exploded JepJeted ul’lInium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait. 
Dr. Clark: To ask the S rttary of SUite for Defonce t he will make it statement concerning the risk to soldiers ,( handling depleted uranh,IIn-tippcd &hells, rot I 100) 
l\Ir, Soamest Depleted uraniun1 has n very Jow level ,r rad/o~otivlly and the fisk$ attaohed to Ib~ handling gf Jepleted uranium ammunition are minimal. 
nr. C’I\..k; To ask tilt’;: Se rctaryol’ State for Defence- .vhat ttssessmenr he has made of the J 99 J Atomic ];:mrgy \ulhorily n:pol’l 011 industrial technology concen\ n,a Ihe ’Isk or exposure 10 explodtd depleted urnnium-ttp cd .bells, 

14111)2J 
Mr. So~une8: 1 refer the hon. M~mber to.Jhe Jettet’ sent .)’ my nobJe rien .Ibo 

. 
tJndct-Se Tetfuy of St~te for )c(enco to Ihe hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent Mr, Smith) (’111 7 August 1996. a copy of which has been Ilaced In the LIbrary of the House. . 

Dr. Clark: To allk: the Secretary of Stilte (or ’Defence 
iQW many dep1c\ed uranium-tipped shells were fired by Mt!$h .rl>rces during: the Gulf .wan amI whnr SSC;(!Sm~nt . c hns mnd.c Qf tbe number (’If exploded $heUs remairlin$ 
j Kuwnh. . . (.J 1000J 
Mr. SO lUCS: ~l’ilish fOl’tes fired ,some 88 ,epleted mnlum sbcUn dUt’lng the Gutf conflict. Th~ Mlnmry of >cfence bas mode no ilssc~sment of the nnn1ber of xpJoded sheils renudnine 11’\ Kuwait, tit we judge thl) risk 

) h ntun hCllllh posed by DU rounds to be n~gJjgib":. It ~ likely, tnough, lIun a largc proportion of. tbe 88 shclls ,’us expc’!I1dcd ~n Iraq rtllh r tbal) Kuwait. 
1\Ir. LI~w SmlUa: TO ask tM Secruuy of Stale. for )cfcncc w nt s~udiell hr!\f bQen o du~ted by Ills \~pllrtm~lit into the nephrotoxicity of the mhftlation 
mnium particles. . 

(41296]
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Mr. SOAm9S: I will write to the hon. Member find It copy .of the leu\!r will be plaCed in tbe Libmry of the House, .

1\frrled Quarters ~t tc 
Mr, SpeIlar: To ask the SeCrC4at)’ of Slate for Defence what are the :locations or tile hOI1$es from the married quaners estate that have. been rel ed to Arrington aomes for j~ediate use by tbe pri\’t\te sector, (.!093i] Mr. Arbuthnot; 1 wiU write to the hon, Member And 8 copy of the letter will be pJace in tho Libmry of the Umue,

RAF Rudloe Manor 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State . for Defence what work Is currently undenaken at RAP Rudloe< MADOc; what work W",. undenllken in the last J 0 years: wh t WAS. by rank. the t\&tablb:hl’iient fot tbla.u. 10 years; and if ho will make a statement, [40823j Mr. Soames: J wiU write to the hon. Member and II copy ’of the letter will be placed in the Libfll1’Y of lhe )OLlSe.’ .~ rencc IntelUgence Branches . 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary or Stale for . Defence (I) wbat is the Current function of ))1S5 S10; what was Its function (a) five years nd (h) 10 years ago; and jf he will make ft statement: [41040] 
(2) what is the current function of PI65 ; what was its {unction (0) five years find (b) 10 years 1180: and if be will make a statement: 14 J038} 
(3) what is ibe CUl1’el’lt function of D15S: what was Its function (a) five years and (b) JO )’CI’IrS ago; and if he wiIl make Ii !$ts(emenr. 

(41041) 
(4) What is the Cutrellt function of b161E; what was hs function (0) five years8nd ( b) 10 years agOi and if he win make a statement; 

(410)7J 
(5) what is lbe urrent funotion of PIt 0; what waa it$ function (0) five years and (b) JO years ago; and if he will make a statement. 

(4 1 039J Mr. Soamcs: I will write to the hon, Membor-.find II oopy of bo’etter will be placed in the Library of the House.
. . 
VnldlmUfted FMng Objects 

Mr. nedm~nd: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (1) what COll81111alion bas taken place in each or t111:~ last five YC8.f$ by his Depanmem with the Prench Min slry of ence Centre National d’Etudcg. $patiall.!s , In respect ot unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement; . 
(4ICN8) 

(2) if a Jodger unit housed Within his Department’s ’PlyIng Complaints FUSht $pcciaJises iuunitJentified flying . ohject invesd8 tionF:; and if he ’viii make. fltaten}cnt: . 
.(41036) 

. (3) bow many records curr ntJy held by hil: Department’s Scientific’ Intolligence arullcb ar under eXTended closure for (a) 50 yeats. (b) 75 years and (c) 100 }’enrSi bow m~flY of thc~ "ocol’ds refer to unidcntified fIying objecfs; ,and If he wiU tnt\k~ a statemeilt: (40911) , ,
.../:~ ::



The National Archives
Earl Howe's letter
Earl Howe’s letter to Martin Redmond MP, 24 October 1996.





Wrirren Ar.swer.s I092

10.
Cnidentified Flying Obj~ts 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Se:rera..r:’ of Stare for Defen:e (I) what consultation has taken place in e:Jch of the lasr five yeJIS by his Department ~.it.b the FrerJch .\finisrry of Defe:1c~ C~:1rr~ :\~a!ional d’E~udes Sp:Hiales in - respe:~ of u::ide:nifec nying obje:rs: an if he .~.ill maK~ a srareme:1:: :’;i(L;.8~
15.. (2) i a lodge:- unit housed within his Depar.:menr’s Flying Complaints Right specialises in unide:niried (lying object investigations: and jf he wi!! make a s:ateme:1t: 

[..]036)
\ ~. (3) how many re:ords currenrly hejd by his Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under extended C’osure for (a) 50 vea:s. (b/ 5 vea:s and le/ 100 yea:s: how many of these’ records refe~ to unidentified 

fJying obje;;ts; and if he wij! make a statement: [~! I]

1095 Written Ar.s-Ner.s

14-
:\oIr. :\"ichoJas Redfern 

:vIr. Redmond: To ask the Se:rerarv of Stare for 
Defence jf he wi lisr the :itles or the’records of the 
Ministrv of Defence’ s scientific intei!ig:enc~ branch in 
resoeC! 

. 
of corresPon e:1ce sem to \1r. :-Jichoias Redfem 

bv ’the Pub c Re:ord Oftice. Kew on 21 Septe:nber 1990. . 

[...0889)
:’tIr. Soames: 1 wiJj write :0 hon, \fembe:- and a copy of the letter wi!! be pbced in the Library in th~ House.
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II. (-+) what consultation has taken plac~ in each or rhe last five ye:u-s by his Depar.:rnenr with the RoyaJ Ausrf:JJian air forc~ in respect of unident ed flying objects: and if he wili make a statemet1t: [..J.l~::
1.

L

(5) ’.I;hat :onsu!tation has taken place in each of the last five y~a:s by his Depar.:menr with the Spanish .\-finisrry of Defe:1c~’ s inrelJjgenc~ section of the Spanish air forc~s air operarions command in respect of unidentified flving: obje~ts: and if he will make a statement; [..t (050] 
(6) if he wilJ make starement on his Depanment"s policy towards unidentified flying objects and on how this has developed during the pasr 30 years: H0913] 
(7) what co-operation there is berv;een the Royal Air Forc~ and the United Stares air force in respect of estab shing: the factS re!arin!1: to unidentified fJvin!2: objects: and if he will make a statement; [.1 9!8J 
(S) how many alJege !::,ndings by unidentified flying objectS have bee:: recorded in each year since 1980 and rhis ye:lI’ to dare; how many have been investigated by his Depar.:ment" s pe:sonneI: which of these had been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a

b.

5..

st;uemem; [..l09:1j
’6. (9) whar consultation has taken place in each of the las~ five years by his Depanmem with the Italian Minist...y of Defence air force gene!’a! stilI! (2. Depar.ment) in respe;;: of unide:ltified flying objects; and if he wilJ make asratemem: [..liQ..19]
2.. (j 01 whar instructions have be~n sent ro the commande:s of Royal Air Force stations to collec: repor:s from air crews having aIJegedly sighred unidentified ! ying obje;;ts; what inquiries have been held fo owing such sighrings: to whar exte:1[ there has been collaboration berween his De:Jar.:me:lt and deDar.:menrs in (a CJ...’1ada and ( l the Unit~d Stares of A.me~ca on this probiem; and if he will make a stateme:1t: [-’09 r-;
12. (1 I) what consuJtation has taken place in each of the last five ye:u-s by his Deparn:nenr wirh ~ew Zealand’s ~finistry of Defence in respect of unidentified t1ying objects: a..’1C if he will make a stateme::n: [-,j(J.l3] CJ. (1’:;; what consultarion has taken place in each of the last five yea:s by his Depar.menr with rhe Porruguese \1inistr)-, of Defence’s joim staff of the armed forc~s imeJJge:1ce division n respect of unidentified Dying objects: and jf he wjjJ ma..ice a statement: f..J.1051]
3. (13) how many instances or unide:’ltir ed flying obje:::ts have beer: re?orred on by the defence services or the l’nited Kingdom during the !ast 12 months: whar steps :lI’e take:: to co-ordinate su obsei.....:a ons: and if he wi1J make a srate:nent: [-’09iO)4-- \.1’+) if he wii! I St by ye:lI’ for the last 30 yea:s how many strUctured craft or unbown origin have pe:1errated the Unired Kingdom’s air defence region; and if he wiJJ make a statement. i..t0919!

Mr. Soames: I wiI/ wrire to the hon. .\<fember and a CODY of the letter wiiI be DJac~d in the Librarv of the H ~se. ’ .
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Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shaH write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be pl::Iced 
in the Libraries of the House.

Unidentified Fl)ing Obj~ts 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (1) what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his 
Department with the French Service de Documentation 
Exterieur et de Comre-Esp onnage in respect of 
unidenrifieq flying objects; and if he wilJ make a 
statement; [409iO] 

(2) if be wilIlist by month for each of the last 10 years, 
and this year to date, the number of occasions that MI6 
has monitored unidentified flying objects investigations; 
and if he wiIl make a statement; [40981] 

(3) if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years 
and this year to date the number of occasions on which the 
Government Communications headquarters has monitored 
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he will 
make a statement. [~0922J 
Mr. David Da’,is: I shaH write to the hon. Member 

shortly. Copies of the letter wiII be placed in the Libraries 
of the House.

Consultants 

Mr. Milburn: To ask the SecretarY of State for Fore m 
and Commonwealth Affairs what ar~ his latest estima~s 
of the expenditure on all external consultants, including 
mana szemen t consultants, for each year since 1992, in 
1996 prices. for /1Js Department and its agencies; and what 
are the quantified annual cost savings which such 
expenditure has resulted in. [~! liS] 
Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 

Commonwealth Affairs Office, my right hon. Friend the 
Member for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall 
write to the hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will 
be placed in the Libraries of the House.

New Buildings and Premises 
Mrs. Bridget Prentice: To ask the Secretary of State 

for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what was the total 
expenditure on new buildings and premises by his 
Department and its agencies; and if he will indicate the 
square footage of new office space purchased or newly 
rented in each of the last five years. [41 J44] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (}..ok Hanley), shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter wi!! be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

Telephone Interceptions 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs if he wiH list for each 
of the last 12 months the number of (a) interceptions and 
(b) monitorings of telephone caIls (i) entering or 
(ii) leaving the United Kingdom, through the joim

.\62 cw 145.PAGIIIO
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Government Communications headquarters-National 
Security Agency agreement: and if he w make a statement. [409i2j 
Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Forei2:n and Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall write to the hon. Member shortly. Copies of the Jetter wiIJ be placed in the Libraries of the House.

Nuclear Weapons 
Mr. Austin Mitchell: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what assessment he has made of the implications for United K ngdom poJicy on the use of nuclear weapons of the decision of the 

International Court of Justice on nucJear weapons. 
[4J224J 

Mr. David Davis: I shall write to the hon. Member 
shortly. Copies of the letter wilJ be placed in the Libraries 
of the House.

Combined Heat and Power 
Mr. Battle: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign 

and Commonwealth Affairs what capacity of electricity 
used in his Department’s buildings is generated in a 
combined hear and power plant; and what plans he has to 
increase that capacity. [41321] 
Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Fore m and 

Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the ~lember 
for Richmond and Barnes (]vIr. Hanley), shall write to t.1e 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the Jetter will be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

DEFE~CE
Religious Discrimination (Caterick Camp) 

Mr. Gabraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what reports he has received of religious 
discrimination at Catterick camp during June and July: 
and if he wilJ make a statement. [40766J 

Mr. Soames: There have been no rep rted incidents of 
religious discrimination at Catterick Camp during June 
and Julv. However, we treat any allee:ations of discrimi~ation extremely seriously ~nd if the hon. 
Member can provide any information which suggests that 
reJigious discrimination has taken place at Catterick Camp 
it will, of course, be fully investigated.

Suicides 

Mr. Galbraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence pursuant to his answer of 16 May to the hon. 
Member for South Shields (Dr Clark), Official ReporT, 
column 559, if he will break down the number of suicides 
in the anned forces by (a) year and (h) serv ce for each 
year since 1991. [~0767] 
Mr. Soames: Since January 1991 the totaI number of 

service personnel who have been confirmed as 
committing suicide is 130. which is broken down as 
follows:
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Married Quarters Estate 
Mr. SpeHar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what are the locations of the houses from the married quarters estate that have bee\)’" released to Arrington Homes for immediate use by e private sector, [40931] 
1\1r. Arbuthnot: I wiIl ~ite to the hon, Member and a copy of the letter wilye placed in the Library of the House. 

/ 

/ 
I)AF Rudloe Manor 

Mr. Redmonl To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what ,:~rk is currently undertaken at RAF Rudloe Ma~~ what work was undertaken in the last 10 years; w1>lt ~as, by rank, the establishment for the last 10 years; Jfd if he w make a statement. [40813] 
Mr. ~ ames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the letter w be placed in the Library of the f Ho;e’ 
/’ Defence Intelligence Branches 

/ Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no ;; formal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded i Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG; d . -t" ed a 1mun’tion in Kuwait / what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; 

depk’e nca",um ’pp n, . 
I and if he will make a s,"’ement; [4104<)] 

Dr. ~Iark: To ask the Secretar;: of Stat~ for Defet10 . 
(2) what is the current function of DI65B; what was its 

if he w,1I make. SlaI’me~1 <on~’mmg Ihe nsk 10 sold, rs 
fun<non (0) five yeals and (h) 10 Y’aI’ .go; and if he wiJ[ 

of handling d’pI,"d ncanmm."pp,d shells. [’y 001 mak, a slalemenl; 
[41038J 

I Mr. S6.mes, DepIetod ncanium has a very IowII,v,1 
(3) whal is Ih, <nlT,nl fun"ion of D155; whal was i~ of radioactivity and the ~s.ks attach~d. to the han1(mg of function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 

depleted ncaninm ammuo>l>on are mm’maL J make a slalem’nl; 
[4I04IJ Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State fol Defence (4) what is the current function of DI61E; what was its 

what assessment he has made of the 199 J Ato~ic Energy function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
Authority report on industrial technology co ceming the make a statement; 

[41037J 
’,k of exposure to exploded depleted UJ nium-tipped 

. 

n. 

I HIt"J (5) whal is Ih, cucrenl fon"ion of DIlO; wh~1 w.s >IS 
,he I1s. 

I fnn"ion (a) fiv, yearsand (b)l 0 ymsago; and ,f he wll1 Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member tf the letter sent make a statement. 
r41039J 

by my nobI, Fdood the Und".S"’,,!y of Slale fOt 
Mr. Soames: r wiJ[ write 10 Ih, hon. M’mbet and a 

Def,n<e 10 Ihe hoo. M,mb" fot ;8I".",u Gwenl 
<0 of Ih, I,,,,, wiJ[ be Iac,d in Ih, Libtar)’ of Ihe 

(I\1r. Smith) on? August 1996. a copy pf whIch has been H:~e. p placed in the LIbrary of the House. I I Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary if State for Defence how many depleted uranium-tipped shells Were fired by British forces during the Gulf war7and what assessment he has made of the number of e\p!oJed sheIJs remaining in Kuwait. 
H 1099]

(3) what research h:l’ been conducted on behalf of his Department by the n:1tional poisons information service into the causes of GuJh\ar syndrome. {41292j
\Ir. Soames: I \\i! \\Tire t(l the ’hon, i\1embers and a copy of the letter \\"il] be placed in the Library of the House,

:\fr. \ cholas Pope
:\lr. Redmond; To ask the Secretary of State for D ence to \\hat post .\ Ir. \’icholas Pope was appointed b\’ his Departmenr after his l\1ur of duty with Secretariat (.~ir Staff) Deparrmenr 1.-\: and if he wiU make a st:ltement. 

[40920j.\Ir. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on promotion two years ago to a general finance policy branch,

Uranium.tipped Shells
Dr, David Clark: To ask the Secretary of Stine for Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk posed to civilians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped sheDs in Kuwait. 

[4! 1O!]

;\Ir. Soames: BJitish forces fired S me SS depleted uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministry of Defence has made no assessment of the number of xploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk ~o human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It . . !’!"eJv though, that a large prOportion of the 88 sheDs 
]S !\. ...’ "-’ \~.as expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait. 

’\Ir. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of Stare for De’fence what studies have ?een condu~t~d ~y hi~ Deparrment~nto the nephrOrOXIClty of the lnnabtlon 01 uranium partlcles, 
(.\!196J
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Mr. Soames: I wil! write to the hon. Member and a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the House.

Unidentified Flj’ing Objects 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (1) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department \vith the French Ministry of Defence Centre N<JtionaI d’Etudes Spatiales in respect of unidentified flying objects; and jf he will make a statement; 

H J 048J
(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s Flying Complaints Flight specia]jses in unidentified flying object investigations; and if he wi!] make a statement; 

[41036J 
(3) how many records currently held by his Department’s Scientific InrelJigence Branch are under extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 100 years; how many of these records refer to unidentified flying obj cts; and if he will make a statement; [409J I]
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.. -
(4) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with the Royal Australian air force in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement; 

[41042J 
(5) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Departm~nt with the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s intelligence section of the Spanish air forces air operations command in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he \vilI make a statement; [.+10501 
(6) if he wiU make statement on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years; [409131 
(7) what co-operation there is between the Royal Air Force and the United States air force in respect of estQblshing the facts relating to unidentified flying objects; and if he wiI! make a statement; [409181 
(8) how many aUeged landings by unidentified flying objects have been recorded in each year since 1980 and this year to date; how many have been investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a statement; 

(409211 
(9) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with the Italian Ministry of Defence air force general staff (2. Department) in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement; 

[410491 
(10) what instructions have been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to co!!ect repOrts from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified flying objects; what inquiries have been held following such sightings; to what extent there has been collaboration bet\veen his Department and departments in (a) Canada and (b) the United States of America on this problem; and if he will make a statement; 

(40917J
(11) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with New Zealand’s Ministry of Defence in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [410- J 
(12) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with the Portugue 

. . Ministry of Defence’s joint staff of the armed’ for es 
. 

intelligence division in respect of unidentified ing objects; and if he will make a statement; 1051J 
(13) how many instances of unidentified flyin objects have been reported on by the defence servic s of the United Kingdom during the last 12 months;’hat steps are taken to co-ordinate such observations; d if he wiI! make a statement; 

P09tO](l~) if he will list by year for th~ !af. 30 years how many structured craft of un..\nown ongyI have penetrated the United Kingdom’s air ddence rea’on; and if he wilt make a statement. 
[40919] . 

Mr. Soames: I will write to th hon. ’fember and a copy of the letter will be place 
I 

in the Library of the House.

Tornado Crash (Blackpool) 
Mr. Morgan: To ask the S~cretary of StJte for Defence. pursuant to his oral statement of 14 October,
j..; ~ (I.\-! ..!.j.P....G [, ~
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Ojjcial Report, column 476. on what date the F3 Tornado which crashed on Blackpool beach in September, received its certificate of airworthiness. 
[41070J 

Dr. David Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, pursuant to his reply of 14 October; Official Report, column 484. by whom the investigation into the crash of the Tornado F3 off Blackpool on 28 September wiI! be carried out. 
(41336J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: The Tornado F3 that crashed near Blackpool on 28 September 1996 had been authorised to fly by the Ministry of Defence on the same day as the accident. 
The authorisation was issued, at British Aerospace Warron where the aircraft Was being refurbished, in accordance with standard . procedures for aircraft undergoing such work.
The aircraft which crashed was the ninth of a series of 16 aircraft being refurbished by British Aerospace. The previous eight had already been returned to the RAF in fuJly operational condition. /’.. A Ministry of Defence~o d of inquiry is under way into the causes of the crash d not one by the Department of Transport as suggeste by my right hon. Friend on 1.+ October, Official Reron. column 484. 

I 
New .l}6ildings and Premises 

Mrs. Bridgetpentice: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence ’7’-at was the tot a! expenditure on new buildings ang, premises by his Department and its agencies; antif he will indicate the square footage of new office spacji! purchased or newly rented in each of the last five yearr 
[4 !l 471 

I\Ir )rbuthnot: The information is not held centrally and ,5Ould be provided only at disproportionate cost. 
/ I Armed Forces (Strength) / , / Mr. DavId Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for / Defence what was the strength of the British armed forces On 1 April 1992; and what will be its strength on (a) 1 April 1999 and (b) 1 April 2000. [41111J
Mr. Soames: The total service strength of the regular anned forces On 1 April 1992 was 302.400. The estimated strength on 1 April 1999 and I April 2000 is 213,500 for each year. Both figures include Gurkha strengths, Royal Marines and Queen Alexandra Royal Naval Nursing Service, and an element for personnel undergoing trarning.

IDIS Sceptre 
;\Ir. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Ddence what was the resuIt of his Department’s investigations into an incident on board HMS Sceptre on 22 July; and if he will make a statement. [40835] 
Mr. Soames: The Royal Navy board of inquiry into the incident on 22 July, when two peace demonstrators were apprehended shortly after gaining access to illvfS Sceptre, identified the need to tighten certain aspects of the specific security procedures relating to our nuclear hUDter killer submarines. This has been done. It also re..::ommended a number of additional security and
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Euratom Treaty 
I\.lr. LIew Smith: To ask the Secretary of StateJor Defence what activities of his Department come);’fthin the scope of the Euratom treaty. . [4! 297J 
Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Me~r and a 

copy of the letter will be placed in the Lwrary of the 
House. / 

/ 
War Graves (Fran0 

/ Mr. Barry Jones: To ask the Zecretary of State for 
Defence if he will make a sta1ment concerning the 
desecration of war graves in nophem France. [41256} 

Mr, Soames: I will writ7;{0 the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be/ laced in the Library of the House. / 

. 

/ 
/ 

?F Sealand . 

1\1r, Barry Jon/s: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence when he.kxpects a decision on the market testing bids at RAP Se.x1and; and if he will make a statement. 

/ [41257J 
I 

Mr. Arb,nthnot: I will write to the hon. Member and Foreign Police Officers (Powers) a copy ofAhe letter will be placed in the Library of the Mr. 1\ladden: To ask the Secretary of State for Hous . 
/.’ .. Defence by what authority (a) members of visiting forces / and (b) US security police officers arrest and detain Dominie Aircraft Contracts United Kingdom citizens on public highways for (i) theft .J. 

::Ind (ii) other aHeged offences against United Kingdom ,.;r. Barry Jones: To ask the Secretary of State for 
law. [413~8J I1efence what prospects there are for the Raytheon 

. . ,Hawker jet work force at Broughton, FJintshire, obtaining Mr. Soames: I will wnte to the hon. Member and a I contracts to service the ~il0D’s Dominie aircraft; and if copy of the letter wiIl be placed in the Library of the/ he will make a statement. [-11258] House. 
I Mr. Arbuthnot: 1 wi!! write to the hon. Member and 

Epidemiology Research Proposals ;1 a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House. Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of St~. t for 

Defence. pursuant to his answer of 17 July to th hon. 
Member for South Derbyshire (Mrs. Currie), ’fficial 
Report. columns 532-33, i~ he will now make a statement 
on the outcome of the Medical Research Council selection 
process on the 37 outline proposals for research into Gulf 
war syndrome mentioned in his answer. [41306] 

Mr. $oames: I wB! write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the lett~r will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

ana~ement measures to minimise the possibility of such 
I in;ident happening again. Many of these have already 
:en put in place, and othJ~rs are being addressed with the 
:’eatest urgency.

1\Ir. Nicholas Redfern 

:\lr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
\efence if he will 1ist the titles of the records of the 
finis!r)’ of Defence’s scientifk intelligence branch in 
:~pect of correspondence sent to (vIr. Kicholas Redfern 
y the Public Record Oftce. Kew n 21 September 1990. [-10889] 
1\lr. Soames: I will write to hon. J\lember and a copy 

,f the letter will be placed in the Library in the House.

Peninsula Barracks, Winchester

Mr. Fatchett: To ask the Secretary of State for 
)efence (1) whether his Department entered into an 
,"reement with the developers of Peninsula balTacks, 
,Vinchester, so that his Department could share in any 
;ain arising from development; and if he will make a 
tatement; [-11227]
(2) if he will set oU[ (a) the purchase and (b) the sale 

1r e of Peninsula barracks, Winchester. [-11228]
Mr. Soames: I w write to the hoo. Member aoda 

:opy of the letter \vill be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Combined Heat and Power’

Mr. Battle: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what capacity of electricity used in his Department’s 
buildings is generated in a combined heat and power 
plant; and what plans he has to increase that capacity. 

[41317]

Mr. Arbuthnot: I wiJI write to the hon. Member and 
a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

5-:9 CW1~.?AGII9
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Gulf War (Pesticides) 
Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (1) if the organophosphate pesticide Denenton- S-Methyl was used by his Department’s medical 

personnel in Operation Granby in the Gulf war; [-11293] 
(2) pursuant to the letter from the Minister of State for 

the Armed Forces to the hon. Member for B!aenau Gwen!, on 4 October. if he wi!! now correct his answer of II Julv 
1994, Official Report, column 436. on the use f 
pesticides during the Gulf war. [..11294] 
Mr. Soames: r wi!! write to the hon. Member and a 

copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the House.

A319 Tanker Airbus
Mr. Barry Jones: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what plans his Department has to purchase British Aerospace’s planned A3 19 tanker airbus; and if he will make a statement. [..I1259J
Mr. Arbuthnot: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the letter \viH be placed in the Library of the House. ,

-- ,....""’"’;. 
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ANNEX A TO 
D/SEC(AS) /64/4 .. ;., 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of 17 October to your 
questions (Official Report, col 1092, copy attached) about the 
functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches.

It has been the policy of successive Governments not to provide 
information on the functions of individual intelligence branches 
when this discloses the more recent nature of their duties.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 
Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

A-I
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(3) what research has been conducted on behalf of his 
Department by the national poisons infonnation service 
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome. [41292J 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Members and a 
copy of the letter wi!! be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Mr. Nicholas Pope 

l’vlr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence to .....har post Mr. Nicholas Pope was appointed 
by his Department after his tour of duty withSecretarat 
(Air Staff) Department 2:\.: and if he wiH make a 
statement [40920J 

l\.lr. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on 
promotion two years ago to a genera! finance policy 
branch.

Uranium-tipped Shells 

Dr. Da\id Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk 
posed to civilians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells in Kuwait. [4] 101 J

Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no 
fonnal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded 
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait.
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

if he will make a statement concerning the risk to soldiers 
of handling depleted uranium-tipped sheI1s. [41100] 

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level 
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of 
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal.

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy / 
Authority report on industria! technology concerning the 
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells. [41 !O2] 

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent 
by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for 
Defence to the hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent 
(Mr. Smith) on 7 August 1996. a copy of which has been 
placed in the Library of the House. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
how many depleted uranium-tipp;d shells were fired by 
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment 
he has made of the number of exploded shells remaining 
in Kuwait. [41099J

Mr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted 
uranium shells during the Gulf contlict. The Ministry of 
Defence has made no assessment of the number of 
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk 
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It 
is likely. though. that a large proportion of the 88 shells 
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait. 
Mr. LIew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what studies have been conducted by his 
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of 
uranium particles. 141296J
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Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Married Quarters Estate 
Mr. SpeHar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

what are the locations of the houses from the married 
quarters. estate that have been reieased to luTngton 
Homes for immediate use by the private sector. 140931 ] 

Mr. Arbuthnot: I will write to the hon.r-.1ember and 
a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

R-\F Rudloe Manor 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what work is currently undertaken at RAF 
Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 
10 years; what was, by rank. the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement. [40823 ] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Defence Intelligence Branches 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
, Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG: 

/ what was its function (a) five vears and (b) 10 years ago; 
and if he will make a stateme~t; . 

(41040] 

(2) what is the current function of DI65B; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [...1038J 
(3) what is the Current function of DI5S; what was its 

function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [4104IJ

(4) what is the current function of DI61E; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41037J 

(5) what is the current function of DII 0; what was its 
function (a) five years and (bj 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a s.tatement. [41039J 

Mr. Soames: I will ....;rite to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Unidentified Fl)ing Objects 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what consultation has taken place in each of 
the last five years by his Depanment with the French 
Ministry of Defence Centre ~ational d’Etudes Spatiales 
in’ respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will 
make a statement; [...1048J 
(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s 

Flying Complaints Right specalises in unidentified flying 
object investigations; and if he wi!! make a statement; 

[41036J 

(3) how many records currently held by his 
Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under 
extended closure for (a) 50 years. (b) 75 years and (c) I {)() 
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [4091 I]
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ANNEX B TO 
D/SEC(AS)/64/4 
DATED OCT’ 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent 
Parliamentary Question (Official Report, 17 October, Col_ 1092, 
copy attached).

RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and five lodger units:

No 1 Signals Unit - providing voice and data communications 
for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establishments throughout the 
country.

Detachment of 1001 Signals Unit - operating the UK military 
communications satellIte system. No 1001 SU comprises 
several sites, one of which is located at RAF Rudloe Manor.

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) - a RAF unit 
commanding the six geographical P&SS Regions within the UK.

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) - 
providing specialist Police and Security support to all RAF 
establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and 
South and Mid Wales.

Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service 
unit controlling world wide defence communications.

Rudloe Manor also has a parenting responsibility for Bristol 
University Air Squadron and No 3 Air Experience Flight, which 
operate from the airfield at Colerne. 

B-1
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The role of the station over the last 10 years has not varied, 
although some of the lodger units have changed:

a. No 1001 Detachment formed in Oct 91.

b. No 1 SU carne into existence in Apr 93, forming from a 
staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.

c. HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93, and HQ P&SS (Southern 
Region), which was then at RAF Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF 
Halton in 1995.

d. No 6 SU, a message switching unit, closed in 
Oct 94.

Information on the establishment of the station is not available 
for security reasons in th~ form requested. However, I can tell 
you that it comprises 557 Service and 225 civilian personnel.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 
Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

B-2
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(3) what research has been conducted on behalf of his 
Department by the national poisons infonnation service 
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome, [41292) 

Mr. Soames: I wiI! write to the hon. Members and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Mr. ~icholas Pope 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence to what post Mr. Nicholas Pope was appointed 
by his Department after his lOur of duty with Secretariat 
(Air Staff) Department 2A: and if he will make a 
statement. [40920) 

Mr. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on 
promotion two years ago to a general finance policy 
branch.

Uranium-tipped Shells 

Dr. David Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk 
posed to C viiians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells in Kuwait. [41101J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: 1y Department has conducted no 
formal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded 
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait. 
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

if he will make a statement concerning the risk to soldiers 
of handling depleted uranium-tipped shells. [41100] 

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level 
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of 
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal. 
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy 
Authority report on industria! technology concerning the 
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells. [41102] 

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent 
by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for 
Defence to the hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent 
(Mr. Smith) on 7 August! 996, a copy of which has been 
placed in the Library of the House. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
how many depleted uranium-tipped shells were fired by 
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment 
he has made of the number of exploded shells remaining 
in Kuwait. [41099J 

Mr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted 
uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministry of 
Defence has made no assessment of the number of 
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk 
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It 
is likely, though, that a large proportion of the 88 shells 
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait. 

l\1r. LIew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what studies have been conducted by his 
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of 
uranium particles. [41296}
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Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Married Quarters Estate 

Mr. SpeHar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
\1,’hat are the locations of the houses from the married 
quarters estate that have been released to Arrington 
Homes for immediate use by the private sector. [4093! 1 
Mr. Arbuthnot: I w write to the hon. Member and 

a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

RAF Rudloe Manor 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what work is currently undertaken at RAF 
RudIoe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 
10 years; what was, by rank. the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement. [40823] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Defence Intelligence Branches 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG; 
what was its function (G) five years and (b) 10 years ago; 
and if he will make a statement; [410401 

(2) what is the current function of D165B; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41038J 

(3) what is the current function of DI55; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago;arn:tifhe will 
make a statement; [41041] 

(4) what is the current function of DI61E; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [4103 ] 

(5) what is the current function of DIlO; What was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he wiJ! 
make a statement. [41039J 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Unidentified FJ)-ing Objects 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence (l) what consultation has taken place in each of 
the last five years by his Department with the French 
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
in’ respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will 
make a statement; [41048J 

(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s 
Flying Complaints Flight specialises in unidentified flying 
object investigations; and if he win make a statement; 

[41036J 

(3) how many recor s currently held by his 
Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under 
extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (e) 100 
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [409! 1]
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ANNEX C TO 
D/SEClAS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/USofS)/ October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about 
’UFO’ matters (Official Reportr cols 1092-1093 and 1095, copies 

attached) Nicholas Soames said that he would be writing to you. I 

amr howeverr replying as the Minister responsible for these 

issues. A full list of the Questions is attached at Annex. I

have added a separate number sequence from one to fifteen and use 

this in the following paragraphs for ease of reference and 

clarification.

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena

(Question 1) is limited to whether the UK Air Defence Region might 

have been compromised. Unless there is any evidence that this is 

the case, and to date no sighting has provided such evidencer we 

do not investigate further or seek to provide an explanation for 

what might have been observed. We have no expertise or role with 

respect to ’UFO/flying saucer’ matters andr so far as the 

existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms is concernedr

we remain open minded but know of nothing that proves they exist. 

Our policy in this respect has not changed during the last thirty

years.

RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) require all RAF 

station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ sightings
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whether made by members of the public or on-duty service personnel 
to the Secretariat (Air Staff), Branch 2a. Sec(AS)2a look at all 

’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) whether military or civilian 

reported. Reports are assessed in consultation with other MOD 

branches as required to determine whether there is any defence 

interest in what has been reported. Over the last twelve months 

there has been one instance of an on-duty member of the services 

reporting an ’unexplained’ aerial sighting, and this was not 

judged to be of any significance.

We have no evidence (Question 4) that any structured craft of 

unknown origin has penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region. I am 

unable to provide the information you seek about reports of 

alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of 

’UFO’ sighting reports which are not broken down further into 

specific categories.

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and 

consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department 

has regular discussions with a number of countries on a wide range 

of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not 

extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or 

otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific 

Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for 

any period in excess of 30 years. So far as the information 

sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the 

class list giving details of preserved records is available to 

researchers at Kew.



. . ~

Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no 

unit within the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF) based at RAF Rudloe 

Manor (or anywhere else) specialising in investigations into 

unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing 

misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged 

’UFO’ investigations, the station is not and never has been 

involved in this way.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 

Library of the House. ’

The Earl Howe

Martin Redmond MP
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, 0. Cnidentified Flying Objeds 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (!) what consultation has raken place in each of the last fJve years by his Department with the French Ministry of Defe:1ce Centre :.’-iational d’Etudes Spatiab in. respect of unidemifJed r1ying objects: and if he wi!! make a stateme:1t: [.J.J~8;

P5. (:2) if a lodger unit housed w hin his De;Jartment’s 
Flying Complaints Right speciaJises in unidentified f1ying object investigations: and if he wiH make a statement: 

["10361 
(3) how many records currently held by his Department’s Scientific Inrel1igence Branch are under 

extended closure for (a) 50 Years. I b} 75 years and (C) 100 years: how many of these’ records refe~ to unidentified 
flying objects: and if he wi1J make a statement: [40911 J

\?, .

1095 Wrirten AnS’Ners

14-
:\fr. Nicholas Redfern 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he wiH list the titles or the records of the 
Ministry of Defe:1ce’ s scientific imeJIigence branch in 
respect’ of correspondence sem to \1r. ~jcho s Redfern 
bv the Public Record Office, Kew on 21 September 1990. - 

[..0839] 
l\Ir. Soames; r wiI! write to hoo. :Vlember and a copy 

of the !ener wiII be placed in the Library in the House.
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t \. (4) what consultation has taken place in each of the las, five years by his Department with the Royal Australian air force in respect of unidemified flying objects: and if he will make a statement; ["10...:) 
(5) what consultation has ta.1.;;:en place in each of the last five years by his Department with the Spanish Ministry of Defence’ s intemgence section of the Spanish air forces air operations command in respect of unidentified flying objects: and if he wjJj ma.lce a statement: [41050]

1.

L (6) if he wi1l make statement on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years; [40913J 
(7) what co-operation then~ is between the Royal Air Force and the United States air force in respect of estabiishing the facts relating to unidentified flvin!! objects: and if he will make a statement; [..! 918] 
(8) how many alleged landings by unidentified flying objects have been recorded in each year since 1980 and this vear to date: how manv have been investigated bv his Dep.mment’s personnel: ’;’hich of these had been r:(aceby radar and with what result; and if he will make a statement; [..10921]

b.

5..

’6. (9) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with the Italian Ministry of Defence air force general staff (2. DeDartment) in reSDect of unidentified f1 ing objects: and ’if he wiII make a statement; 
[41 (49)

2. (10) what instructions have been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to collect re?orts from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified 
tlying objects: what inquiries have been held foIJowing such sightings: to what extent there has been collabora(jon between his De?artment and departments in (a) Canada and (b; the United States of America on this problem: and if he wiJI make a statement: [.1091-:’] 
(11) what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with :;.{ew Zealand’s :V1inistry or Defence in respect of unidentified flying objects: and if he will make a statement; [410l3] 
(2) what consultation has taken place in each of the !ast five vears bv his Department with the Portuguese ~linistry of Def~nce’ s joint staff of the armed f rces inre1lgence division in respect of unidentified flying objects: and if he wi11 make a statement: [.11051J 
(13) how many instances of unidentified flying objects have been reported on by ,he defence services or the Cnited King om during the last 12 months: whar steps are ,aken to co-ordinate such observations: and if he wiIl make a statement: (40910)

12.

’1.

3.

4.. (J4) if he will list by year ror the last 30 years how many structured craft of unknown origin haye penetrated the United Kingdom’s air defence region: and if he wiJ1 make a statement. [.10919] 
Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the letter will be placed in the Librarv of the House. ’ .
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Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shaH write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

Unidentified Fi)ing Objects 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (1) what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five ye:Jrs by his 
Department with the French Service de Documentation 
Exterieur et de Comre-Espionnage in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a 
statement; {409iO] 

(2) if he wi11 list by month for each of the last 10 years, 
and this year to date, the number of occasions that M16 
has monitored unidentified flying objects investigations; 
and if he wm make a statement; [40981} 

(3) if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years 
and this year to date the number of occasions on which the 
Government Communications headquarters has monitored 
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he w
make a statement. [40922] 

Mr. David Davis: I shall write to the hon. Member 
shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed in the Libraries 
of the House.

Consultants 

Mr. Milburn: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs what are his latest estimates 
of the expenditure on all external consultants, including 
management consultants, for each year since 1992, in 
1996 prices, for his Department and its agencies; and what 
are the quantified annual cost savings which such 
expenditure has resulted in. {4! ti8] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs Office, my right hon. Friend the 
Member for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall 
write to the hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter wm 
be placed in the Libraries of the House.

New Buildings and Premises 
Mrs. Bridget Prentice: To ask the Secretary of State 

for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what was the total 
expenditure on new buildings and premises by his 
Department and its agencies; and if he will indicate the 
square footage of new office space purchased or newly 
rented in each of the last five years. [41144] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (!vir. Hanley), shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

Telephone Interceptions 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs if he wmlist for each 
of the last 12 months the number of (a) interceptions and 
(b) monitorings of telephone calls (i) entering or 
(ii) leaving the United Kingdom, through the joint
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Government Communications headquarters-National 
Security Agency agreement; and if he will make a statement. [40971J 
Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter wi11 be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

Nuclear Weapons 
Mr. Austin Mitchell: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what assessment he 
has made of the implications for United Kingdom policy 
on the use of nuclear weapons of the decision of the 
International Court of Justice on nuclear weapons. 

[41224J 

Mr. David Davis: 1 shall write to the hon. Member 
shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed in the Libraries 
of the House.

Combined Heat and Power 

Mr. Battle: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs what capacity of electricity 
used in his Department’s buildings is generated in a 
combined heat and power plant; and what plans he has to 
increase that capacity. [4132J] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter wilI be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

DEFENCE

Religious Discrimination (Caterick Camp) 
Mr. Gabraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what reports he has received of religious 
discrimination at Catterick camp during June and July; 
and if he will make a statement. [40766J 

Mr. Soames: There have been no reported incidents of 
religious discrimination at Catterick Camp during June 
and July. However, we treat any allegations of 
discrimination extremely seriously and if the hon. 
Member can provide any infonnation which suggests that 
religious discrimination has taken place at Catterick Camp 
it will, of course, be ful1y investigated.

Suicides 

Mr. Galbraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence pursuant to his answer of 16 May to the hon. 
Member for South Shields (Dr Clark), Official Report, 
column 559, if he will break down the number of suicides 
in the armed forces by (a) year and (b) service for each 
year since 1991. [40767J 

Mr. Soames: Since January 1991 the total number of 
service personnel who have been confinned as 
committing suicide is 130, which is broken down as 
foIJows:
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ANNEX A TO 
DjSEC(AS)j64/4 
DATED OCT 96

, 
DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of 17 October to your 

questions (Official Report, col 1092, copy attached) about the 

functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches.

It has been the policy of successive Governments not to provide 

information on the functions of individual intelligence branches 

when this discloses the more recent nature of their duties.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 

Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

A-1
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(3) what research has been conducted on behalf of his 
Department by the national poisons information service 
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome. [41292J 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Members and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Mr. Nicholas Pope 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence to what post Mr. Nicholas Pope was appointed 
by his Department after his tour of duty with Secretariat 
(Air Staff) Department 2A; and if he will make a 
statement. [40920] 

Mr. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on 

promotion two years ago to a general finance policy 
branch.

Uranium-tipped Shells 

Dr. David Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk 
posed to civilians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
sheJJs in Kuwait. [41101J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no 
formal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded 
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait. 
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

if he will make a statement concerning the risk to soldiers 
of handling depleted uranium-tipped shells. [41100J 

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level 
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of 
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy 
Authority report on industrial technology concerning the 
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells. [41102J

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent 
by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for 
Defence to the hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent 
(Mr. Smith) on 7 August 1996, a copy of which has been 
placed in the Library of the House. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
how many depleted uranium-tipped shells were fired by 
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment 
he has made of the number of exploded shells remaining 
in Kuwait. [41099J 

Mr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted 
uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministry of 
Defence has made no assessment of the number of 
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk 
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It 
is likely, though, that a large proportion of the 88 shells 
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait. 
Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what studies have been conducted by his 
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of 
uranium particles. [41296J
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Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Married Quarters Estate 

Mr. Spellar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence’ 
what are the locations of the houses from the married 
quarters estate that have been released to Arrington 
Homes for immediate use by the private sector. [40931 J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: I w write to the hon. Member and 
a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

RAF Rudloe Manor 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what work is currently undertaken at RAF 
Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 
10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
]0 years; and if he will make a statement. [40823J 

Mr. Soames: I w write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter w be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG; 
what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; 
and if he w make a statement; [41040J 

(2) what is the current function of DI65B; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41038J 

(3) what is the current function of DI55; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41041J 

(4) what is the current function of DI6IE; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41037J 

(5) what is the current function of DIlO; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement. [41039] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Unidentified Flying Objects 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what consultation has taken place in each of 
the last five years by his Department with the French 
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
in’ respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will 
make a statement; [41048] 

(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s 
Flying Complaints Flight specialises in unidentified flying 
object investigations; and if he will make a statement; 

[ 41036J 

(3) how many records currently held by his 
Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under 
extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 100 
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [40911]
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DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN 

D/Min(AF)/

ANNEX B TO 
D/SEC(AS) /64/4 . .. 
DATED OCT 96 

D REDMOND~’\

October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent 

Parliamentary Question (Official Report, 17 October, Col 1092, 

copy attached).

RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and five lodger units:
’ ’" 

. rZ1~tW~Ov’\dM~~ 
I oF’.- 

’ 

,1!’ 

No 1 Signals Unit -j~a~~--~~=tlfi~~~~~~~~ voice and data l~""<:> 

communications for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establishments 
throughout the country.

~,.."., O~/~.,i~~.....t{~ 
;’1

Detachment of 1001 Signals unit....- ’.:Ch.i.s.".tr&~’’~"’6’pe"a"t:e’S",~,t..ft-e UK 
military communications satellite system. No 1001 SU 

comprises several sites, one of which is located at RAF 

Rudloe Manor ;.,~pt1Tt~-’"ar"-’E’tre"’= e1~"a-eiHiRa.at,=,,~.ates,_,..fr.om~.,~4.t~ at 
AZ"i:m(jhtl"F,"~Bttrra:’ek:5’;-~eo’i"e’r:n’e--"Wft4:-eft’~’-,G,J..,.Q.-s@"""’"6".’"R:Afi>.’".F:tldi"’O"e~"~- 
,Maft&J: .

~;~,
Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) - a RAF unit 

commanding the ’ geographical P&SS Regions within the UK. II’

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) - 
providing specialist Rolice and Security support to all RAF 

establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and 

South and Mid Wales.

Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service 

unit controlling world wide defence communications.

B-1
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~

Rudloe Manor also has a parenting responsibility for Bristol 

University Air Squadron and No 3 Air Experience Flight, which 

operate from the airfield at Colerne.

The role of the station over the last 10 years has not varied, 

although some of the lodger units have changed:

a. No 1001 Detachment formed in Oct 91.

b. No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a 

staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.

c. HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93, and HQ P&SS (Southern 

Region), which was then at RAF Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF 
Halton in 1995.

d. No 6 SU, a message switching unit, closed in 
Oct 94.

Information on the establishment of the Station is not available 
" 

for security reasons in the form requested. Howev~r, # 

I--,,~~b-i’8~-t’O’-gi’ve’~=t11e,-it-e’i~<’W4;~~-d-et1:fi:-:r’S"1"""’-,
ctlrr 1:~’.E’s’r bTrs TIr ’ ’~’Tt~l:t:ei : 

~,"",_""~^""","_
,,,--’ "’"-’’’ 

Service Per,5 l 557 Ci.M..~:t:~;::’~~"~’~~"’="~-~’’’=’--~;-.-_’’M~’~’’’’’~’~_ffl"’~’~,~,..,..~2.25,~_".,
I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 

Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP
B-2
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(3) what research has been conducted on behalf of his 
Department by the national poisons information service 
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome. [41292] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Members and a 

copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Mr. Nicholas Pope 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence to what post Mr. Nicholas Pope was appointed 
by his Department after his tour of duty with Secretariat 
(Air Staff) Department 2A; and if he will make a 
statement. [40920] 

Mr. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on 
promotion two years ago to a general finance policy 
branch.

Uranium-tipped Shells 

Dr. David Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk 
posed to civilians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells in Kuwait. [41101] 

Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no 
formal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded 
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
if he will make a statement concerning the risk to soldiers 
of handling depleted uranium-tipped shells. [41100] 

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level 
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of 
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal. 
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy 
Authority report on industrial technology concerning the 
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells. [41102] 

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent 
by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for 
Defence to the hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent 
(Mr. Smith) on 7 August 1996, a copy of which has been 
placed in the Library of the House. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
how many depleted uranium-tipped shells were fired by 
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment 
he has made of the number of exploded shells remaining 
in Kuwait. [41099] 

Mr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted 
uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministry of 
Defence has made no assessment of the number of 
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk 
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It 
is likely, though, that a large proportion of the 88 shells 
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait. 
Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what studies have been conducted by his 
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of 
uranium particles. [41296J
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Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Married Quarters Estate 

Mr. Spellar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what are the locations of the houses from the married 
quarters estate that have been released to Arrington 
Homes for immediate use by the private sector. [4093! ] 

Mr. Arbuthnot: I will write to the hon. Member and 
a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

;~~J:(~4r e Ma r 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what work is currently undertaken at RAF 
Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 
10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement. [40823] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Defence Intelligence Branches 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG; 
what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; 
and if he wiU make a statement; [41040J 

(2) what is the current function of DI65B; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41038J 

(3) what is the current function of DI55; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he wiU 
make a statement; [41041] 

(4) what is the current function of DI61E; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41037] 

(5) what is the current function of DIlO; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he wiU 
make a statement. [41039] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Unidentified Flying Objects 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what consultation has taken place in each of 
the last five years by his Department with the French 
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
in’ respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will 
make a statement; [41048] 

(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s 
Flying Complaints Flight specialises in unidentified flying 
object investigations; and if he will make a statement; 

[41036] 

(3) how many records currently held by his 
Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under 
extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 100 
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [40911]
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ANNEX C TO

D!SEC(AS)/64/4

DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND~~U:

D/USofS)/ October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about 

’UFO’ matters (Official Report, cols 1092-1093 and 1095, copies ~:’{r~v~~~"J~ 
attached) Nicholas/said that he would be writing to you. I am, 

~J;*

however, replying as the Minister responsible for these issues. A 

full list of the Questions is attached at Annex. I have added a

separate number sequence from one to fifteen and use this in the 

following paragraphs for ease of reference and clarification. 

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena

(Question 1) is limited to ~~~~~e~"F,eQ"-S&l~ y,,.4;;G;~tanli.sl1..~ 
whether th~re~~~ ~’~~aGe-t~a~ the UK Air Defence Region might 
ha ve been compromi sed b~",~,a..",llQst.iJ.’9.,~f>GF.si~a,-:mJ...lJ.;I;;,a*~...,aiJ;;,G,~;f.. 

"

Unless there is any evidence that this is the case, and to date no 

sighting has provided such evidence, we do not ,mak& 

~~stiq~~. or seek to provide an explanation for what might 
have been observed. We have no expertise or role with respect to 

"’,,’ oS,;!!, ~~’1i;~4~ i ’UFO/flying saucer’ matters &F/so far as the existence or 
J1~ ki: ~1’~~~ {fJ.4~~?’\~l 

otherwise ~f.extraterrestrial lifeforms(,we remain open minded but 
.r~~i~At..;1~~. ~ #">&~IiF. ~"lid’;fI~’ "..*"’~ v. i4’; 

know of ;;,~ev1."ft-6e that proves tfl:es&-",p.faGmeBa. exist. Our policy 

in this respect has not changed during the last thirty years.~~c~$ 
W ’M re-eo11’";f.:i:de-n~=~;t;.""mJ.r"~.mM:n-A4:a:;~.~~.,-g.yB4;em-~~e:hfta1G(jy~aS,,, 
eV-ved:>"~a cr-a: V ’!’p’etl’<’’’t’&-mae.:t.,.~Q.Y1:.~ll.~~~ .
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RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) require all RAF 

station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ sightings 

whether made by members of the public or on-duty service personnel 
# ~ ~ 

to the secretariat\Air staf1, Branch 2a. Sec(AS)2ais@~44~~ all 
’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) whether military or civilian 

reported" .aM’"~i:ni"l:;’ioa.te-’-f4::l’iE.4;h.@J;"..aG:t;.19R’~~"-}):~i::1:feeL.. Reports are 

assessed in consultation with other MOD branches as required to 

determine whether there is any defence interest in what has been 

reported. Over the last twelve months there has been one instance 

of an on-duty member of the services reporting an ’unexplained’

aerial sighting! ,
&/f~~~bi , 

,. 

J

We have no evidence (Question 4) that any structured craft of 

unknown origin has penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region. I am 

unable to provide the information you seek about reports of 

alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of 

’UFO’ sighting reports which are not broken down further into

specific categories.

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and 

consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department 

has regular discussions with a number of countries on wide range 

of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not 

extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or 

otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific

Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for 

any period in excess of 30 years. So far as the information



..
j. --
sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the 

class list giving details of preserved records is available to

researchers at Kew.

Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no ~ unit he’Ug.ecl ,~~~h~~, .t~~" ~l~N:g;; omplaints Flight (FCF) based t w ~ ,,,,..A"I’’’’1 ~~>’ ’’’’’’~:’~c. ~>"’i;. ~,,,,’l } 
at RAF Rudloe Manor {specialising in investigations into .~"’"
unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing 

misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged

’UFO’ investigations, the station is not and never has been

involved in this way.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 

Library of the House. <

l.e .~RQwe’

Martin Redmond MP
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(8) how many alleged landings by unidentified fIying 
objects have been recorded in each year since 1980 and 
this year to date; how many have been investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had been traced 
by radar and with what result; and if he w make a 
statement; [40921] 

(9) what consultation has taken place in each of the last 
five years by his Department with the Italian Ministry of 
Defence air force general staff (2. Department) in respect 
of unidentified fIying objects; and if he w make a 
statement; [41049J 

(10) what instructions have been sent to the 
commanders of Royal Air Force stations to collect reports 
from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified 
flying objects; what inquiries have been held following 
such sightings; to what extent there has been collaboration 
between his Department and departments in (a) Canada 
and (b) the United States of America on this problem; and 
if he wiJ1 make a statement: [40917] 

(11) what consultation has taken place in each of the 
last five years by his Department with New Zealand’s 
Ministry of Defence in respect of unidentified flying 
objects; and if he wi1l make a statement; [41043J 
(12) what consultation has taken place in each of the 

last five years by his Departmenr with the Portuguese 
Ministry of Defence’s joint staff of the armed forces 
intelligence division in respect of unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement [41051J 
(13) how many instances of unidentified flying objects have been reported on by the defence services of the United Kingdom during the last 12 months; what steps are taken to co-ordinate such observations; and if he will make a statement; [409 !OJ 

4 >!I (14) if he will list by year for the last 30 years how 
many structured craft of unknown origin have penetrated the United Kingdom’s air defence region; and if he will make a statement. [49!9]

,o~
Unidentified Flying Objects 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what consultation has taken place in each of 
the last five years by his Department with the French 
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
in’ respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will 
make a statement; [41048J 

(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s 
Flying Complaints Flight specialises in unidentified flying 
object investigations; and if he wiJI make a statement; 

[41036J 

(3) how many records currently held by his 
Department’s Scientific Ime!1igence Branch are under 
extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b; 75 years and (c) 100 
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [4091IJ

’5~
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Mr. Nicholas Redfern 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence if he wiIl list the titles of the records of the 
Ministry of Defence’s scientific inreiligence branch in 
respect of correspondence sent to ;\,1r. Nicholas Redfern 
bv the Public Record Office. Kew on 21 September 1990. . 

[40889J 

Mr. Soames: I will write to hon. :\fember and a copy 
of the letter will be placed in the Library in the House.

’2.

2..

<1*

~3~
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,\.~ (4) what consultation has taken place in each of the last 
five years by his Department with the Royal Australian 
air force in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if 
he wiJ1 make a statement; [41042J 

(5) what consultation has taken place in each of the last 
five years by his Department with the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s inreJligence section of the Spanish air forces 
air operations command in respect of unidentified fIying 
objects; and if he will make a statement; [41050J 

(6) if he will make statement on his Department’s 
policy towards unidentified Hying objects and on how this 
has developed during the past 30 years; [40913J 
(7) what co-operation there is between the Royal Air 

Force and the United States air force in respect of 
establishing the facts relating to unidentified fIying 
objects; and if he wiIJ make a statement; [40918J

1,.

L

b~

5"

~.

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the House.
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(3)-what research has been conducted on behalf of his 
Department by the national poisons information service 
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome. [41292] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Members and a 

copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

I (J~) I . ~lr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for I Defence to what post Mr. Nicholas Pope was appointed 
i by his Department after his tour of duty with Secretariat I (Air Staff) Department 2A; and if he will make a 

statement. [40920] 

Mr. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on 
promotion two years ago to a general finance policy 
branch.

Uranium-tipped Shells 

Dr. David Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk 
posed to civ ans from exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells in Kuwait. [41101J 

Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no 
formal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded 
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
if he will make a statement concerning the risk to soldiers 
of handling depleted uranium-tipped shells. [41100J 

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level 
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of 
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal. 
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 

what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy 
Authority report on industrial technology concerning the 
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped 
shells. [41102] 

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent 
by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for 
Defence to the hon. Member for BIaenau Gwent 
(Mr. Smith) on 7 August 1996, a copy of which has been 
placed in the Library of the House. 

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
how many depleted uranium-tipped shells were fired by 
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment 
he has made of the number of exploded shells remaining 
in Kuwait. [41099] 

1\’lr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted 
uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministry of 
Defence has made no assessment of the number of 
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk 
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It 
is likely, though, that a large proportion of the 88 shells 
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait. 
Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what studies have been conducted by his 
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of 
uranium particles. [41296]
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Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Married Quarters Estate 

Mr. Spellar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence 
what are the locations of the houses from the married 
quarters estate that have been released to Arrington 
Homes for immediate use by the private sector. [409311 

Mr. Arbuthnot: I will write to the hon. Member and 
a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

RAF Rudloe Manor 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what work is currently 
. 

undertaken at RAF 
Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 
10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement. [40823] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Defence Intelligence Branches 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG; 
what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; 
and if he will make a statement; [41040] 

(2) what is the current function of DI65B; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41038] 

(3) what is the current function of DI55; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [4104IJ 

(4) what is the current function of DI61E; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement; [41037] 

(5) what is the current function of DI10; what was its 
function (a) five years and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will 
make a statement. [41039] 

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a 
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the 
House.

Unidentified Flying Objects 
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence (I) what consultation has taken place in each of 
the last tive years by his Department with the French 
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
in. respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will 
make a statement; [41048J 

(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s 
Flying Complaints FJight specialises in unidentified Hying 
object investigations; and if he wilJ make a statement; 

[41036] 

(3) how many records currently held by his 
Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under 
extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (e) 100 
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified 
t1ying objects; and if he will make a statement; [40911]
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ENVIRONMENT

Radioactive Scale (Disposal) 

Mr. Meacher: To ask the Secretary of State for the 
Environment what provisions exist for the offshore 
disposal of radioactive scale arising from oil exploration 
and driIJing in the North sea and Atlantic. [41251} 

Mr. Clappison: Discharge of naturally radioactive 
scale from oil exploration and driJJing in UK waters is 
regulated under the Radioactive Substances Act 1993, as 
amended. The Environment Agency is the regulator for 
the English and Welsh sectors. The Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency is the regulator for the Scottish sector.

World Conservation Congress 

Mr. Meacher: To ask the Secretai-y of State for the 
Environment what contribution his Department made to 
the World Conservation Congress held in Montreal this 
month; if his Department was represented at the congress; 
and what plans he has to assess the conclusions of the 
congress. [41252J 

Mr. Clappison: The UK is a state member of the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources. Officials from my Department are 
leading the lJK delegation at the World Conservation 
Congress which began on 13 October and will finish on 
23 October. My Department contributed towards the costs 
of the UK mCN committee’s report on the UK’s 
contribution to mCN 1994 to 1996, which will be 
launched during the congress.

Government Policies 

Mr. Meacher: To ask the Prime Minister what new 
policy proposals were announced by Ministers of 
Her Majesty’s Government in the week beginning 
7 October; and if he will indicate which of them wiJJ be 
subject to compliance cost assessments. {40801] 

The Prime Minister: The Government prepare a 
compliance cost assessment for aU new legislation likely 
to have an impact on business and the voluntary sector. 
The Government’s legislative programme will be 
presented to the House on 23 October. Compliance costs 
assessments wiJJ be presented in due course for the BiJJs 
in the programme.

Consultants 

Mr. Milburn: To ask the Prime Minister what are his 
latest estimates of the expenditure on aJJ external 
consultants, including management consultants, for each 
year since 1992, in 1996 prices, for his Department and 
its agencies; and what are the quantified annual cost 
savings which such expenditure has resulted in. {41173] 

The Prime Minister: For these purposes my Office is 
part of the Cabinet Office. Office of Public Service. My 
right hon. Friend the Chancellor of the Duchy of 
Lancaster will write to the hon. Member.
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Mr. Redmond: To ask the Prime Minister if he will 

allocate to a department the assessments of the non-air 
defence implications associated with unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement. [40822] 

The Prime Minister: The air defence and air traffic 
implications of unidentified flying objects are the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Defence and the Civil 
Aviation Authority respectively. The Government have no 
plans to allocate resources to researching extraterrestrial 
phenomena.

Terrorist Damage 

Mr. Soley: To ask the Prime Minister if he will extend 
the Northern Ireland compensation scheme for terrorist 
attacks to mainland Britain. [40934} 

The Prime Minister: I refer the hon. Gentleman to the 
reply given to the hon. Member for Manchester, BJackJey 
(Mr. Eastham), by my hon. Friend the Minister for Trade 
on 27 June 1996, Official Report, column 202.

New Buildings and Premises 
Mrs. Bridget Prentice: To ask the Prime Minister what 

was the total expenditure on new buildings and premises by 
his Department and its agencies; and if he will indicate the 
square footage of new office space purchased or newly 
rented in each of the last five years. [41 148] 

The Prime Minister: For the purposes of this question, 
my Office is part of the Cabinet Office, Office of Public 
Service. I refer the hon. Member to the reply given today 
by my right hon. Friend, the Paymaster General.

British Beef 
Mr. Hanson: To ask the Prime Minister what steps he 

is taking to encourage the purchase and use of British 
Beef by Government Departments. [41308} 

The Prime Minister: The best way to encourage use 
of British Beef is to restore confidence in the product. The 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has launched 
an initiative to reassure consumers and those responsible 
for procurement about the rigorous enforcement of the 
control measures introduced to protect public health. The 
Meat and Livestock Commission is continuing with its 
successful campaign to promote consumption.

WALES

GP Salaries 
Mr. Morgan: To ask the Secretary of State for Wales 

what proposals he has and what consultations he has set 
up on the introduction of a salaried status scheme for 
general practice. [40668] 

Mr. Hague [holding answer 14 October 1996J; 
Proposals for the development of primary care health 
services, including a salaried option for general 
practitioners, are set out in the White Paper "Choice and 
Opportunity", Cm 3390, published on 15 October. This 
issue is also addressed in the document "Primary Care: 
The Way Forward in Wales", also published on
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1 3 ?-1ARCH 1 984

Cols. 1 32 & 1 33

Unidcntifbl Flying Objects 
Sir PatricJ; Wall ;:skrl the S~crc[ary of Stine for Defence (1) how m:my ;:J!cr.~d Jandings by unidentified fJyi..’1g objects havc been made in 1950, J9SJ, 1982 a:1d 

J983, respectively; tine! how m<!ny 11:1\’<: been invcstigated 
by his Dcpar:mcJJ[’s p~’rsonnd; 

(2) ho;v nun)’ uncxp!J ncd sjGht np (here J:iI\’C bc~n in InO, J981, J932 :lnd 1983, rcspecl \cly; ;md which of thr!>e had been tl’aced by radar :ln with what It’SU!!.

Mr. Lee ll{rsuGnr fo his h’p/),. 9 ~h:rch J984, c. 723J: 
For the yeil ! question. {he :v1inisrry o[Dcfcn:::.~ rc:civcd tb<.’ fo!!owing numbers .of r~p r!s of sighlings of nyinr; 
!1jccb which lhc obscn’cr could nor it!t’;1!ify: 35Q, 600, 

250, and 390. I(q.’~r1S of ~Jkget1 JJ!ldin~s arc r:nt 
sep:i.raldy id::;!1!j[jcd. The D~rartn~cnt \".’as s:~[is!t’d tiJ~t 
non:: o[ Ihese rep.X1S w;:s of :1:\’ defence s gni!k:;r:,:c and, 
in such cases, docs /Jot ma ;[~!jn records of the extent o[ 
i!s ;:\,cstig;lt C1i1S.
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Dr. Liam., Fox: The Minister of St.ate. Foreign and 
COm.rnol1wealth Office. my righthon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley). shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter w be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

iW)\’iji(~ntif#~flyil1g..’ Qbje ~"" 
i Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (1) what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his 
Department with the French Service de Documentation 
Exterieur ’et de Contre-Espionnage in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a 
statement; [40970] 

(2) if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years, 
and this year to date, the number of occasions that MI6 
has monitored unidentified flying objects investigations; 
and if he will make a statement; [4098JJ 

(3) if he wiII list by month for each of the last 10 years 
and this year to date the number of occasions on which the 
Government Communications headquarters has monitored 
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he will 
make a statement. [40922] 

Mr. David Davis: I shall write to the hon. Member 
shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed in the Libraries 
of the House.

Consultants 

Mr. Milburn: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs what are his’ latest estimates 
of the expenditure on all external consultants, including 
management consultants, for each year since 1992. in 
1996 prices, for his Department and its agencies; and what 
are the quantified annual cost savings which such 
expenditure has resulted in. [41178] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs Office, my right hon. Friend the 
Member for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall 
write to the hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will 
be placed in the Libraries of the House.

New Buildings and Premises 

Mrs. Bridget Prentice: To ask the Secretary of State 
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what was the total 
expenditure on new buiJdings and premises by his 
Department and its agencies; and if he will indicate the 
square footage of new office space purchased or newly 
rented in each of the last five years. [41144] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

Telepbone Interceptions 

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs if he will list for each 
of the last 12 months the number of (a) interceptions and 
(b) monitorings of telephone calls (i) entering or 
(ii) leaving the United Kingdom, through the joint
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Government ,. Communications headquarters-National 
Security Agency agreement; and if. he will make a 
statement. [40972J 

Dr.. Liam Fox:.. The ’Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shaH write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

Nuclear Weapons 

Mr..Austin Mitchell: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what assessment he 
has made of the implications for United Kingdom policy 
on the use of nuclear weapons of the decision of the 

. International Court of Justice on nuclear weapons. 
[4J224J 

Mr. David Davis: I shall write to the hon. Member 
shortly. Copies of the letter wiU be placed in the Libraries 
of the House.

Combined Heat and Power 

Mr. Battle: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs what capacity of electricity 
used in his Department’s buildings is generated in a 
combined heat and power plant; and what plans he has to 
increase that capacity. [41321] 

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and 
CommonweaJth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member 
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall write to the 
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed 
in the Libraries of the House.

DEFENCE

Religious Discrimination (Caterick Camp) 
Mr. Gabraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 

Defence what reports he has received of religious 
discrimination at Catterick camp during June and July; 
and if he will make a statement. [40766J 

Mr. Soames: There have been no reported incidents of 
religious discrimination at Catterick Camp during June 
and July. However, we treat any allegations of 
discrimination extremely seriously and if the hon. 
Member can provide any information which suggests that 
religious discrimination has taken place at Catterick Camp 
it wiI!, of course, be fully investigated.

Suicides 

Mr. Galbraith: To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence pursuant to his answer of ] 6 May to the hon. 
Member for South Shields (Dr Clark), Offical Report, 
column 559, if he wiI! break down the number of suicides 
in the armed forces by (a) year and (b) service for each 
year since 1991. [40767J 

Mr. Soames: Since January ] 991 the total number of 
service personnel who have been confirmed as 
committing suicide is 130, which is broken down as 
follows:





















ANNEX A TO 
D/SEC(AS) /64/4 .. .... 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of ?? October to your

questions (official report, cols . . copy attached) about the
functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches.

The departme~tal titles you asked about are in a series which
.i’ 

delineate/Defence Intellig~nce Staff (DIS) branches, sections and
" 

desks 91though not all of them were extant during the timeframe
J/ 

you~lpecified. It has been the policy of successive Governments 

not to provide information on the functions of individual

intelligence branches when this discloses the current nature of 

DIS responsibilities. In the/1ight of this, I am afraid I cannot 

comment upon the duties o~//the Defence Intelligence branches 
referred to in your qu~%tions. 

i

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the 

Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

A-I



ANNEX B TO 
D/SEC(AS) /64/4 ~ O’"’ 

DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent

Parliamentary Question, a copy of which is attached at Annex.

RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and 6 lodger 

units~ The parent unit i~’~anded by a Station Commander (a 
" 

wing Commander, Administrative ~ ’ch) and it provides
accommodation, medical, dental, and

other administrative services dger units:

f"’~" 

No 1 Signals Unit -#~RAF unit!operatingand maintaining
’L..~’\-

fixed telecommunications services within the UK on behalf of 

Headquarters Defence Fixed Te.:t., c’ommunications System;", it -... ,- 
,1\.,...,"";; 

provides voice and data communications for MOD, RN, Army and

RAF establishments throughout the country.

Detachment of 1001 Signals Unit. ""No" x""StJ"’is" >."RAF unit
~’.f;.)\>"" 

operatl ~~the UK military communications satellite system.

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

B-1



It controJs satellite~ and operates communications passing
over t)1em No 1001 SU comprises several sites, one of which

"

is located at RAF Rudloe Manori part of the Detachment

operates from a site at Azimghur Barracks, colerne Ni’ r g ’’’~’’ 

which is close toRAF Rudloe Manor.

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) - a RAF unit 

commanding the 6 geographical P&SS Regions within the UK ~

providing sp ~ialist Policy and Security support to all RAF
,~’

establisJ;l’1~ent.~J.
"

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) -
. 

providing specialist Policy and Security support to all RAF

establishments within a,t:f"’ {;J;ea"",{i}6’ns’:i:’st":i:ng:~"e-&, the West

Midlands, the West Country and South and Mid Wales.

Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service

unit controlling world wide defence communications.

Bristol University Air Squadron - providing air experience 

and flying training for the BUAS cadets and operating from

the airfield at Azimghur Barracks.

The role of the station over the last 10 years has not varied,

although some of the lodger units have changed:

B-2



~

a. No 1001 Detachment formed in Oct 91.

b. No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a 

staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.

c. HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93, and HQ P&SS (Southern 

Region), which was then at RAF Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF 

Halton in Sep 85.

d. No 6 SU, a message switching unit, closed in 

Oct 94.

I am able to provide the following information for the 

establishment of the Station:

[DASA PROVIDING THE STATS]

For security reasons I am unable to go into anymore detail.
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ANNEX C TO 
D/SEC(AS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/USofS)/ October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about 
’UFO’ matters, Nicholas said that he would be writing to you. I 
am, however, replying as the Minister responsible for these 
issues. A full list of the Questions is attached at Annex and, 
for ease of reference, I have numbered them from one to fifteen.

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena 
(Question 1) is limited to that required solely to establish 
whether there is any evidence that the UK Air Defence Region might 
have been compromised by a hostile foreign military aircraft. 
Unless there is any evidence that this is the case, and to date no 
sighting has provided such evidence, we do not make any further 
investigations or seek to provide an explanation for what might 
have been observed. We have no expertise or role with respect to 
’UFO/flying saucer’ matters or so far as the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeformsi we remain open minded but 
know of no evidence that proves these phenomena exist. Our policy 
in this respect has not changed during the last thirty years since 
weare confident that our own Air Defence system technology has 
evolved and developed to meet our needs.

:t;"""c,aJJ,,,,,,a.ssU4:;,e""1{,QU,,,,:tl1&t RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) 
require all RAF Station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ 
sightings whether made by members of the public or on-duty service 
personnel "c:i’:1::l?eGt to the Secretariat Air Staff~~ Branch 1~""s.eG,~A~ 2a . 
Sec(AS)2a coordinate all ’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) 
whether military or civilian reported and initiate further action 
as required. Reports are assessed in consultation with other MOD 
branches as required to determine whether there is any defence 
interest in what has been reported. Over the last twelve months 
there has been one instance of an on-duty member of the services 
reporting an ’unexplained’ aerial sighting.



~:~i.{,:4
I ",^e fl""".ecrrrf1:rnr (Question 4) that ~6i structured craft of 

F,. f:’JL?!~’, .1 

unknown origirt,w"’ilave’ penetrated the UK I; Air Defence Region. I am 
unable to provide the information you seek bout reports of 
alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of 
’UFO’ sighting reports which are not broken down further into 
specific categories.

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and 
consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department 
has regular discussions with a number of countries on a wide range 
of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not 
extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific 
Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for 
any period in excess of 30 years. So far as the information 
sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the 
class list giving details of preserved records is available to 
researchers at Kew.

Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no 
lodger unit housed within the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF) based 
at RAF Rudloe Manor specialising in investigations into 
unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing 
misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged 
’UFO’ investigations, the station is not and never has been 
involved in this way.



~ ~

what.post Mr 
after his tour of 
2Aiandifhe will

,Aci’;’..:.."~~ T09-$k3):.g~seC:retary of State for ~;c:b.R.*~.s’<~?pewas ~ppoin~’edby his dutYi’\N’:~:t:.hSecretar~at (A~r Staff) Department 
make.a~statement.

’~l,,To ask the Prime Minister, if he will allocate toa departmentth
assessments of the non air-defence implications associated with 
unidentified flying object~; and if he will make a statement.

____.._u."._,_"’_._",.....~...._. .
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Co15. 132& 133

Vnidclltifi~ FJ)’ing Objects 
Sir Patrid: WaU ?skcd thc S~crctafY of StiltC for Defcllce (1) IJOW llJ:!ny aHcr,.::d landings by unidcl11ific:1 fiyi.’1g objects havc bcen 111:1d.:: iu 1%0, 19SI, 1982 :1:1d J9S3. resp:ctivcly; IInd how mnn)’ h:lvC been invcsligated by his D::partmcl1t’$ p’:fsonn~l; 
(2) how m:m)’ uncxp!ained sishtinDs there kl\’c heen in 19&0, 19S1. J932 and 1983, n:specti\"cly; and which of thc~e had been tmced by n!Cb.r :mt: \....ith wl1;\I Il’SU!L

Mr. Lee fl’llrSllGIIl to his reply. 9 M;:rch 1984. c..723}: 
For tlie years j!q[;C~{;0!1, t e :v1inislf)’ of Ddcn:c received 
thc following numbers 1)f n:pOl":S of sighting::; of Ilying 
objects which the ob$.:.:-rvcr could no! ide:1(jfy: 3.50, 60D. 
250, ;Iud 390, ne:p;:\rS of all~ged la!ldjn~s :lrC nat sf’p:::..rald)’ id~n!jficd. The D;:p:trtl1~cnt \’,’as sa!isfi:.-d th:!! . 

non:: or the!",.:: ICp’):1S w~s of :1Y dcfcnc~ sjf:ni!k:;~;::c and, 
in such C:1SC:S, does not ma la.,in records of Ihe extent of 
ils i:wcstig.:!i i1s.
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~d) To’ ask the Secretary of State, if h.e will list by month for each ~ ~ of the last 10 years and this year to date the number of occasions C ’- on which GCHQ has monitored unidentified flying objects . 
investigations; and if he will make a statement. 

To ask ~he Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs, what consultation has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with French Service de Documentation Exterieur et de Contre-Espionnage in respect of unidentified 
flying objects1 and if.he will make a statement.

g

If
, To ask the Secretary ’of State for Foreign and Commonwealth . Affairs, if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years, and ~his year to date, the .number of occasions that MI6 has monitored unidentified flying objects investigations; and if he will make a statement.















ANNEX A TO 
D/SEC(AS) /64/4 
DATED OCT’ 96 

DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of ?? October to your 
questions (official report, cols ..copy attached) about the 
functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches. 

It has been the policy of ~uccessive Governments not to provide 
information on the funct-ions of individual intelligence branches 
when this discloses ~ e~~ r&~sibjli~s. 

:::;:::;;;:::::""" . ....~. ,......, ~~~~~:;~~~~. I";~:#&:fr ~ arrange’ for a copy ’of this letter to be placed in the 
Library of the House.

N"--O,,,L..

".

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

A-1
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To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI61Ej what was its function (a) ,five years and (b) 10 
,years ago; and if he will make a statement.

-~._,._._.._- .-......---.--. .-----

To ask the Secretary of State for Defen e, what is the current 
function of DI65Bi what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and,if he will make a statement. ~

To ask the Secretary f State for Defence what is the._current function of DI55 SIG; what was its functi~n (a) five years--and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI10; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.



ANNEX B TO 
DjSEC(AS)/64j4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent 
Parliamentary Question, a copy of which is attached at Annex. 

it), 
RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and fllodger 

units:

No 1 Signals Unit - this RAF unit provides voice and data 
communications for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establishments 
throughout the country. 

Detachment of 1001 Signals Unit. This unit operates the UK 
military _.communications satellite system. No 1001 SU 

" comprises several sites, one of which is located at RAF 
Rudloe Manor; part of the Detachment operates from a site at 
Azimghur Barracks, Co!erne which is" close to RAF Rudloe 
Manor.

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) - a RAF unit 
commanding the 6 geographical P&SS Regions within the UK. 

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) - 
providing specialist Polio~and Security support to all RAF 
establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and 
South and Mid Wales.

Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service 
unit controlling world wide defence cO~lJ.nications ~_--’--"---’----~"_._.._ R:’’’~~;)\~’r~tl1~1it~~~";~~~~~:f~~~[~a1:\~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~(~~~~"’\ 

t.. aaQ.~.Ll,~.n.g~.ttJ;~.j,n4ng.,,,,.,f,Q’F"..~fl. -e"’BtfM~"eade..,."b.. "s-~’"~loper a t~ fro 
the airf ie Id at A<0’~m9~~~’li.FaeJ.sC:-~~,j’<I?5 \’’;’’’:~.v r’\

The role of the station over the last 10 years has not varied, 
although some of the lodger units have changed: 

a. No 1001 Detachme~t formed in Oct 91.
b. No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a 
staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.
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To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 10 years; and if he will make a statement.



ANNEX C TO 
D/SEClAS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/USofS)/ October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about ’UFO’ matters, Nicholas said that he would be writing to you. I 
am, however, replying as the Minister responsible for these 
issues. A full list of the Questions is attached at Annex and, 
for ease of reference, I have numbered them from one to fifteen. 

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena 
(Question 1) is limited to that required solely to establish 
whether there is any evidence that the UK Air Defence Region might 
have been compromised by a hostile foreign military aircraft. 
Unless there is any evidence that this is the case, and to date no 
sighting has provided such evidence, we do not make any further 
investigations or seek to provide an explanation for what might 
have been observed. We have no expertise or role with respect to 
’UFO/flying saucer’ matters or so far as the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms; we remain open minded but 
know of no evigence that proves these phenomena exist. Our policy 
in this respect has not changed during the last thirty years since 
we are confident that our own Air Defence system technology has 
evolved and developed to meet our needs.’ 

RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) require all RAF 
Station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ sightings 
whether made by members of the public or on-duty service personnel 
to the Secretariat Air Staff, Branch 2a. Sec(AS)2a coordinate all ’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) whether military or civilian 
reported and initiate further action as required. Reports are 
assessed in consultation with other MOD branches as required to 
determine whether there is any defence interest in what has been 
reported. Over the last twelve months there has been one instance 
of an on-duty member of the services reporting an ’unexplained’ 
aerial sighting. 

We have no evidence (Question 4) that any structured craft of 
unknown origin has penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region. I am 
unable to provide the information you seek about reports of 
alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of ’UFO’ sighting reports which are not broken down further into 
specific categories. 

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and 
consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department 
has regular discussions with a number of countries on a wide range 
of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not 
extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific 
Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for



any period in excess of 30 years. So far as the information 
sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the 
class list giving details of preserved records is available to 
researchers at Kew.

Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no 
lodger unit housed within the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF) based 
at RAF Rudloe Manor specialising in investigations into 
unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing 
misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged 
’UFO’ investigations, the Station is not and never has been 
involved in this way.

Lord Howe
Martin Redmond MP
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To ask the Secretary of State fo~ Defence, if he ’will make a stat~ment on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying 
objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years. ..

. -----.--..--.-- .. ._---~----_.. ---.....---.--.--..- ..-.-.-----.--..------ ..._.~--, -’ . - ------ - .... ----,~-- "--~~ --.-.

To ask the Secretary of St te for’Defence, what instructions have 
been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to collect 
reports from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified 
flying objects; what inqui~ies have been held following such 
sightings; to what extent there has been collaboration between his 
Department and the respective departments in (a) Canada and (b) 
the United States of America on this problem; and if he will make 
a statement.

TO,ask ~h7 Secre~ary of St~te for Defence, how many instances of un~d7nt~f~ed fly~ng objects have b7en reported on by the defence serv~ces of the United Kirigdom dur~ng the last 12 months; what steps are taken to co-ordinate such o servations; and if he w;ll make a statement. 

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by year for the last 30 years how many structured craft of unknown origin h~ve penetrated the United Kingdom’s air defence region’ and if he w~ll make a statement. ’
-- - - --~ - -~--...------.

.’ _._-.~-----~_..
To a~k the Sec~etary ?f Stat7 for ~efen e, how many alleged land~ngs by un~dent~f~ed fly~ng obJects have been recorded in each year since 1980 and this year to date; how many have been 
investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what co-operation there 
is between the Royal Air Force and the United States A r Force in 
respect of establishing the facts relating to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

.. .._...~..._._--_.__._~~_.__..:....""’-"-....:...__.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the spanish Ministry.of Defence’s Intelligence Section of the 
Spanish Air Forces Ai:r:Operations Command in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement.~! ~

...,--_.__.._-~_..-......... 

To ask.’~~~~~c~-~ta;;-~i--.state for. D~fence ,what:,’consultatin h s’ 

taken place in each of the last f~ve years by h~s Department w~th 
the Italian Ministry of Defence Air Force Genera~ Staff (2n~ 
Department) in respect of unidentified flying obJects; and ~f he 
will make a statement.

_..~._----

,.,ft ; .- ~-~~J::- " ’" -- ’-.... 
;’ ". ." ~. ,. ... >; .<",.".’i

-. _._.~-_._.--..--------_.. -.-.- 
To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five ye~rs by his Department with 
the Portuguese Ministry of Defence’s Jo~nt St~ff o~ ~he Arm;d 
F rces Intelligence Division in respect of un~de~t~f~ed fly~ng 
nb~ects. and if he will make a statement.



",-.",... ~.-t~’0 To ask’the Se retaryof state for Defence, what.consult~~~?f ~~:h 
akeri lace in each of the -last five years by hJ.s Departme~ -’IT3- . ~he Fr~nch Ministry of Defence ceritr: National ~’Et~de~ SpatJ.ales 
in respect of ’unidentified flying obJects; 

and J.f he wJ.ll make a 

~t~!:_~~ent. ----._. --:,;--: . ~hat cons~l tation h~s 
of state for Defence, . De artment wJ.th 

To ask the S7cr:;~~Yof the last five yea~s ~Yu~t~entlfied flying ~ (taken place J.n . Air Force in respec 
0 

.: I the Royal Aus~ralJ.an, 11 make a statement. 
\ b ’ects’ and J.f he WJ. ----- 
oJ’ . ---."..- 1 tation has .--., ------ . 

fee what consu . th . 
f state for De en I h’S Department WJ. 

To ~s~pi:~eS!~r:;~~o~ the ’l~stc:ir: i::~:c~YofJ.unidentified 
dt’,’ I) tNakwe~ealarid I s Minist~ of D7 l~n make a statement. ~ . ~_ f~yi~9_~~~3~~-~~- ~~~

’’’’

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many records 

\:1 currently held by his Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch ~ ...... are,under extended clo~ure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 
100,years’; how many of these records refer to unidentified flying 

. ..~!?l~~ts i and if he will make a statement. 
- ~.,.__._------.-------_.,-_..--.,---~___~._~ ~_~’7~’_’___’_’_’_

.~..:
_,~_~’~.’’’’’h___’~----------’’----~--’’’-’’----’--~-’-’’-’’’’’-’’’---’’’--’ -’’’’-Ti~~~ To ask the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, if he.will list 1;: 0) the ti ~les of the records qf the Ministr of Defe-nce I S’ Scientific U- 1# IntellJ.gence Branch in respect of correspondence sent to Mr 

Nich~las Redfern by the Public Record Office, Kew on 21st sep~_~~~E..1 9 90. - ...._~....

_ _..~_..__.,...__.---_._..__. ..-~---- "’_._~’---__"""_~h’__’_’_~---- -----~-

,,., 
)

.. Toasktb~-s~cretary of State for Defence, i~ a lodge:; UI;it hc:>used 
within’his Department’s Flying Complai~ts FlJ.gh~ specJ.~lJ.ses J.n 
unidentified flying object investigations; and J.f he wJ.II make a 

statement.















ANNEX A TO 
D!SEC(AS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of ?? October to your 
questions (official report, cols ..copy attached) about the 
functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches.

It has been the policy of ~uccessive Governments not to provide 
information on the functions of individual intelligence branches 

. when this discloses the current nature of DIS responsibilities. 

I shall arrange for a copy ’of this letter to be placed in the 
Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

A-I
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To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function ofDI61Ej what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defen ;e, what.. is the current 
. 

function of DI65B; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years agoiand.if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and,if he will make a statement. ...

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what is the._.current function of DI55 SIG; what was its functidn (a) five years"and (b) 10 years ago; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DIIO; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.



ANNEX B TO 
D/SEC(AS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent 
Parliamentary Question, a copy of which is attached at Annex.

RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and 6 lodger 
units:

No 1 Signals unit - this RAF unit provides voice and data 
communications for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establishments 
throughout the country. 

Detachment of 1001 Signals Unit. This unit operates the UK 
military communications satellite system. No 1001 SU 
comprises several sites, one of which is located at RAF 
Rudloe Manori part of the Detachment operates from a site at 
Azimghur Barracks, Colerne which is close to RAF Rudloe 
Manor.

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) - a RAF unit 
commanding the 6 geographical P&SS Regions within the UK. 

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) - 
providing specialist Policy and Security support to all RAF 
establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and 
South and Mid Wales.

Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service 
unit controlling world wide defence communications.

Bristol University Air Squadron - providing air experience 
and flying ’training for the BUAS cadets and operating from 
the airfield at Azimghur Barracks.

The role of the station over the last 10 years has not varied, 
although some of the lodger units have changed:

a. No 1001 Detachme~t formed in Oct 91.

b. No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a 
staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.

B-1



c. HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93, and HQ P&SS (Southern 
Region), which was then at RAF Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF 
Halton in Sep 85.

d. No 6 SU, a message switching unit, closed in 
Oct 94. ~

I am able to provide the following information for the 
establishment of the Station:

[DASA PROVIDING THE STATS]

For security reasons I am unable to go into anymore detail.

B-2
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To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently 
undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the 
last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
10 yearsj and if he will make a statement.



ANNEX C TO 
D/SEC(AS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/USofS)/ October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about 
’UFO’ matters, Nicholas said that he would be writing to you. I 
am, however, replying as the Minister responsible for these 
issues. A full list of the Questions is attached at Annex and, 
for ease of reference, I have numbered them from one to fifteen.

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena 
(Question 1) is limited to that required solely to establish 
whether there is any evidence that the UK Air Defence Region might 
have been compromised by a hostile foreign military aircraft. 
Unless there is any evidence that this is the case, and to date no 
sighting has provided such evidence, we do not make any further 
investigations or seek to provide an explanation for what might 
have been observed. We have no expertise or role with respect to 
’UFO/flying saucer’ matters or so far as the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms; we remain open minded but 
know of no evidence that proves these phenomena exist. Our policy 
in this respect has not changed during the last thirty years since 
we are confident that our own Air Defence system technology has 
evolved and developed to meet our needs. 

RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) require all RAF 
station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ sightings 
whether made by members of the public or on-duty service personnel 
to the Secretariat Air Staff, Branch 2a. Sec(AS)2a coordinate all 
’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) whether military or civilian 
reported and initiate further action as required. Reports are 
assessed in consultation with other MOD branches as required to 
determine whether there is any defence interest in what has been 
reported. Over the last twelve months there has been one instance 
of an on-duty member of the services reporting an ’unexplained’ 
aerial sighting. 

We have no evidence (Question 4) that any structured craft of 
unknown origin has penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region. I am 
unable to provide the information you seek about reports of 
alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of 
’UFO’ sighting reports which are not broken down further into 
specific categories. 

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and 
consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department 
has regular discussions with a number of countries on a wide range 
of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not 
extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific 
Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for



any period in excess of 30 years. So far as the information 
sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the 
class list giving details of preserved records is available to 
researchers at Kew.

Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no 
lodger unit housed within the Flying complaints Flight (FCF) based 
at RAF Rudloe Manor specialising in investigations into 
unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing 
misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged 
’UFO’ investigations, the station is not and never has been 
involved in this way.

Lord Howe
Martin Redmond MP
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’"To ask the Secretary of State for Defen~e, if he ’will make a 
statement on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying 
objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years. 

’,;

To ask the Secretary of St te for’Defence, what instructions have 
been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to collect 
reports from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified 
flying objects; what inqui~ies have been held following such 
sightings; to what extent there has been collaboration between his 
Department and the respective departments in (a) Canada and (b) 
the United States of America on this problem; and if he will make 
a statement.

To.ask ~h~ Secre~ary o~ St~te for Defence, how many instances of un1d~nt1f1ed flY1ng obJects have been reported on by the defence serV1ces of the United Kingdom during the last 12 months; what steps are taken to co-ordinate such observati ns’ and if he will make a statement. -,

v
To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by year for the last 30 years ~ow ma~y structu~ed craft of unknown origin h~ve penetrated the Un1ted K1ngdom’s a1r defence region; and if he 
w1ll make a statement.

To a~k the Sec~etary ~f Stat~ for ~efence, how many alleged 
land1ngs by un1dent1f1ed flY1ng obJects have b en recorded in each 
year s~nce 1980 a~d this year to date; how many have been 
1nvest1gated by h1s Department’s personnel; which of these had 
been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a 
statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what co-operation there 
is between the Royal Air Force and the United States A r Force in 
respect of establishing the facts relating to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

-....." 
/ /’
To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five yea~s by his D7partment with 
the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s Intel11gence Sect10n of the 
Spanish Air Forces Ai~. Operations Command in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

To ask’ the Secretary of State for. Defence ,what . 
consult:.atroii’li-~S 

taken place in each of the last f1ve years by h1s 
Department w1th 

the Italian Ministry of Defence Air Force 
General Staff (2n~ 

Department) in respect of unidentified flying objects; 
and 1f he 

will make a statement.
....’"’~~~,-’~. ~~ -"..."}~,."".",.,>"",.’",,.>~~..,,- ~ ^’--",

To ask the Secretary of State for. Defence, what. consultation h~s 
taken place in each of the last f1ve years by h1s Department 

w1th 

the Portuguese Ministry of De~ence’s Joint St~ff o~ ~he ArID7d 
Forces Intelligence Division 1n respect of un1dent1f1ed flY1ng 
obje~ts, and if he will make a sta~ement.



’"

T sk the Se retary of State for Defence, what.consultatipn 
h~s ’. 

okan lace in each of the’last five years by 
h~s Department.w~th 

\.^ ~heeFr~nch Ministry of Defence centr~ National ~tEtude~ Spat~ales 
\v in respect of unidentified flying 

obJects; and ~f he w~ll make a 

,’_m’_’" ._...m..~:t; tf::Il~l1’!:~._~. .... ..mm

. 

I , ,
what consultation h~s 

t y of state for Defence, h’ Department ~~th 
To ask the s:cre a~ of the last five years ~y ~~entified fly~ng 
taken place ~n ea~ Air Force in respect 

0 un~ 
the Royal Austral~an’ll make a statement. 
objects; and if he 

W~ 
what consultation 

h~s 
f state for Defence, . Department w~th 

T.o ask the s:cretarhy o~ the ’last fi,!e years bty o~~~n~..’d. entified 
k .place~n eac fence ~n respec 

I) ;:we~eala~d’s ~ini~t~ ~; ~ill make a statement. . 

. ~m_!~ .~J:l9~?J.~2!~~-._.~Il. ...

,.~ ~\- To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many records 
currently held by his Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch 
are under extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 
100 years; how many of these records refer to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

-. ""- ""’-""’~’,""""’’’’’’’’~’-’ . ’.’ ..- ",~,-~-"",,,-"""""""""’..,."’~"-

r~~~ To ask the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lal1caster, if he will list 
1;f t)) the titles of the records qf the Ministry of Def nce 1 s Scientific ~. .? Intelligence Branch in respect of correspondence sent to Mr 

Nicholas Redfern by the Public Record Office, Kew on 21st 
September 1990.

)’ To ask the Secretary of state for Def:nce’, i~ a lodge: u~it h~used 
within his Department’~ Fly~ng co~pla~nts Fl~gh~ spec~~l~ses ~n 
unidentified flying obJect ~nvest~gat~ons; and~f he w~ll make a 

statement.





The National Archives
PQ Response
Background briefing by UFO desk summarising MoD’s response to Martin Redmond’s PQs.











ANNEX A TO 
DjSEC(AS)/64/4 
DATED OCT 96 

DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of ?? October to your 
questions (official report, cols ..copy attached) about the 
functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches.

It has been the policy of Succ ssive Governments not to provide 
information on the functions of individual intelligence branches 
when this discloses the current nature of DIS responsibilities. 

I shall arrange for a copy ’of this letter to be placed in the 
Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

A-I
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To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function ofDI61E; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
.years ago; and if he will make a statement.

---.------"""-----. -~,_._.._--_...._. _~_’" ._..__._ .._ ..__n’.. .’.______ __h__ "’_’~__"

To ask the Secretary of State for Defen~e, wha~ is the current 
functign of DI65B; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 y~ars ago; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and. if he will make a statement. 

,

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what is the..,current function of DI55 SIG; what was its functi~n (a) five years.- nd (b) 10 years ago; and if he will make a statement.

..-....-..--...-..-.---"

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI10; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.



ANNEX B TO 
D/SEC(AS) /64/4 ... ".. 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/Min(AF)/ October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent 
Parliamentary Question, a copy of which is attached at Annex. 

RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and 6 lodger 
units:

No 1 Signals Unit - this RAF unit provides voice and data 
communications for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establishments 
throughout the country. 

Detachment of 1001 Siqnals Unit. This unit operates the UK 
military.,.communications satellite system. No 1001 SU 

, comprises several sites, one of which is located at RAF 
Rudloe Manori part of the Detachment operates from a site at 
,Azimghur Barracks, Colerne which is close to RAF Rudloe 
Manor.

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) - a RAF unit 
commanding the 6 geographical P&SS Regions within the UK. 

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) - 
providing specialist Policy and Security support to all RAF 
establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and 
South and Mid Wales.

Controller Defence Communications Network - a tri-service 
unit controlling world wide defence communications. 

Bristol University Air Squadron - providing air experience 
and flying~raining for the BUAS cadets and operating from 
the airfield at Azimghur Barracks.

The role of the station over the last 10 years has not varied, 
although some of the lodger units have changed: 

a. No 1001 Detachme~tformed in Oct 91.

b. No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a 
staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.

B-1



c. HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93, and HQ P&SS (Southern 
Region), which was then at RAF Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF 
Halton in Sep 85.

d. No 6 SU, a messa~e switching unit, closed in 
Oct 94.

I am able to provide the following information for the 
establishment of the Station:

[DASA PROVIDING THE STATS]

For security reasons I am unable to go into anymore detail, ~~~ J\ fKL\A. ..; ~ h. ~ ........ J~ J v... .. ~ .

,,;...

i’
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To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 10 yearsi and if he will make a statement.



ANNEX C TO 
D/SEC(AS) 164/4 
DATED OCT 96

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND

D/USofS)/ October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about ’UFO’ matters, Nicholas said that he would be writing to you. I 
am, however, replying as the Minister responsible for these 
issues. A full list of the Questions is attached at Annex and, 
for ease of reference, I have numbered them from one to fifteen. 

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena 
(Question 1) is limited to that required solely to establish 
whether there is any evidence that the UK Air Defence Region might 
have been compromised by a hostile foreign military aircraft. 
Unless there is any evidence that this is the case, and to date no 
sighting has provided such evidence, we do not make any further 
investigations or seek to provide an explanation for what might 
have been observed. We have no expertise or role with respect to 
’UFO/flying saucer’ matters or so far as the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeformsi we remain open minded but 
know of no evigence that proves these phenomena exist. Our policy 
in this respect has not changed during the last thirty years since 
we are confident that our own Air Defence system technology has 
evolved and developed to meet our needs.’ 

RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) require all RAF 
Station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ sightings 
whether made by members of the public or on-duty service personnel 
to the Secretariat Air Staff, Branch 2a. Sec(AS)2a coordinate all ’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) whether military or civilian 
reported and initiate further action as required. Reports are 
assessed in consultation with other MOD branches as required to 
determine whether there is any defence interest in what has been 
reported. Over the last twelve months there has been one instance 
of an on-duty member of the services reporting an ’unexplained’ 
aerial sighting. 

We have no evidence (Question 4) that any structured craft of 
unknown origin has penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region. I am 
unable to provide the information you seek about reports of 
alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of ’UFO’ sighting reports which are not broken down further into 
specific categories. 

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and 
consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department 
has regular discussions with a number of countries on a wide range 
of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not 
extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or 
otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific 
Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for



any period in excess of 30 years. So far as the information 
sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the 
class list giving details of preserved records is available to 
researchers at Kew.

Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no 
lodger unit housed within the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF) based 
at RAF Rudloe Manor specialising in investigations into 
unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing 
misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged 
’UFO’ investigations, the Station is not and never has been 
involved in this way. ’

Lord Howe
Martin Redmond MP
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To ask the Secretary of State fo~ Defence, if be’will make a stat~ent on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying 
objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years. 

t.’-- ~-- ----~~-- -- -_..~.____m_.__.._ _._ -- -- - -
.., -, _._._..’-.~._._..~--- ~~

To ask the Secretary of St te for’Defence, what instructions have 
been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to collect 
reports from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified 
flying objects; what inqui~ies have been held following such 
sightings; to what extent there has been collaboration between his 
Department and the respective departments in (a) Canada and (b) 
the united States of America on this problem; and if he will make 
a statement.

TO,ask ~h7 Secre~ary of St~te for Defence, how many instances of un~d~nt~f~ed fly~ng objects have been reported on by the defen serv~ces of the United Kingdom during the last 12 months; whatce steps are taken to co-ordinate such observati ns. and if he will make a statement. .,

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by year for the last 30 years ~ow ma~y str~ctu:ed craft of unknown origin h?ve penetrated the Un~ted K~ngdom s a~r defence region; and if he w~ll make a statement.
. _._--_.~.~~_..-.._.~-~..

- ..~,"-’------- .

To a~k the Sec:etarr ~f Stat7 for gefence, how many alleged land~n~s by un~dent~f~~d fly~ng obJects have been recorded in each year s~nce 1980 and th~s year to date; how many have been 
investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a statement.

- 

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what co-operation there 
is between the Royal Air Force and the United States A r Force in 
respect of establishing the facts relating to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

.- _.__.,--_._._.._----~------;..._..:...,~-,-

To ask the Secretary of State for,Defence, what. consultation h?s 
taken place in each of the last f~ve years by h~s Department w~th 
the Spanish Ministry,of Defen?e’s Intellig~nce Section of the 
spanish Air Forces Air:operat~ons,comman<:i ~n respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and ~f he w~ll make a statement.

4$,n it", D ,..."

""--’--"~"_._--------’--’--" 

To aSk: ~~~’-~~;r-eta;;--~f-~tate for D~fe~ce I whatconsult iion h~s-’ 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 

w~th 
the Italian Ministry of Defence Air Force General Staff (2n~ 
Department) in respect of unidentified flying objects; and 

~f he 
will make a statement.

~_. .._~..~_,_ ~fi’_"..~~’" " ,’cr. 
.,~..’ ’,’ ..- 
<, .

.. --.....~..._..-._- .~-----~------....~.......- ~~ 

To ask the Secretary of State for,Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last f~ve years by his Department with 
the Portuguese Ministry of Defence’s Joint Staff of the Armed 
Forces Intelligence Division in respect of unide~tified flying 
nhiects. and if he will make a sta~ement.



.. ~h’) ask the Se retary of State for. Df!f~.nce , what. consult ,~;pn ,. ~s.. ... 
To 

en lace in each of the "last five year~ by hl.s Departm~~1:. oWl.t.ll, fh: Fr~nch Ministry of Def nce Centre Natl.onal ~’Etude~ Spatl.ales 
in respect of unidentified flying objects; 

and l.f he wl.I! make a 

~ta,~~in~~t. ____. -----.--.___ 
. .’ ’has ’ 

, . .... what consul tatl.On. i 

. .. 
. 

of State for Defence, ’De artment wl.th \ , TO ask theS7cr:;~~Of the. last. five yea~s ~y U::i~ent fied flying 
, ~’ .’. l taken place l.n. I’ Air Force l.n respec 0 i 

.’.t," . 

the Royal Aus-t;ra 1. an ’ 11 make a statement. __..~-,,---- -------.~---------~,.:.."..’ 
,’. b’ cts. and l.f he Wl. . .---~.- 

o _Je .!.--. . -.---~--~ Itation has - -."-- . f nce what consU . th .-~ 
f state for De e , h’ Department Wl. 

To ask the s~creta~yo~ the ’last fi!e years ~Yofl.~identif~ed 
<%.’ I t ken place l.n ~a~ t~ of Defence l.n respetc ent ’ 

) ew Zealand’s MJ..nl.s ",:;1 will m ke a sta em. ._ .-....--}, 
l? N. b. cts. and l.f he ._ ---. -- - ------... , 

_ flYJ..ng_~~.~--_.---- --- ! 
i 

i

.... ,

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many records 

f \~ cu~rendtlY held by his Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch ! ~ are. un er extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) I ~ 
100 years’; how many of these records refer to unidentified flying 

I 

objects; and if he will make a statement. 
. 

.....----..-...--..--..---......,...,...,--.-- ._----~--_. ---,.--.--. ’- ! ;~. ._--_._,_....~~_.~--- ..-.-..---------..............-- . 
. 

’.’ 

fr;Z{vt~ To ask the Chancellor of the Duchy of La~c st r, if he will list 
----.--.. . 

, ’: () ’\ the ti~les of the records ~f the Ministry of Def bce’ s. Scientific ~. 0 ~ Inte1.ll.gence Branch in respect of correspondence sent to Mr 
Nich~las Redfern by the Public Record Office, Kew on 21st S~~~=~!~.1990 .

_..__~_.._, ...._’_’_:.__’_._,.~__._. ..,_w_

l"" 
)

-- -------- ---~- - ----_.~- - 
"’’TQ’askth; se~retary of State for Def~nce’, i~ a lodge:: u~lt h~used 
within ’his Department’s Flying Co~pla7~ts FIl.gh~ specl.~ll.ses l.n 
uniqentified flying object investl.gatl.ons; and l.f he wl.II make a 

statement.









The National Archives
Briefing
Defence Intelligence briefing on answers to Martin Redmond’s parliamentary questions on UFOs and DI branches, 18 October 1996.
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The National Archives
Reporting procedures
Briefing by RAF Group Captain ADGE (Air Defence Ground Environment) on UFO reporting procedures. No reports or mention found in records of UFOs detected by airborne radar.





The National Archives
Civilian reports
October 1996 briefing summarising 29 UFO reports reported to RAF stations between 1986-96 – the vast majority originated from civilians.
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The National Archives
Rudloe Manor
Background briefing on role and function of RAF Rudloe Manor, Wiltshire, 18 October 1996.



































The National Archives
Co-operation
Written response to PQ on co-operation between MoD and USAF on UFO issues.
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. ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR 
THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2134H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY 
BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 OCTOBER 
1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER WHO DRAFTS 
THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE GRADES/ONE STAR WHO 
APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND 
(LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

To ask the Prime Minister, if he will 
allocate to a department the 
assessments of the non air-defence 
implications associated with 
unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. (40822)

Answer: The air defence and air 
traffic implications of unidentified 
flying objects are the responsibility 
of the MOD and the CAA respectively. 
The Government has no plans to allocate 
resources to researching 
extraterrestrial phenomena.

The National Archives
John Major
PM John Major’s response to Martin Redmond’s Parliamentary Question on UFOs.











The National Archives
Parliamentary questions
Foreign & Commonwealth Office background briefing on response to parliamentary question concerning GCHQ, MI6 and UFOs.



cannot J:Ule out the possibility that they may have on record in other contexts 
individuals who have separately made a study of UFOs. It would therefore seem 
most appropriate to adhere to the standard ’no commenf formulation in the reply to 
the MP.

/5. ...
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~ I. -c0’d 1\:1101

Draft let~er trom the Secr ta~ of Stat~ to Martin 
Redmond M~

In my reply of 17 October to your Parliamentary 
Question asking if I would list by month for each of the 
past 10 years, and this year to date, the numb r of 

o~~asions that MI6 has monitored unidentified flying 
objects investigations, and if I would make a statement, 
I promised to write to you shortly. I also promised to 

reply to a similar question, originally put to the 
Secretary of State for Defence, with respect to GCHQ, for 
which I have Ministerial responsibility-

As you may know, it has been the long-standing 
pOlicy of successive Governments not to comment on the 
operations of the intelligence and security agencies. I 
propose to maintain that policy.

m-d :0t 966t-0t-91
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BACKGROUND NOTE TO PQ 2117H

This PQ is one of 26 tabled by Martin Redmond about, directly or 

indirectly, UFOs. Given the large number of questions and the 

fact that the House prorogues on Thursday, there is insufficient 

time to collect the information and assess the collective worth of 

the replies. It is suggested that Min(AF) writes to Mr Redmond 

and an answer to this effect is attached.

Sec(AS)2 have already prov ded more detailed background to this 

raft of PQs.



RUDLOE MANOR/FCF

PQ 2117H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently 
undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the 
last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2130H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if a lodger unit housed 
within his Department’s Flying Complaints Flight specialises in 
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he will make a 
statement.

















DRAFT ANSWERS TO PQs 2103H,2105H,2110H,2113H,2120H,2122H

PQ TYPE: ORDINARY WRITTEN 
NO SUPPLEMENTARIES REQUIREQ

DATE FOR RETURN TO PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 AND 
THURSDAY 17 OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH: DI SEC 
COPY ADDRESSEES: SEC(AS) 

MP’s DETAILS: MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY) 

2103H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence , what is the current 
function of DI61E; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

DRAFT ANSWER: I will write to the Hon Member.

2105H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s Intelligence Section of the 
Spanish Air Forces Air Ope~ations Command in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

DRAFT ANSWER: I will write to the Hon Member.

2110H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55 SIG; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 
10 years ago; and if he will make a statement.

DRAFT ANSWER: I will write to the Hon Member.

2113H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI65B; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

DRAFT ANSWER: I will write to the Hon Member.

2120H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of Dl10; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

DRAFT ANSWER: I will write to the Hon Member.





~. .

BACKGROUND NOTE - PQs 2103H, 2105H. 2110H. 2113H. 2120H. 2122H

These are six of 26 PQs on UFO issues raised by Martin Redmond. In 
view of this number Sec(AS) wish to coordinate a look at the 
collective worth of what might be said in reply from MOD and other 
departments. These six questions, aimed at the intelligence role 
in UFO reporting, ask for information on organisational details of 
the DIS which are classified, and its UFO intelligence exchanges 
with allies which are non-existent. We will be unable to divulge 
any detailed organisational information but should be able to make 
a general contribution to a reply coordinated by Sec(AS) which 
will also address the non-intelligence aspects.
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PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS TABLED BY MARTIN REDMOND 
(LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

TYPE: ALL ORDINARY WRITTEN

PQ 2100H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2 Copy: DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what instructions have 
been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to collect 
reports from air crews having allegedly sighted unidentified 
flying objects; what inquiries have been held following such 
sightings; to what extent there has been collaboration between his 
Department and the respective departments in (a) Canada and (b) 
the United States of America on this problem; and if he will make 
a statement.

PQ 2101H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2
Copy to: DI See 

Sec(O) 
DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the Royal Australian Air Force in respect of unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2103H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI(Sec) 
Sec(AS)2

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI61E; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2104H (TRANSFERREP TO FCO) 

Lead: Sec(AS) 
Copy:

To ask the Secretary of State, if he will list by month for each 
of the last 10 years and this year to date the number of occasions 
on which GCHQ has monitored unidentified flying objects 
investigations; and if he will make a statement.

The National Archives
Parliamentary questions
Summary of Redmond’s Parliamentary Questions on UFOs
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PQ 2105H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI(Sec) 
Sec(AS)

Lead: See (AS) 
Copy: DI See 

DIO 
DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s Intelligence Section of the 
Spanish Air Forces Air Operations Command in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2106H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2
Copy: DI See 

See(O) 
DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
New Zealand’s Ministry of Defence in respect of unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2109H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS) Copy: DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will make a 
statement on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying 
objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years.

PQ 2110H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI(Sec) 
Sec(AS)

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55 SIG; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 
10 years ago; and if he will make a statement.



’.

PO 2111H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI(Sec) 
See (AS)

Lead: See (AS) 
Copy: DI See 

DIO 
DAO 
Sec(AS)l

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what co-operation there 
is between the Royal Air Force and the united States Air Force in 
respect of establishing the facts relating to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

PO 2112H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2 Copy: DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many instances of 
unidentified flying objects have been reported on by the defence 
services of the united Kingdom during the last 12 months; what 
steps are taken to co-ordinate such observations; and if he will 
make a statement.

PO 2113H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI(Sec) 
See (AS)

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI65B; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

PO 2114H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2 Copy: DI See 
DIO 
DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the Portuguese Ministry of Defence’s Joint Staff of the Armed 
Forces Intelligence Division in respect of unidentified flying 
objects, and if he will make a statement.



.. \

PQ 2117H

Lead: Lead: CS Logs Command 
Copy: CS PTC 

See (AS)

CS PTC

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently 
undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the 
last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2118H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2 Copy: DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by year 
for the last 30 years how many structured craft of unknown origin 
have penetrated the united Kingdom’s air defence region; and if he 
will make a statement.

PQ 2120H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI Sec 
Sec(AS)2

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DIIO; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2122H

Lead: 
Copy to:

DI Sec 
Sec(AS)

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2123H

Lead: 
Copy:

Copy: DI See 
D Se(Air) 
DIO 
DAO

Sec(AS) 
CS STC

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the French Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a 
statement.



"
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PQ 2127H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2 CQPY: DI See 
DIO 
DAO

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation has 
taken place in each of the last five years by his Department with 
the Italian Ministry of Defence Air Force General Staff (2nd 
Department) in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement.

PQ 2130H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS) Lead: CS Logs Command or CS PTC 
Copy: See (AS)

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if a lodger unit housed 
within his Department’s Flying Complaints’Flight specialises in 
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he will make a 
statement.

PQ 2131H

Lead: 
Copy:

DI(Sec) 
Sec(AS), CS(RM) .~

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many records 
currently held by his Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch 
are under extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 
100 years; how many of these records refer to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2134H

Lead: 
Copy:

Sec(AS)2

To ask the Prime Minister, if he will allocate to a department the 
assessments of the non air-defence implications associated with 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

PQ 2135H

Lead: 
Copy:

CT(Pers) 
Sec(AS), PUS

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, to what post Mr 
Nicholas Pope was appointed by his Department after his tour of 
duty with Secretariat (Air Staff) Department 2A; and if he will 
make a statement.
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PQ 2136H

Lead: 
Copy:

Lead: Duchy of Lancaster 111111111111 
Copy: CS(Records Management)!

Sec(AS)

To ask the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, if he will list 
the titles of the records of the Ministry of Defence’s Scientific 
Intelligence Branch in respect of correspondence sent to Mr 
Nicholas Redfern by the Public Record Office, Kew on 21st 
September 1990.

PQ 2142H

Lead: 
Copy:

Copy: DAOSec(AS)2

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many alleged 
landings by unidentified flying objects have been recorded in each 
year since 1980 and this year to date; how many have been 
investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had 
been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a 
statement.

FCO PQs

To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs, what consultation has taken place in each of the last 
five years by his Department with French Service de Documentation 
Exterieur et de Contre-Espionnage in respect of unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs, if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years, 
and this year to date, the’number of occasions that MI6 has 
monitored unidentified flying objects investigations; and if he 
will make a statement.



PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

.,1, , ********************************

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2100H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

441To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what instructions 
have been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to 
collect reports from air crews having allegedly sighted 
unidentified flying objects; what inquiries have been held 
following such sightings; to what extent there has been 
collaboration between his Department and the respective 
departments in (a) Canada and (b) the United States of Am~ica on 
this problem; and if he will make a statement. [40917]~
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********************************~

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2101H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S):

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

311TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Royal Australian Air Force in respect of unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement. [41042] ~



}

********************************~
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

************~*******************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2103H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:DI(SEC) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS)2

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

, 
461TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI61E; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement. [41037]~



}

********************************"i,
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE’: 2104H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:~ 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED.

Fe ’.."’~’ .........,~ ...1....../ L.E.-A

.. 
MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

321TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by 
month for each of the last 10 years and this year to date the 
number of occasions on which GCHQ has monitored unidentified 
flying objects investigations; and if he will make a statement. 
[40922J~



********************************"’

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT.ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2105H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996 

LEAD BRANCH: D~C ).5iEC:.- ~s) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS) 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

331TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s Intelligence Section of the 
Spanish Air Forces Air Operations Command in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement. 
[41050].~



~
~ ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OR STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2106H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

471TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with New Zealand’s Ministry of Defence in respect of unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement. [41043]~



)

********************************~
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2I09H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

351To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will make a 
statement on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying 
objects and on how this has qeveloped during the past 30 years. 
[40913]v~



~
********************************

PARLI~ENTARY QUESTION 
URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2110H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary W 
ritten

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:DI(SEC) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS)

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

211To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55 SIG; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 
10 years ago; and if he will make a statement. [41040]~



~
********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ’ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2lllH 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996- please let us know if you have any problems reaching 
this deadline. 

LEAD BRANCH: D~EC :;a.’d~) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS) 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

361TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what co-operation 
there is between the Royal Air Force and the United States Air 
Force in respect of establishing the facts relating to 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement. . 
[40918)~
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********************************~
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2112H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVE~ THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 
MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR)(DONdVALLEY)

491To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many instances 
of unidentified flying objects have been reported on by the 
defence services of. the United Kingdom during the last 12 months; 
what steps are taken to co-ordinate such observations; and if he 
will make a statement. [40910]\.,//""



. ********************************~
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2113H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996 - please let us know if you have any problems meeting 
this deadline.

LEAD BRANCH:DI SEC 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS) 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOHD (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

371TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI65B; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement. [41038]~



~,
********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2114H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

SOl To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Portuguese Ministry.of Defence’s Joint Staff of the Armed 
Forces Intelligence Division in respect of unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement. [41051] ~.-

-,



MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

WEDNESDAY 16 OCTOBER 1996

MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently 
undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the 
last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last 
10 years; and if he will make a statement. [40823]
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" ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2118H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCOTBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

521TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by 
year for the last 30 years how many structured craft of unknown 
origin have penetrated the United Kingdom’s air defence region; 
and if he will make a statement. [40919]/’



.~ ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2120H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:DI(SEC) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS)2 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

531TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DIIO; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement. [41039]v/



. . ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2122H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996 - PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM MEETING 
THIS DEADLINE

LEAD BRANCH:DI SEC 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS) 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED.

~ 
MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

4olTo ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what is the current 
function of DI55; what was its function (a) five years and (b) 10 
years ago; and if he will make a statement. [41041] v//



, . ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2123H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):CMD SEC HQ STC

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR RH9~aGAN 
11\ f\ e::-r\ "J "7’’\ 

)

231TO Qsk the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the French Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes 
Spatiales in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. [41048]



: ********************************..
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2127H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED1"’ NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996- PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS MEETING 
THIS DEADLINE

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE 5/0NE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

421TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Italian Ministry of Defence Air Force General Staff (2nd. 
Department) in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. [41049]/’



... . ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2130H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF’THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET. 

LEAD BRANCH: ~,1Nt~. Cs r-Te..... 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

261TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if a lodger unit 
housed within his Department’s Flying Complaints Flight 
specialises in unidentified flying object investigations; and if 
he will make a statement. [41036]~/



, . ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2131H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET. 

LEAD BRANCH: W S~G.. ([$ C .M) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS), CS(RM)

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER ~ BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

271Toask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many records 
currently held by his Department’s Scientific Intelligence Branch 
are under extended closure for (a) 50 years, (b) 75 years and (c) 
100 years; how many of these records refer to unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement. [40911]
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********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR 
THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2134H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY 
BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 OCTOBER 
1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER WHO DRAFTS 
THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE GRADE 5 I ONE STAR WHO 
APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED.

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND 
(LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

To ask the Prime Minister, if he will 
allocate to a department the 
assessments of the non air-defence 
implications. associated with 
unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. (40822 )......./



...
,.,. .. ********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2135H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:CT(PERS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS), PUS 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOMD (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

221TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, to what post Mr 
Nicholas Pope was appointed by his Department after his tour of 
duty with Secretariat (Air Staff) Department 2A; and if he will 
make a statement. [40920 ]/-



.... ....
********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR 
DEFENCE PROCUREMENT

PQ REFERENCE:2136H 
PQ TYPE:ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY 
BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 OCTOBER 
1996. 

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) ~c;(f ~
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER WHO DRAFTS 
THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE GRADE 5 lONE STAR WHO 
APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND 
(LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

To ask the Chancellor of the Duchy of 
Lancaster, if he will list the titles 
of the records of the Ministry of 
Defence’s Scientific Intelligence 
Branch in respect of correspondence 
sent to Mr Nicholas Redfern by the 
Public R cord Off~ce, kew on 21st 
September 1990. \//
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********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2142H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996 - PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM MEETING 
THIS DEADLINE

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE 5/0NE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

411To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many alleged 
landings by unidentified flying objects have been recorded in each 
year since 1980 a~d this year to date; how many have been 
investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had 
been traced by radar,ftnd with what result; and if he will make a 
statement. [40921 J v’
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The National Archives
12 questions
12 Parliamentary questions tabled by Martin Redmond MP



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2100H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COpy ADDRESSEE (8) : 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

441To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what instructions 
have been sent to the commanders of Royal Air Force stations to 
collect reports from air crews having alleged~y sighted 
unidentified flying objects; what inquiries have been held 
following such sightings; to what extent there has been 
collaboration between his Department and the respective 
departments in (a) Canada and (b) the united States of America on 
this problem; and if he will make a statement. [40917] 

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PO REFERENCE:2142H 
PO TYPE:Ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996 - PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM MEETING 
THIS DEADLINE

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

411To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many alleged 
landings by unidentified flying objects have been recorded in each 
year since 1980 and this year to date; how many have been 
investigated by his Department’s personnel; which of these had 
been traced by radar and with what result; and if he will make a 
statement. [40921]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2130H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS}2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S}: 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR)(DON VALLEY)

261TO ask the secretary of State for Defence, if a lodger unit 
housed within his Department’s Flying Complaints Flight 
specialises in unidentified flying object investigations; and if 
he will make a statement. [41036]

Mr SGames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2127H 
PQ TYPE:ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996- PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS MEETING 
THIS DEADLINE 

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

421TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Italian Ministry of Defence Air Force General Staff (2nd. 
Department) in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. [41049]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2123H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS}2 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S}:CMD SEC HQ STC

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE 5/0NE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR RHODRI MORGAN (LABOUR) (CARDIFF WEST) 
MARTIN REDMOND? LABOUR DON VALLEY

231TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the French Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes 
spatiales in respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. [41048]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2118H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCOTBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

S21TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will list by 
year for the last 30 years how many structured craft of unknown 
origin have penetrated the united Kingdom’s air defence region; 
and if he will make a statement. [40919]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2114H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

sol To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Portuguese Ministry of Defence’s Joint Staff of the Armed 
Forces Intelligence Division in respect of unidentified flying 
objects; and if he will make a statement. [41051]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2112H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996.PLEASE CALL THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

491TO ask the secretary of State for Defence, how many instances 
of unidentified flying objects have been reported on by the 
defence services of the United Kingdom during the last 12 months; 
what steps are taken to co-ordinate such observations; and if he 
will make a statement. [40910]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2l09H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND fLABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

351To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if he will make a 
statement on his Department’s policy towards unidentified flying 
objects and on how this has developed during the past 30 years. 
[40913)

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2106H 
PQ TYPE:ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 
OCTOBER 1996. PLEASE CALL IF THIS DEADLINE CANNOT BE MET.

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COPY ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

471TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with New Zealand’s Ministry of Defence in respect of unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement. [41043]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



. ’

********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2105H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:DI(SEC) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S):SEC(AS) 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

331TO ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Spanish Ministry of Defence’s Intelligence section of the 
Spanish Air Forces Air Operations Command in respect of 
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a statement. 
[41050]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.



. ...~

********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2101H 
PQ TYPE:ordinary written 

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY BRANCH: 12:00 ON THURSDAY 17 
OCTOBER 1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS) 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER 
WHO DRAFTS THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THE 
GRADE SlONE STAR WHO APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND (LABOUR)(DON VALLEY)

311TO ask the Secretary of state for Defence, what consultation 
has taken place in each of the last five years by his Department 
with the Royal Australian Air Force in respect of unidentified 
flying objects; and if he will make a statement. [41042]

Mr Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy of the 
letter will be placed in the Library of the House.







********************************

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 

URGENT ACTION REQUIRED

********************************

MINISTER REPLYING:MINISTER OF STATE FOR 
THE ARMED FORCES

PQ REFERENCE:2134H 
PQ TYPE:Ordinary Written

SUPPLEMENTARIES ARE REQUIRED? NO 

DATE FOR RETURN TO THE PARLIAMENTARY 
BRANCH: 12:00 ON WEDNESDAY 16 OCTOBER 
1996

LEAD BRANCH:SEC(AS)2 
COpy ADDRESSEE(S): 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE DESK OFFICER WHO DRAFTS 
THE ANSWER AND THE NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER OF THE GRADE SlONE STAR WHO 
APPROVES THE ANSWER MUST BE QUOTED. 

MP’S DETAILS:MR MARTIN REDMOND 
(LABOUR) (DON VALLEY)

To ask the Prime Minister, if he will 
allocate to a department the 
assessments of the non air-defence 
implications associated with 
unidentified flying objects; and if he 
will make a statement. (40822)

Answer: The air defence and air 
traffic implications of unidentified 
flying objects are the responsibility 
of the MOD and the CAA respectively. 
The Government has no plans to allocate 
resources to researching 
extraterrestrial phenomena.
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The National Archives
Briefing 1996
Background briefing on 26 parliamentary questions on UFOs tabled by Martin Redmond MP in October 1996, including one for answer by Prime Minister John Major.















The National Archives
GCHQ, MI6 and UFOs
Parliamentary Question from Martin Redmond MP on GCHQ, MI6 and UFOs.
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